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FOUR-WAY HUDDLE . . . England's and United States'
top leaders go into a four-way conversation at Monday night's
reception in the State Department in Washington . Sir Alec
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Douglas-Home, left , British prime minister, chats with President Lyndon Johnson while United States Secretary of State
Dean Rusk listens to Prince Philip, at right. (AP Photofax )

Talks May Thaw Chilly
U.S.-French Relations

By RICHARD K. O'MALLEY
WASHINGTON (AP )—A thaw
in the chilly U.S.-French relations appears possible following
the announcement that Presidents Johnson and Charles de
Gaulle will meet here early
next year.
The surprise announcement
came from President Johnson
after he had spent 18 minutes
in private conference with the

French president at a reception further emphasis he told newslate Monday for foreign digni- men: "Sure, you can quote me."
taries who attended President De Gaulle originally had
John F. Kennedy's funeral.
planned to meet with Kennedy,
probably in February, and arJohnson, obviously plunging rangements had been completinto the monumental tasks be- ed. It appeared the two men
fore him with rapidity, came swiftly came to agreement on
out from the conference room the need for early talks to clear
and said , "We have decided he up standing differences between
•would come back and talk more the two long-time allies.
early next year." To give it The tall French president was

Flood of Orders Rocky, Barry
Supports Stocks Plan 30-Day
NEW YORK (AP)—The stock
market launched a strong rally
today upon reopening after being closed for the funeral of
President Kennedy.
The surge to buy was in sharp
contrast to the panicky selling
that followed -word of Kennedy 's

6 Wisconsin
Hunters Dead
By Gunfire

assassination Friday afternoon .
At that time prices plunged and
exchanges were closed early.
Chrysler advanced $3.25 to
$82. Other gains included General Telephone $1.25 to $29 ,
Standard Oil ( New Jersey )
51.62 to $69 and Texaco $2.25 to
$65.25.
A New York Stock Exchange
spokesman said the trading
floor was more crowded than
usual, He estimated 2,300 persons were on the floor , compared with the normal 2 ,000.

Badger Supreme
Court Upholds
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A fter three days the death toll
for Wisconsin 's 1963 d e e r
hunting season already has State Bar Poll

equaled last year 's figure for
MADISON', Wis. (fl-The Wisthe entire nine-day run.
consin Supreme Court released
Six were illled by gunfire today its 5-2 decision that perand 11 died of heart attacks. mitted the State Bar to go
Milton Roessel, 28, of Minong, ahead with a membership poll
Wis., was shot and killed Mon- on the qualifications of David
day while hunting with four Rabinovitz to serve as a federcompanions about six miles al judge.
west of Miming in Washburn
On Nov. 7 the court denied a
County. Authorities said an in- petition to stop the poll and a
quest into the shooting will be tabulation showed an overheld Dec. 14 in Shell Lake.
whelming majority of Wisconsin
Harry Messer , 56, a truck lawyers responding found Rabdriver from Sauk Cjty, suffered inovitz , a Sheboygan labor ata fatal heart attack Monday torney, unqualified to serve ns
while he was helping his hunt- a federal judge.
ing party drag a deer out of
the woods near Pray in Jackson County.

Political Rest

By JACK BELL
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gov .
Nelson A. Rockefeller of New
York and Sen. Barry Goldw ater
of Arizona say they plan no
political speeches for a month in
deference to the late President
John F. Kennedy.
Rockefeller , who has declared
himself a candidate for the 1964
Republican presidential nomination, said Monday he will not
push his candidacy during the
30-day period of mourning
which he has decreed for New
York State.
Goldwater, who leads polls as
a potential GOP presidential
nominee but has yet to declare
himself in the running, told a
reporter he has canceled three
television appearances and will
make no more political speeches this year.
Since the assassination of
Kennedy "there is an absence
of anything political to talk
about ," Goldwater said.
Rockefeller said in a statement that during the 30-day
mourning period "I shall not
participate personally in any
public activity in connection
with the Republican presidential
nomination , nor in any other
public activities with the exception of those falling within my
official duties ns governor of
New York Stnte. "

given the center of attention at
the reception, as he has been
since he arrived Sunday for the
funeral. He was in relaxed,
chatty form .
Announcement of the meeting
came amid general speculation
on how Johnson and De Gaulle
will get along.
The answer would appear to
be that they will get along well
personally, but any changes in
policy would have to come from
the American side.
De Gaulle, who regards world
affairs in the broad , historic
sense, is a stubborn man with
fixed ideas, devoted to France.
He is not malleable, as he frequently illustrated in his differences with Kennedy.
Problems confronting Kennedy 's successor and
the
French chief of state are manifold, but some of the larger
ones are De Gaulle's go-it-alone
atomic defense policy, his uncooperative attitude toward the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization , his chilly attitude toward
the limited nuclear test ban
treaty and his lofty position on
the Common Market.
But De Gaulle never hesitates
to make it clear that in any
showdown France would come
quickly to America 's side.
Johnson has the reputation of
being a seasoned , astute politician who knows how to work
with people and get them to
work for him. He also has the
reputation of being a compromiser , nt least in the realm of
domestic politics.

Grand Jury
Indicts Ruby

DALLAS (AP ) - A Dallas
grand jury indicted .lack Ruby
today on charges of murder
with malice in the slaying of
Lee Harvey Oswald , the man
accused of assassinating President Kennedy.

Hard Day for
Mrs. Kennedy

Arbitrators
Drop 90% of
Firemen Jobs

Also reported Monday was
the death of James J. Coffey,
70, of Brown Deer , who died of
a heart attack whil e huntin R
In t he Spider Lake area of Sawyer County.

Youths Ask
Juvenile Hearing

FARIBAULT , Minn. (AP) Petitions have been filed here
for a juvenile delinquency hearing for two high school seniors
held in the death of Rolenc
Madison , 17.
County Ally. Herbert .). Cook
filed the petitions Monday with
Probate .fudge Koberl Martin ,
.ludge Marlin will decide whether Ray Van Strantcn and Leslie
Hammond , both 17, should have
their case considered in juvenile court or whether it should
be moved to district court .
A henriii fj on the <loliw '*icncy
petitions was set tentativel y for
9; 30 a.m. Wednesday .

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Dick
WASHINGTON W Here are
W.C. Anderson testified today
excerpts from President Johnhe made a $3,000 contract with
son's speech to 35 governors
Norman Mastrian to kill Mrs.
at the White House Monday
Carol Thompson, and that arnight, as released by the White
rangements were made to kill
Housed
the woman's father "in six or
Gentlemen , I want to tell you
seven months."
how deeply I feel in your debt
The sensational t e s timony
for not only your coming to
came" at the opening session of
Washington on this tragic octhe sixth week of the murder
casion but for your being so untrial of the woman's husband,
derstanding of me and being
T. Eugene Thompson.
willing to come here and visit
Under questioning by Prosewith me this evening.
cutor
William Randall , AnderI am sorry I am late. Generson told of meeting Mastrian
al De Gaulle had to return to
March 3 through Richard Sharp,
Paris, He has had a long day a^asm ^amsmmmmimmas ^^maammmms amammsi ^mm ^'Kiiaaaaiiasxxmiasmsassismsimiamaamimt
Twin Cities hoodlum, who was
JOHNSON
SHAKES
HANDS
WITH
MIKOYAN
.
.
.
Presof it and he is flying back to
an earlier witness.
night. He talked a little longer ident Johnson shakes hands with Deputy Premier Anastas
Anderson quoted Mastrian as
Mikoyan
of
the
Soviet
Union
at
a
reception
at
the
State
Dethas I anticipated. Even then
we did not finish, so we have partment in Washington Monday. Soviet Ambassador Ana- saying one of the two slayings
must look like an accident.
another , meeting set up for toly Dobrynin is at center. Mikoyan attended the funera * of
Anderson said he asked what
early in the year when he *John F. Kennedy as official representative of his governMastrian meant by the other
comes back to this country.
ment. (AP Photofax)
killing. Anderson said Mastrian
Circumstances over whic n I
told him : '"the broad 's father
had no control brought me into
will be next in six or seven
this position that I. occupy tomonths'."
night. The difficulties and the
Mrs . Thompson, 34, was the
tribulations are great , and ' this
daughter of Otto Swoboda, a St.
is the time when our whole sysPaul plumbing contractor .
tem has gone on trial, not just
Mrs. Thompson was bludgthe Republican party and the
eoned and stabbed last March
Democratic party but the
6, a slaying the state claims
American system of governwas plotted by Thompson, arment.
ranged by Mastrian and executBy FRANCES LEWINE
the head of the assassinated ed by Anderson.
From the standpoint of population, we have less people than
WASHINGTON CAP) - The president's grave at her request
the Soviet Union. From the day for Jacqueline Kennedy had —flickered on the silent hillside. Anderson said Mastrian sugstandpoint of resources, in been a long and crushing one. Her brother-in-law, Mty. Gen. gested in the March 3 meeting
many respects she has greater But shortly before midnight she Robert F. Kennedy, was at her that the killing might be done
resources than we have. She slipped out of the White House side. Only hours earlier, world with dynamite in Mrs. Thomphas 8,600,000 tillable acres of and rode through the darkness dignitaries had crowded the son's car.
The final arrangements were
land while we have 3,000,000. to place a sprig of flowers on area duiing graveside rites for made the night of March 3,
Anthe fallen leader.
She has 208 million people while her husband's new grave.
derson said, when Mastrian
we have 180 million people. She
An eternal flame—placed at At night, the two stood alone. called and asked : " 'Do you
has greater water resources
After 10 minutes they went want to contract me?' "
and greater potential oil and
back to the executive mansion. Anderson said he replied
power , but the thing that is
Some of Mrs. Kennedy's plans "yes" but demanded half the
really to determine whether we
for the future may be made money beforehand. He said
win or lose in this struggle of
known today, according to Mastrian agreed to call him the
philosophies is how well our sysWhite House press secretary next morning on that matter.
tem works. We think we have
Pierre Salinger. She must seek Previous testimony has been
the best system.
a new way of life for herself that two payments totaling $2,300 were made to Anderson
and her two children.
I think continuity withont confrom Mastrian via Sheldon MorAmong
the
foremost
questions
fusion has got to be our passris, charged as an accessory.
are
how
long
will
she
remain
word and has to be the key to
Swoboda was himself a witat
the
White
House,
where
will
our system. For that reason, I
ness earlier today. He testified
she
make
her
new
home
and
am going to address the Conwhat will become of the "White there appeared a generally good
gress on Wednesday.
House school she set up for relationship between Thompson
I am going to tell that Condaughter Caroline and some 20 and his wife.
gress that we intend to honor
other children.
Anderson's testimony said the
the <!ommitments we have
Mrs. Kennedy, a widow at 34, mention of a second killing
made at home and abroad, and
never sought nor relished the was made the night of March
I am going to tell them I unpublic role she came to play as 4, when he and Mastrian met in
derstand my own limitations ,
the wife of John Fitzgerald a cafe near Lake and Hennepin
but I am going to do the best
in south Minneapolis.
Kennedy.
I can with your help and God's.
She married him in 1953, when Later that night , two days beWe live under a system of
he was a young senator from fore the slaying, Anderson said
checks and balances. We do so
Massachusetts. When Kennedy he and Mastrian drove to the
because our founding fathers
became
president in 1961, Mrs. Thompson home. Still later ,
figured properly that the only
Kennedy looked with some dis- Mastrian drew a diagram of all
sure method of preventing tyrthree floors of the Thompson
may at the life ahead.
anny was a political system in
Mrs.
Kennedy,
traveling home , Anderson said.
which no one person or no one
abroad to 13 countries alone and Anderson said a rubber hose
group of persons can have powwith her husband , speaking was taken by Mastrian from uner without limitations.
ON BIRTHDAY . . . John
French , Spanish and Italian as der the car seat , and that MasF. Kennedy Jr., three years she went, soon carved for her- trian spelled out how Mrs.
However, there Is one point
self a niche of fame. She drew Thompson was to be struck at
that must always be borne in old Monday, carrlesr a relicrowds by the thousands and (Cont. on Page 3, Column 1)
mind. It is that a government gious booklet leaving St.
became a goodwill ambassador
Matthew 's Cathedral after
by checks and balances will
THOMPSON
for America on her own.
work only when people are will- the funeral Mass for his
ing to cooperate and work to- slain father. Sister Caroline ,
gether for the common good, who will be 6 Wednesday,
lf they insist on glaring at each looks up. She clutches her
other , refusing to work to- mother 's hand. (AP Photogether, and standing firmly on fax )
prerogatives and forgetting responsibilities , the nation will
quickly be paralyzed.
Foi these reasons , I consider
it vitally important to ask for
your help. I want you to cooperate. I need your heart and
your hand. Our country has suffered a grievous shock. The
transition while a term is still
going on is always a difficult
test for democracy. It is doubly
difficult in these days of quick
decisions on matters thnt inWASHINGTON (AP)-Federvolve the fate of humanity .
al
arbitrators ruled today that
I hope to keep in constant
00
per
cent of firemen 's jobs on
touch with you. My permanent dicsel yard engines and freight
purpose is to maintain the fab- trains should
be eliminated.
ric of your nation intact and in Thoy said this should
be done
tho days that lie ahead I hope by attrition or with job protecto work with you to this end. tion for most of the 40,000 union members affected.
The seven-member arbitration board in the long dispute
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY - over railroad work rules was
Decreasing cloudiness late to- set' up under a law enacted by
day, warmer through Wednes- Congress in August which proday. Low tonight 30-35, high vided that its finding would be
binding on both parties.
Wednesday 50.
LOCAL WEATHER
However,....a spokesman for
RECEIVES FLAG. . . . Mrs, Jacqueline Kennedy is
Official observations for the two of the five railroad, unions
handed
the American Flag which covered the casket bearing
24 hours ending at 12 m. to- said the arbitration award and
the
body
ot her husband , John Fitzgerald Kennedy , to its
day :
the law under which it was
Maximum , 44; minimum , 28; mnde woidd be attacked in fed- final resting place in Arlington National Cemetery. (AP
Photofnx)
noon. 34; precipitation , none. eral court.
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LEADERS AT RITES . . . Many of the
world' s leaders stand In reverent silence In
Arlington Nationnl Cemetery as the body of
the late President Kennedy is lowered into
its final resting place. Mrs. Kennedy, the
President' s widow , is at right foreground.

»

Among those at graveside include France 's
President De Gaulle , center , with Ethiopian
Emperor Hailc .Selassie beside him , and
scores of others from all parts of the world
ranged around tliem. (AP Photofax )
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NW May Give
Temporary
Pond Easement

Thanksgiving
Recess Set
For Students

r

Good news for Thanksgiving
The extended forecast , made All-time high for Nov. 28 wss
travelers.
Monday , also was hopeful. It 65 in 1914 and the low for the
Continued mild weather is said there might be "brief" day -2 in 1880 and 1898. Mean
predicted with no preci pitation precipitation Thanksgiving Day. for the past 24 hours was 36.
With one e x c e p t i o n , the of any consequence.
The official thermometer rose Normal for this day is 29.
to 44 Monday afternoon , drop- Temperatures
Thanksgi ving recess at Winwere
mild
ona 's schools and colleges be- DECREASING cloudiness late ped to 28 during th e night , was throughout Minnesota with the
tonight
and
warmer
tonight
and
33 at 7 a.m. today and 34 at state 's low registered at Bemidgins Wednesday with classes to
be resumed Monday morning. Wednesday is the prediction for noon. The readings generally ji where the reading this mornthat time. A low of 30-35 is foreThe excepton is at Winon a cast for tonight and a high of 50 were in keeping with those of a ing was 19. Cloudy and partly
State College where students for Wednesday. Thanksgiving year ago today when the high cloudy weather prevailed in
was 49
the low 23. No pre- most places and St. Cloud recompleted their first qu arter day temperatures are expected cipitationandwas
recorded on that ported a ligh t snow falling at
examinations Monday and dor- to be about the same.
dav.
8 a.m.
mitories were closed this mornRochester had a morning figing. Final registrations for the
ure
of 29 after a Monday high of
second
quarter
will
be
in
proUNDER THE master flood
43 and La Crosse posted figures
gress Dec. 2 and 3 and class
control plan , drafted by the
of 28 and 41 for the same times.
sessions will begin Dec. 4. WinU.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Milder weather took over in,
ter quarter night classes will
the general area would be an
WISCONSIN today, although a
begin Dec. 3.
impounding basin for excessivefew snow flurries, were still
All of the city 's public and
ly heavy surface runoff waters.
coming down in northern areas.
parochial schools will dismiss
It would receive inland tundff
for the Thanksgiving holiday at
The outlook for Thanksgiving
only, . serving as . a temporary
One of four hunters accused a tip from an anonymous source Day called for continued mild
the end of the school day Wedreservoir which would be pumpMOURNER AT KENNEDY GRAVE . . . ly after the gates were opened to the public.
nesday and pupils will return to of "shining " violations was about "shining " in that area. weather with fair skies in the
ed into the Mississippi River. A woman kneels in pr ayer at the grave of
A fence encloses the grave. In the back- the classrooms Monday morn- bound over to District Court af- i Teske explained that his 14- south and cloudiness in tha
Some earth moving would be the late President John F. Kennedy early
year-old son and 20-year-old north.
ground are the headstones of other service- ing.
ter his pre liminary hearing in i
necessary to obtain maximum
men buried there. (AP Photofax)
today in Arlington National Cemetery shortThe College of Saint Teresa munici pal court this morning. \ son-in-law. Donald Haedtke , acOne inch of new snow , fell ' at
water retention capacity.
companied him.
Superior in the 24-hour period
will be in recess from noon
All costs of the project will
ending at daybreak today,
Wednesday and students . at St. The hearing was for Wayne
\ HE TESTIFIED that he took
be met by federal funds , exMary 's College will be dismiss- W. Wenzel , 20, Lewiston Rt. 1, . a station in the field and that bringing the total on the ground
cept those of securing land use
ed at the end of the last class who the state claims was one his car was partially concealed. there to two inches. The Park
rights. The city is required to
period at about 12:15 p.m. Wed- of the four Wyattville area About 9:50 . he said, they no- Falls area had a trace of snow.
stand the cost of securing tliese
nesday.
hunters involved in the gross ticed a car coming toward the ..Madison and Lone Rock had
easements.
the low of 23 early today.
At both colleges classes will
misdemeanor game violations. ; field on the same road over
... .North,.Western, .officials:. have
be resumed Monday morning.
,
which he had driven.
MAXIMUM Monday ranged
objected to granting permanent
GAME WARDEN Francis The car continued into the from 33 at Superior
easements, according to Council
to 5u at
Teske , who made the arrest of field , drove around in circles BeJoit .
President Harold Briesath , one WASHINGTON w - A frag- resting place of the 35th Presthe four Nov. 7 in a field in for about 15 minutes , then startof the city's negotiators at last ile spray of lilies of the valley, ident was hard to spot before SPRING GROVE . Minn. Devils Lake. N.D., set the naHart
Township about three ed toward -the exit road , Teske
tional minimum of is degrees
Friday 's meeting in Chicago.
Russia 's underproduction of
|
dawn.
miles south of Wyattville , was said. He testified that he drove early today,
However, he said , it is likely parting midnight gift from a
compared with the
Gone were the rulers of the farm commodities is due to inthe only witness.
to the exit and stopped the high of 83 Monday at Fort
and
the
milithat temporary easements can sorrowing widow ,
world ho paid silent respect adequate agricultural equipP. S. Johnson is counsel for car.
Myers , Fla.
be obtained by the city. The tary regalia of fighting men, Monday^ afternoon to their de- ment , asserted Merle Severtson ,
the hunters. County Attorney , Teske said he found four
deputy commissioner of agriculrailroad has said it hopes to also placed during the night , parted peer.
S.'A. Sawyer is representing the men and three ri fles inside the
Gone also were the troops, ture. St. Paul , when he spoke
retain the land for possible fu- lay side by side today on the
ture development as industrial freshly covered grave of Presi- the honor guards and the ser- to 170 who attended the Root Condemnation proceedings in- state. Judge John D. McGill ' car. The rifles were not in casvicemen who at sundown were River Soil and Water Conserva- volving 18 parcels of land for presided and ordered the youth es , he said, and they were loadsites.
dent Kennedy.
s
t a n d i n g stiff sentry duty tion District's annual , meeting the expansion of the campus bound over to the higher court. ed.
Along
with
the
white
flowers
Under the temporary easeBail was continued at $300. All
He said that he then told the
here Monday evening.
ment plan , which seems likely placed on the grave in an al- around the gravesite.
of Winona State College began have posted bail.
four
men that they were under
broke,
the
flowWhen
dawn
Mrs.
Severtson
showed
slides
he
most
surreptitious
visit
by
to be adopted , the railway
in District Court here today
Teske said that he drove his j arrest and took them to the
could , with proper notice, re- Kennedy , there were a forest ers and wreaths, banked care- had taken on his recent visit with the naming of appraisers.
county jail in Winona.
acquire full rights to use of the green cap from the Arm y Spe- fully only a. few hours earlier , to the Soviet Union. He said Judge Leo F. Murph y named car to Hart Township on Nov. Wayne Wenzel did not have
were
leaning
under
the
weight
the general lack of progress of Stanlev A. Hammer , 358 W. 4th 7 about 8 p.m. drove into a
land. The city then would be cial Forces, and a buff shoulder
a rifle , said Teske, but he was
obliged , at the insistence of the strap and c o c k a d e of the of a heavy frost that accumu- the Russian economy was due St. ; Howard L. Keller , 358 Col- farmer 's field ,. parked his car driving the car. Rifles found
,
in
the
early
morning
lated
to insufficient equipment.
Winona Police Chief George
legeview , and Everett J. Koh- and waited.
Corps of Engineers, to provide Army's 3rd Regiment. The SpeThe co u n t y conservation ner , 365 W. King St.. as commis- He said that he had received were an 8-millimeter Mauser , Savord said today that critialternative facilities for collec- cial Forces are the anti-guer- hours.
300 Savage and Stevens 30-30 cism of the Dallas , Tex., police
tion and disposal of surplus rilla , unconventional warfare At 8 o'clock t h e military award was presented to Mr. and sioners for appraisal of the
caliber , he said.
'
department is unjustified .
units
sharply
expanded
in
the
y
Mrs. Maynard Welscher , Ma property.
runoff.
Kennedy administration with his watch over the grave was re- ville Township farmers , near Alternates na med were John
Briesath said the additional specific approval .
sumed as four soldiers, tall in
IN CROSS-examination by Savord said unfounded chargC. Bambenek, 578 E. 5h St., and
pipe and pumping facilities that
their long blue coats , took their Caledonia.
Johnson , Teske said that he es of negligence against the
might be required , in the event The scene was a little eerie '. places at the four corners of Two county sou conservation Archie J. McGill , 166 E. Sarnia
heard no shots and that as far department — in connection
St.
speech
winners
—
T
h
o
m
a
s
the
roped-off
site.
this alternative became neces- as a slow-rising sun lighted the
as he knows no one got out of with the fatal shooting of Lee
H. Oswald, alleged assassin of
With the opening of the gates Tweeten , Spring Grove, and The proceedings were to have
sary, would cost about $500,000, unguarded site on the east
the
car.
opened
Monday,
but
were
post,
Da
v
i
d
Ernster
Caledonia
—
to
the
cemetery
a
few
minutes
1
National
according, to engineers esti- slope of Arlington
Johnson moved for dismiss- President John F. Kennedy —
later , people , apparently ordi- were introduced. They present- poned to today because of the
Cemetery.
mates!
al of the charge on grounds of have been made in many newsdeclaration
that
Mondav
be
a
.
ed
their
prize-winning
speeches.
papers and by other news me,
nary
citizens
started
walking
,
the^efernal
flame
Except for
John T: Vondrasek. 25. Har- insufficient evidence. Judge Mc- dia.
BRIESATH SAID that other kindled Little more than 12 hours from lower levels . up the grassy A. memorial speech was giv- day of national mourning.
mony Hotel , was back in muni- Gill denied the motion .
land in the vicinity should be before by the widow, the last slope to stand silent and look. en in honor of the late President Condemnation of the property cipal court today facing a The three other hunters in- A Daily News editorial , pubinvolved
is
for
additional
space
F.
Kennedy
.
John
acquired by the city, rather
after revoca- volved in the alleged incident lished Monday, criticized DalArnold Onstad , Spring Grove , for construction of dormitory charge of driving 's
las police for giving advance inthan committing some future
license.
are John A., 21, and Willard V. formation on ,
state soil and water conserva- space , a student union , an addi- tion of his driver
a planned tr ansfer
City Council to such a potenThis is the man who police Wenze l, 19, brothers of Wayne of Oswald from the city jail to
tion president and member of tion of Maxwel l Library and the
tially costly arrangement. Un,
Don,
33,
assumed
was
his
brother
and
Norman
H.
Eggert
the Root River District , was new food service.
a county jail.
used and unproductive parcels
master of ceremonies. Robert : Following are the parcels to ald J. Vondrasek . 21 . La Crosse, rural Rushford. They ^ve in
"In considering the tragic
of land could be acquired at
Hillman. president of the Spring be condemned: 276. 270, 222. 218 and who appeared in court last the Wyattville area.
events of the past few days,
much less expense to the city
Johnson said that he would there is gross error in the dirGrove Commercial Club , gave and 216 W. Howard St.; 469. 473 Monday on four charges.
than it would cost to build exand 477 Washington St. ; 365. 369. He also is the man who Thurs- be willing to consolidate the ection of public wrath
the
welcome.
toward
tra pumping stations , Briesath
373 and 377 Johnson St. ; 477. day pleaded guilty to driving hearing for the others. It is
said.
476, 471 and 468 Winona St.; after revocation of his driver ' s scheduled for Dec. 11 at 9:30 the Dallas police department ,
Chief Savord said. "It is
Representing the city at the
Information is now being send inform atioh and advertis- 2 Chippewa Falls
464 Huff St., and 164 W. San- license, a charge stemming a.m.
wrong to collectively indict 1,200
2%-hour conference were Brie- compiled for the 1964 edition of ing copy for the new book into
from the police getting the
born St.
men for events not yet resolvsath , Mayor R. K. Ellings and the Winona City Directory, to the publisher around Christ- Men Crash Victims
Representing the slate in wrong name after the first ared.
City Attorney George M. Rob- be published , as in the past , mas.
rest.
court
this
morning
were
Fred
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS ¦C.
"If we are to consider Ihe
ertson Jr . Also present were by R. L. Polk & Co. , St. Paul.
,
Last Monday he paid fines toNorton an assistant of the
Two men were killed today
actions of the Dallas police as
DEADIJ.NE for all local Intaling
$80.
Thursday
he
paid
a
officers of the Corps of Engini
attorney
general,
and
John
J.
Mrs. Fern Myers , represent- formation and copy is Dec. 16. in a collision in Chippewa
a group, then we must rememeers.
Davis , land acquisition agent fine of $35.
ing the publishing firm for the
ber the efficient patrols , tha
Six persons are working on County as Wisconsin 's 1963 traf- for Ihe commissioner of adminVondrasek was arrested by
fourth time in Winona , said the gathering of information for fic toll mounted to 797. On this istration.
traffic and crowd control offipolice at 1:47 a.m. today on
that canvassing of the city is the directory. Because many date one year ago 859 deaths ; Judge Murphy scheduled the Sarnia Street and again charged
cers whose actions on those
"going -nicely." She expects to persons are not at home the had been recorded.
fateful days will never be fully
firs t meeting of the commis- with driving after revocation.
(Continued From Page 1)
Although Winona ' s new tele- appreciated. We must rerftemHe pleaded guilty to the
first time a canvasser calls, J ohn Beranek and Lyle Wil- sioners for 1:30 p.m. today.
phone directory
returned to ber the planning , organization ,
there are a lot of return trips son , - both of rural Chippewa The property involved in the charge today. Judge John D. the 1962 formathas
an angle across the back of the
,
subscribers
,
Falls
were
killed
about
7:30
direction and detailed function
condemnation must be vacated McGill sentenced him to pay
head , to simulate a fall in the
made , Mrs. Myers said , and
will find it a somewhat bulkier of all police personel — from
bathtub.
this slows down the work to a.m. today when their cars col- by June 15, according to Nor- a fine of $75 or to serve 25 book than in the past.
lided on County Trunk O eight ton. Construction is scheduled days. Vondrasek has been compolice command to patrolman.
some extent.
For example, there were 73 "Let us remember that a DalIn quoting Mastri an's alleged
miles nort h of the citv.
mitted to the city jail.
to begin bv J uiv l .
She
asked
that
persons
not
(alphabetical
white pages
list- las policeman died in the lina
directions , Anderson testified :
home when a canvasser calls
ings ) in the 1962 directory. In of duty . Other Dallas officers
"He says Mr . Thompson
. the new one , now being deliverleaves the door open in the mor- PRESTON , Minn. - The Fill- call her office , 413 Exchange
faced deadl y firearms and ef' ed, there are 85.
Building,
to
report
needed
inmore
County
District
Court
case
ning . He says you 'll be able to
fected live apprehensions withOlson,
NorthWhile Robert
go inside and go in the base- scheduled for Monday by Judge formation. A yellow slip givout taking life; first in a theament and wail . He says at 8:25 A. C. Richardson was postpon- ing the office telephone numi western B e l l Telephone Co. ter, then in some obscure cor,
was
unable
to
manager
here
Mr. Thompson will call Mrs. ed because of the burial of ber is left at each house where
cite definite figures , he said ridor.
a canvasser finds no one at
Thompson and he says at that President Kennedy.
that
the total number of list- "Let us remember the swift
No new date has been set for home.
time you 'll be nble to sneak up
ings
is
up from previous years apprehension of the alleged
0.
Kiesau
the stairway. He says Mrs. the appeal of Alvin
The directory , as in previous
assassin and the thorough intoo.
Thompson will be in the kitch- from Ihe will of Peter .1. Fordc. editions , will include an alphavestigation , conducted over a
The
new
book
,
listing
only
Wi(he
executor.
Carl
G.
Olson
is
en answering the telephone. He
betical listing of businesses and
nona, Witoka , and Fountain relatively short period of time.
says the other telephones in the Three jury cases remain on private individuals , including
City subscribers, measures just Many Dallas officers contribuhouse would be removed so that the calendar: State of Minne- the name of a man 's wife and
over
6 hy 9 inches , Last year ' s ted their efforts to those accomshe has to come downstairs. " sota against Curtis Rustad. his occupation.
j
regional
book was 9 by 11 in- p lishments.
'
Anderson s testimony , ob- Rushford , charged with patern"And lei us remember that
ches.
FROM TIIE directorv, one
viously near the windup of the ity; Gordon Broadwater against
wisdom
after the event ia
Minnesota
's
recreational
opcan
find
out
who
lives
nt
any
,
state 's case against Thompson Carroll Funk , and Clarence W.
"
easy.
portun
ities
are
pictured
on
the
virtually paralleled the prose- Haupt against Chicago Great address in the city, and whethcorner of the new book.
cutor 's statement to the jury.
Western Railway Co., the lat- er he owns his home.
year , the money to come from
Anderson said Mastrian told ter both carried over from the
There is a reverse telephone
the recreation fund.
him that Thompson would leave previous term .
directory, which tells to whom
Power for the low will be
water in the bathtub , and that
a certain number belongs , rathprovided
by an automobile , runMastrian described how "reer than tel ling what a person 's
It
nin
g
off
the rear wheel. The
verse artificial respiration " was
or a business firm 's number
healer
in
Ihe
car will provide
to bc used.
is.
CHATFIKLD , Minn. - Chat- heat and shelter for the careRandall has charged that the
The book includes a county
,' field will hnve a ski tow in taker.
planned killing, instead of apdirectory and a county taxpayj
operation this winter.
Interstat e Power Co. is workpearing an accident, turned iners directory, a classified .busI The City Council authorized ing out Ihe engineering probto a bloody struggle as Mrs.
iness directory, and information
the mayor and clerk to enter lems and William Cramer WeldThompson tried to break away The Winona Council of Social about the citv.
( into n contract wit h Jep Turner ing is working oil the pulleys.
nnd finally staggered bleeding Agencies will hold its fall meetI and Clara Turner for use of The area may be lighted for
ing today nt the YMCA at 7:30
down nn alley lo a neighbor.
their land east of the high night use.
Anderson said the suggestion p.m.
school . Tin ner w ill be paid $75 The caretaker will he paid
Members and guests will hear
lhat dynamite be used might
!
a year and Mrs. Henry, $25 a $1.25 an hour.
hnve involved three olher wom- a talk by James Anderson , gen,
the
YMCA
eral secretary of
en.
Anderson , also charged with and will go on a guided tour of
murder , quoted Mastrian as say- the building. Slides of summer
ing " 'this woman goes to some day camp ing activities will he
Mrs. Nor man C. Meska , 24,
type of meeting with three other shown.
110 Winona St., received a suswomen and while they are in Beginning immedial ely after pended sentence in municipal
THIRD DISTRICT
council 's
the
the meeting you could place Ihe Thanksgiving ,
court todny after she pleaded
dynamite and gel Ihem nil and Christmas bureau will open for guilty to a charge of petty larTho third district include* the area starting at the
then the suspicion wouldn 't be ils 12(1) consecutive season, un- ceny by clu'ck.
der direction of Mrs. Katherine
Center
Line of Franklin St. to the east city limits and
on nny particular woman . "
Judge John 1) . McG ill susAnderson was moved from the Lambert , city welfare director. pended lh«' sentence on two
also includes Sugar loaf , Glenview and Glen Echo.
county to the city jail in St. Paul The bureau will clear all re- conditions. The conditions were
Water billvfor this Third District are now due and
about :\ a.m. today , nnd was quests for holiday assistance lo that slie make restit ution for
will become delinquent as of December 1 , 1963.
brought , to Minn eapolis under underprivileged persons and tlie check nnd that she is not
families .
heavy guard.
Ten days after becoming delinquent the water will
guilty of a similar offensci within
the ncxl six months.
bo shut ofl for nonpayment of water rental*.
Mrs. Mesk a was arrested at
police to'*«rk(<*'irter.s* at 10:4 (1
BOARD OF MUNICIPAL WORKS
NO I'l.ACK TO HIDE. . . . Looking like
has red wed the 70-year-old building lo a
p.m. Sunda y on a compla int that
heap of rubble in recent weeks, lt will be the
issued ji cheek for $25. The a bombin g raid casualty , Ihe old post office
^JpNl Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room j she
GERALD O. HARVEY ,
site of Ihe new First Nat ional Bunk building.
check was issued to the Mileage building st ill displays its fallout shelter sign.
1*
,
,
direct
hits
sustained
)
The
only
however
have
(Daily
Mews
photo
Secretary
IT^
ntlos I' roil.-nisl -i , W. P. j Oil Co . on Nov. 20 and written
btien those of the wrecking equipment which
on Ihe First National Hank.
A solution may be in sight
for the problem of flood control
easements the city seeks on
land owned by the Chicago &
North Western Railway Co.,
following a weekend conference
of city and rail officials.
Under negotiation are easements for use, as a ponding
area , of an 8-acre tract of land
occupied mostly by North Western freight yards. The area extends along the city's northwest
edge, west of Olmstead street.
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It May Be Good
Weeken d to Travel

Youth Bound Over
In Shining Case

Widow Vis its
<Jrave at Night

Root River SWCD
Hears Report on
Russian Farming

Appraisers Set
In College's
Land Acquisition

Chief Regre ts
Criticism of
Dallas Police

He 's Back
Again ior
No License

City and Count y
Directory Readied

Listings Rise
In Phone Book

THOM PSON

Fillmore County
Case Postponed

Chatfield Council
OKs Ski Tow

Social Agencies
Council to Hea r
Secreta ry of 'Y'

Check Writer
Gets Suspension

^JF Eagles Regular Meeting j

Notice to Water Consumers

By Jimmy Hatlo i

They'll Do It Every Time

St 3iappmsuLJh&L WqhL

Top Recipe for
Turkey Dressin g

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — My Georgeous Mother-in-Law just turned 79
. . . and at a little family dinner I persuaded her to write "The
Secret Papers of a Mother-in-Law" . . which will expose, unmask and lay bare — among other confidential documents — her
recipe for Thanksgiving turkey dr essing.
Can the memoirs of Pierre Salinger or even Bobby Baker
be more useful? I doubt it.
Thanksgiving 's a day of labor for Broadway stars. Kirk
Douglas , Charles Boyer , KoberL Horton, Inga Swenson, Colleen Dewhurst , Albert Finney,
Vivian Blaine, Zero Mostel and
Joel Grey, among others, do
•matinees as well as night
shows. They are denied huge
Thanksgiving feasts. They slip
inconspicuously into Sardi!s,
MONDOVI , Wis. - The Red
Toots Shor's, or Downey's and Cross bloodmobile will be in
may even eat alone.
Buffalo County the third week *^^^^^^^i^s a^^^^^^>^^^^^^^^^^S ^^^ *^ *^^ ai^ is^a^ *^s^ *i^^^J
f ^^^
'i^* *^s i^^ *
That's one time of year I feel of December .
gupe-rior. My mother-in-law's Mondovi will be its first stop :
turkey dressing is so delicious Dec. 16 from 1-5 p.m. Subsevou don 't even need turkey with quent visits will be at Fountain
itCity Dec. 17. 2-7 p.m., and
Grandma Marlene Dietrich , Alma Dec. 18, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
who 's quite a cook, can't top
During July and August, BufRosella Lyons, my mother-in- > falo County residents used 57
I pints of blood from the St. Paul
law.
"But, listen," she says, "1 blood bank.
¦
don 't remember measurements
very well . . . you see .
Goldwater Committee
well . . .
|
"You break a loaf of dry ! Formed in Houston Co.
bread into small pieces in col-.j
ander , soak them and set aside ! HOUSTON . Minn . (Special)to dry . . . Now the onions . . .J A Houston County Goldwater
don't forget the onions . . oh , I committee has been organized.
now about soaking the bread G. Daniel Harden is chairman
. . . just dampen enough to and Mrs. Doris Benson, chairhandle and mix . . . too wet woman. Both are of Houston.
Other Houston people on the
. . . yes, the onions, don 't forget the onions! . . . one large or; committee are Harold Poppe,
two medium . . . I don 't pay j John . Howard Benson , J o h n
much attention to measure- j Schuth , Richard Kleppe and
ments . . . you take the onions,] Betty Hendrickson .
several stalks of celery, me- 1 GETS RAILROAD PASS
dium green peppers . . . dice ! In recognition of his 45 years
those . . . drain off some turkey ) of service as a Milwaukee Road
juice into a fry pan and put the i engineer , E. R. Bailey, 354 E.
diced onions, celery and green j Mark St., was presented a lifepeppers in to be sauteed (Don 't j time pass for travel on any
burn them!).
train in the railroad's system.
"MOST PEOPLE pnt the The pass is issued to Bailey
dressing in the turkey, but I do! and his wife. Bailey continues
i
not . . . You've placed the soak- ! in active service.
ed bread in a mixing bowl. You i
add your sauteed vegetables, J revealed this while we were
and sage, salt and pepper to having a birthday dinner for
taste. Mix together — and put her at the Seafare of the
it in a pan around the turkey, ! Aegean. On her way now to 80,
not in it, so you get the flavor ; she remarked that she feels
of the turkey while it's cook- ( smaller physically now .
ing . Continue cooking this way \ "When people get older," she aa^aaaaaiBK iaB«aaa*a«ai! e!
for the last hour. That's it.
said, "they shrink."
Happy Fisherman
Two persons were killed
Hunting pressure was up
"1 don't pay any attention to
"Your son-in-law ," spoke up
in
the
district
,
two
more
10
to 20 percent in the westmeasurements."
rny wife , "got older, but he Max Ramczyk , 712 E. King wounded. Three heart cases
central
section , averaging
caught
the
nine-pound
fourSt.,
My Gorgeous Mother-in-Law , hasn't shrunk."
were
reported.
This
is
low20
to
50
hunters per square
Probably due to that dress- ounce northern while casting for er th an other years.
mile. Registrations were up
crappies
out
of
Crooked
Slough
ing.
20 percent with hunting best
Frequent Stomach
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : A below the elevators. The picture The Kill in Wisconsin's nine- around Eagle River in Vilas
was
made
in
the
Capitol
Bait
in the Midwest writes
day deer hunting season ap- County and Rhinelander in
Acid Distress?
j bartender
that he has invited a new drink Shop, which explains all the pears to be running anywhere Oneida County.
called The Ugly Girl. It has no lures in the background. Max from 10 to 30 percent ahead of
...THEN YOU NEED
/»U gCjOT *
is an ardent fisherman , but as last year.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: A his smile indicates , is pretty
But the assassination of
would-be B'way star confided , proud of his fish. He even forPresident Kennedy dampen"I won 't consider myself a suc- got to light the pipe.
ed the enthusiasm of the
cess until I have my name evH vou suffer tnqoently from stomach
hunters and some went
Wisconsin Season
erywhere — except in the phone
Bci-I distress, you need more than iw
ordinary alkaliier. You need the
home
to attend memorial
book. "
Although no final data on
sustained relief thousands of people
services , cutting short their
HOUSTON , Minn. ( Special)—
REMEMBERE D Q U O T E :
are now gattiog from MOR. MOR i"
the number of deer harvesta demulcent bismuth formula that
"It' s perfectly monstrous the ed in the shot-gun season in
stay in the woods.
An
audience of 500 attended
eoa.ta th* stomach wall, protecting
united Christian memorial servway people go about saying the river counties of Wisarea* irritated by ttoeas stomach acid,
thvia promoting natural healing. The
Deer tag registrations at ices for President John F. Kenthings behind one's back that
consin was available today,
MOR formula il baaed on an original j
Conservation Department check nedy at the Houston High School
are absolutely and entirely early estimates issued from
prescription us*<i successfully for
tnisjiy years In the treatment of cer- ^ true." — Oscar Wilde.
the district office in Black point s placed the estimate for auditorium Monday at 11 a.m.
tain type* of gajtric disorders. Get
both prompt and euatained relief from
One of the auto companies River Falls indicates d take the first two days at 28,537 The Rev. Roger Lynn of Monstomach «cid distress with MORI
; promises us a
deer. This was based on a ey Creek Methodist Church gave
super-modern running ten percent ahead of
INSIST ON MOR
\ car in '65. Instead of headlights last year. This is based sampling of registrations in the address. The Rev . Vincent
the various areas and extended Tellgren of the Baptist Church
FROM YOU R DRUGGIST | it'll have contact lenses. That' s mainly on checking station
earl, brother .
reports telephoned there to arrive at a statewide total. gave the invocation ; the Rev.
from key checking stations , Registrations , however , run be- Herbert Cottrell of Bethany
¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦{
¦¦
^
¦ ¦
s
Matinee 2:15
Free Evangelical Church the
hind the actual kill.
not county totals.
scripture reading; the Rev. DenHunting conditions were
ny Brake, Looney Valley LuthHunting pressure was above
not
too
good
eran Church , the service of
.
Snow
was
normal on Monday afternoon.
scarce, making tracking difprayer , and Duane Everson , asAt Black River Falls , William
sistant pastor of Cross of Christ
Rollmann , deputy area director , ficult , "and a quick freeze
(CONTINUOUS SHOWS THANKSGIVING DAY)
Lutheran Church , the benedicdeclared the hunters did riot go in the wet woods made
tion.
_
movement
of
hunters
too
COLUMBU
PICTURES
pr
9
«mj
Z~
,
/ZZ \ \
out during the forenoon, They
^^
noisy.
Claude H. Kremer presented
stood around watching televia selective reading. Dr. L. K.
sion until after the President' s Dean Zink , a special warden Onsgard directed the Cross of
funeral , then started hunti pg assigned to the Fairchild area , 0hrist male chorus in an anagain. The general closing gave was hospitalized for treatment them , with Miss Agnes Onsgard
a lot of weekend hunters another of injuries which he said were as accompanist. Cross of Christ
day to get thei r deer .
suffered when a hunter slugged choir and the audience sang.
©f[_ IN YUMMyWCQLC^) "^\^9
him with a gun. The hunter
Lyle Carlson and Allan FitCount of the number of
was held without charge in the ting of Arnet-Sheldon American
hunters in key areas made
Eau Claire County jail pending Legion Post 423 presented nnd
by plane , Rollman said , in- the filing of charges Tuesday. retired the colors.
dicated that hunting pressure over the Black River
Falls district , which covers
nine Western Wisconsin
counties , was slightly above
normal. Car counts along
' )
CDINNER AT
the highways , Rollman ad)
ded, verified this conclusion.

Bloodmobile Set
For Buffalo Co.

Voice of the Outdoors
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I L'COVE Bar
HIGHWAY « •» MINNESOTA CITY
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NOW Owned and
Operated by JOE BUSH
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Please Note !
We Will Be Closed All Day

THANKSGIVING

OSSEO, Wis. ( Special) - The
sum of $514.40 has been given
to the Osseo hospital and nursing home under construction in
memory of the late William H.
Matchette , member of the hospital board of directors, who
died recently.

So Our Employees Can Enjoy
the Day W ith Their Families.
OPEN AS USUAL

AVALON
DANCE

FRIDAY AGAIN

Ballroom — L a Cross*

[ Christmas Party
) Coming Up?

Thursday, Nov. 28

I

— Music by —
Don Peachy
and Hit Orchestra

|
I
'

STEAK SHOP
NOON & EVENING

DINNERS
85c - 95c

Choice of soup or juice, meat
or fish. Choice of potatoes.
Choice of salad or vegetable or
j ello. Homemade rolls or
bread . Coffee or tea.

1
I

Remember our fine facilities for your holiday party. Call us now and make your
reservation for the date you have tn mind.
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Fountain City

A t the sign of
the
glowing Telstar.

Pecan Pie, Homemade Breakfast Rolls and Donuts.
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Our BAR and DINING ROOM

THANKSGIVING DAY
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*° a " ow our Employees to enjoy
htJ^__ \\\j f^^^^
the Holiday with their families.
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ur est Wishes to You and Yours.
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SUPPER CLUB
FOUNTAIN CITY, V/IS.
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Violations the first two days
or during the shot-gun season
wero about normal. A total of
53 arrests were reported up to
Sunday night from the district.
Most of them were for common
violations , like carrying an uncased rifle in a car.
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(toward Houston ) on Highway 16.
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DINE HERE ON
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G* ve M° m a cooking-break this year and bring
the family here for a delicious Thanksgiving
dinner served in delightful surroundings!
Select your favorite foods from our varied
nicnu °^ tl 'ac '1'"°'na l holiday foods.
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SIOUX CITY, Iowa (AP) A Russian - born man was
stabbed to death by his stepson
Sunday after, police said, the elder man "cursed President Kennedy and America."
Dead was Stephan Sikerachi,
68, a retired packinghouse worker. Dr. Thomas L. Cortden,
Woodbury County medical examiner, said Sikerachi had been
stabbed at, least six times with
a pair of scissors.
Held withont bond was Vaschia Michael Bohan, 4.7, who
told police he and his stepfather
fought because of Sikerachi's
remarks as the two men and
Bohan's mother were watching
on television the removal of the
assassinated President's body
from the White House to the
Capitol.

500 at Houston
Memorial Service

Kl v 111 Nr°09 15

!

Sioux City Man
Who Cursed
Kennedy Killed

giving Day service for the Hebron and B e t h a n y Moravian
BETHANY, Minn. .(Special)- congregation* Thursday at 10
There will be a joint Thanks- a.m. at the Hebron church.

Service at Hebron

ff ^iW

Mississippi Room, 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Coffee Sh op, 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
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SERVED FROM

n a m' t0 3:3° p m
' THE DAY At6TER' 3;"3
CIOSED FOR
Refervatiom Will Be
Appreciated
Phone Ruihford 864-7812
HOLIDAY SMORGASBORD
Beginning Wednesday, Dec. 4
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DUE TO THE THANKSG IVING HOLIDAY,
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Family Style
Be SeChicken Dinner
Not
Will
rved Wednesday
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Join us again Wednesday, December 4
*or fn '* popular traat.
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Kennedy Left
With 126 ,000

Silent Badger
Throngs Honor
Slain President

MADISON, Wis. (tft-Gathering under a statue of Abraham
Lincoln, a silent throng paid
their final respects Monday to
another martyred president —
John F. Kennedy.
The multitude on Bascom
Hill, estimated at 10,000 reached down the gentle slope and
listened in brooding silence as
state officials revered the fallen
leader.
To the roll of muffled drums
Wisconsin bandsmen marcher
to Lincoln Terrace while color
ed guarda of the school's fou
ROTC units were aligned bc
hind the statue , a bronze sculp
ture w h i ch has stood for *
years.
Far down the - hill , worknv
employed on the construction <
¦a new law school laid dowi.
their tools and j oined In the 35minute tribute, Wisconsin 's official memorial service for Mr.
Kennedy.
"His martyrdom will serve to
remind generations to come of
the evils borne of unreasoning
hate and fear , " Gov. John W.
Reynolds said in a message.
"It must give new strength to
the forces in our lives that encourage love and understanding."
Reynolds was in Washington ,
attending services for Mr. Kennedy, and his words were read
by Jacob Friedrick of Milwaukee, president of the University
bqard of regents.
University president Fred H.
Harrington said A m e r i c a n s
should keep alive the courage
ef Mr. Kennedy "as we continue to fight for peace and for
democracy and for the dignity
of man. "
At Green Bay. Bishop Stanislaus V. Bona offered a Solemn
Pontifical Requiem Mass at St.
Francis Xavier Roman Catholic
Cathedral.
"Our words and deeds for the
USE CHRISTMAS SEALS

r FIGHT TUBERCULOSIS
and other
Respiratory Diseases,

PT109 Survivo r
Weeps at Rites

through Cuba on the way to th*
Soviet Union.
SAN PEDRO, Calif. (AP) Oswald's request was turned
One of the il survivors of the
down , the Cuban government
sinking of PT109 during World
said in a statement broadcast
War II attended memorial servby Havana radio and monitored
ices for President Kennedy i
aboard the USS Oklahoma City. ! MIAMI , Fla. (AP) — The in Miami.
Ray Starkey, an oil field I Cuban government said Monday
Foreign Minister Raul Roa
worker , wept quietly during the night that Lee Harvey Oswald , said the request was not granttribute Monday to the fallen accused of assassinating Presi- ed because Oswald did not hava
By JOHN BARBOUR
Associated Press Staff Write r commander-in-chief and former dent John F. Kennedy, tried authorization from the Soviet
ARLINGTON, Va. (AP)-The skipper of the ill-fated PT boat. Sept. 27 to get a visa to go Union.
red glow of the saddest sunset
RFMi'irsTON n-rrrpicsmyrp B'IPSEPQPT i. ceww .
faded over the hill's crest—and
^^
left President Kennedy and 126,000 other sleeping heroes to the
privacy of night.
Gone were the crowds that
had trailed the funeral procession across the nation's capital.
Gone were the impressive and
important of 54 governments.
Gone were the close and dear.
Now , through the still woods
and the open lawns sounded the
melancholy boom of cannon^SO
times for the 50 slates. Even in
darkness and mist , the tombstones—like small white scars
on the earth—marked the resting place of his new company.
Down the slope and across
the black Potomac, you could
see the glittering lights of the
capital and the towering Washington Monument , the graceful
Capitol dome and the pillars of
the Lincoln Memorial.

Oswald Wanted
I To Go to Cuba,
I Then to Russia

Other Heroes

POLITICAL DINNER . . . A steak dinner
Monday , night ended a course on practical
politics sponsored by the Winona Chamber
of Commerce. Both political parties endorsed the series, which explained to students how an interested individual could become active in the party of his choice. Left
to right above are State Sen. Roger Laufenburger; Duane Peterson , Winona County DFL'
late President Kennedy are
now spiritual ," the bishop told
mourners who filled the cathedral.
There was standing room only in Sheboygan 's T r i n i t y
Church where the worshippers
joined in singing, "What impious numbers, bold in sin, disgrace the Christian name!"

chairman ; Robert Olson, Northwestern Bell
Telephone Co. manager here, ' who instructed
the class ; Mrs. Virginia Torgerson. city representative in the State House of Representatives, and Winona Mayor Rudy K. Ellings.
County Republican chairman James Goetz
also was at the dinner. Fifteen persons took
part in the series. (Daily News photo)

Co. 4-H
Woman Slain , 'Houston
Achievement Night
Slated Wednesday
s
Husband Found
Wounded in Car \

On this hill — gray green in
the face of coming winter—the
35th President of the United
; States had joined a parliament
silent men.
CALEDONIA, Minn.-Houston of
¦¦
County
4-H'ers and 4-H leaders >:. By 5:05 p.m. the cannon had
c
will be honored here Wednes- ended their soliloquy to dusk ,
day evening at the annual 4-H and night came quickly.
At graveside, there was work
achievement nigh t at the Calelo be finished , and when it was
EVELETH , Minn. (AP ) — An donia
Auditorium.
U n i o n , memorial services Eveleth woman was shot to j <
done the headlights of cars
sponsored by the Greater Mil- death outside her basement \ * Nineteen 4-H'ers will receive pointed the way through the
,
key award one of the out- winding cemetery roads.
waukee C o u n c i l of churches home Monday evening and her ! the
,
were held at the First Method- estranged husband later was standing awards in 4-H club
There were still guards, of
. The top clubs in achieveist Church in downtown Milwau- found critically -wounded in his j work
^
j
,
course.
And down below along
safety
,
health
and
dairy
ment
,
kee.
. j'
car. " .
the
rim
of the cemetery, the
will
be
recognized.
The Rev. William Blake of
I' There are 31 clubs and 777 curious and sympathetic pass,
Dead
is
Mrs.
Frances
Phillips
K i n g s l e y Methodist Church , 42,
supervisor of nurses at Virread the lines of Carl Sand- ginia Municipal Hospital. She. j t4-H members in Houston Coun- i cr-sby . searched the darkness
|
ty. The Caledonia Commercial for the small glint of the eterburg, who wrote :
lived at Ely Lake , three miles J (Club will sponsor a- lunch after nal flame that burns at Kenne"In their darkness, with a south of Eveleth .
'.
dy's graveside.
the program.
great bundle of grief the peo' ¦ Seven minutes before mid' ¦' '
ple march.
,
Thomas Phillips. 42 was ad- ,
night , the President s widow reFROM KELLOGG
"In the nigh t , and overhead mitted to a Duluth hospital. ; PATIENT
'
a shovel of stars for keeps , the Attendants said he had a bullet i . KELLOGG , Minn. ( SpeciaD- turned to the cemetery. By the
Etta Herman was admit light of the flickering flame ,
people march:
wound in his head and was in ' Mrs,
.
ted to Buena Vista Nursing she placed a sprig of flowers on
"Where to? What next?"
critical condition .
; Home, Wabasha.
his newly covered grave.
Sheriffs deputies and Dr. DaCAMPAIGN AT WHITEHALL vid A. Sher, deputy St. Louis
WHITEHALL, Wis.-LAMPC County coroner in Virginia , said
Club members again will con- j a witness told of seeing Phillips
duct the Christmas seal drive ; shoot his wife with a .22 caliber
here this year , the Wisconsin pistol as " they argued in the
Anti - Tuberculosis Association front yard of the Phillips home.
has announced. Mrs. Olger The single bullet struck Mrs,
Steen, club member , is chair- Phillips behind the ear , Dr. :
man of the sale.
Sher said.
¦ i

: i

Following the shooting, Phillips apparently drove off in his
car. He was later found wounded in the vehicle about 4% miles.j
from where Mrs. Phillips had i
been shot .
Officers said six shots had !¦
been fired from the pistol.
Phillips recently had been
living in Minneapolis.
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Many shavers cost less than a REMINGTON ' 25...
Then why do more men buy REMINGTON ?
Every F?EMINGTON ® shaver
has 348 cutting edges. Made
of surgical high-carbon steel,
they're sharper ,longerlasting
than stainless steel. Whiskers
don't stand a chance.
• Big shaving head. 756 slots
teed more whiskers to the cuttcrs for faster shaves.
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'Adjustable Roller Combs,on
top of the shaver head. Push
skindown.popwhiskersupfor
close, comfortable shaves,
• More REMINGTO N Shavers
have been made and sold
(over 46,000,000) than any
other make. Reason enough
to pay a little more? Yes.
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Johnson Addresses
j
Congress Wednesd ay '

".and especially
a new
^
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Johnson 's address to a joint
session of Congress Wednesday
will be carried live on all tele^
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Broadcasting System will carry
STl T zEL -WELLER D I S T I L L E R Y , Louisville , Kentucky • Straight Whiskey 90 Proof . the message on radio only.
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When Buick builds a LeSabre - • Buick builds a high-priced car, and puts a low price on it.
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impressive UuicK p cilornianct* and new (•¦is economy '.' No. And who else gives you L'iinch wheels, linnccl a l u m i n u m front brakes , extra cushioning lor niidclle-seat tr avelers ,
and sepai ale henl duels anil controls tor the rear seat? Nig ht again: Nobody in
I cSahie 's field but I eSahre. It all this makes vou think a I eSahi e would look a w l u l l v
nice in vour paiage , you should sec bow nicely it (its a bud get. You know who to
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DEALERS IN THIS AREA;
SEt YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZE!) BUICK DEALER, AUTHORIZED BUICK

Northern Natura l Gas Company ¦Omaha, Nebraska

I

WALZ BUICK • 225 West 3rd St
<- r , )(,» |%4 Diiirk officia l f*r of Macy 'J TlMnksj IU'ij litt P tiatl t . On N(1C TV, 10-1 ) W *m ., l.S T. Th»nk «.gH'ing r>»>/

Seems like every bod y wants a new gas app liance for Cbristmas. Santa tells ns he 's
been swamped . But it 's no wonder. Because a new gas app liance will give the lady
in your lionse ;i lift - let her enjoy life more. Dryer , range, yard light — no matter
what you give , a gas app liance is the best of its kind. So this year , be a super Santa.
Live modern for less with gas. Put a gas app liance at the top of y our gift list.

1

Tha plpdlnaa **rvinB Natural Qai to your local gai company
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Lyndon B. Johnson
Proud, Dynamic, Driving
WHAT MANNER of man ii

Lyndon

Baines Johnson , who at 2:39 p.m. last Friday was sworn in as the 36th President of
the United States?
He is, say those who know him and his
record well, a proud, dynamic , driving
man. Moreover , as Senate majority leader — and an incredibly successfu l one —
he commanded enormous power , far greater than that invested in the office of vice
president.
President Johnson faces a challenge —
one that we think he will meet. He has the
ability, he has the friendshi p of members
of Congress, he has had leadership training, Perhaps the only field where he is not
as experienced as many would like, is in
that of foreign relations and he'll have to
devote his energy now to improving that
facet of his political life ra ther than making friends with camel drivers or handing
out ball-point pens to natives of Holland.
THE FACT is that for nrio*t of his lif«,
Lyndon Johnson has been preparing for
leadershi p. But let him profil e himself. He
once said:
"I am a free man , an American , a "U.S.
senator and a Democrat in th. t order. I
am also a liberal , a conservative , a Texan , a taxpayer , a rancher , a businessman ,
a parent , a voter , and not as young as I
used to be, nor as old as I expect to be
— and I am all those things in no fixed
order. "
He could have added that he is the descendant of Baptist preachers and educators, and that he has been a schoolteacher, a law student , a congressional secretary, a farm hand, a road worker , a janitor , a truck driver , a dishwasher , and a
Navy lieutenant commander who received
the Silver Star from Gen. Douglas MacArthur.
HE HAS TWO dominant qualities — «nergy and focus.

As a senator. Johnson worked 14 and
16 hours a day. His day started at 6:30
a.m. with coffee, the New York and Washington newspapers, and the Congressional
Record.
He would go to his off ice at 8, sometimes dictating to a secretary in the car.
In a day, it was not uncommon for him
to receive 70 callers, 650 letters , 500 telephone calls. How does anyone know? His
staff maintained a chart , a kind of box
score, that showed the numbing statistics.
"Come on , let ' s function — let' s function ," he would say, when things seemed
to be bogging down,
HIS WIFE , born Claudia A lta Taylor ,

and nicknamed "Lady Bird " by her Negro nurse , once said of him:
"At nigh t he comes home dog-tired. "We
seldom go out. Lyndon says he can 't put
on a black or white tie every night and
still do his job. " .
On July 2, 1955. a heart attack felled
Johnson.
He stands 6-3 and
pounds at the time.

he wei ghed 200

Convalescing, he was ordered by "his
doctors to cut his weight , his habit of chainsmoking cigarettes , and his working hou rs.
He lost 25 pounds and stopped smoking.
But he was soon back at the same working pace.
He is so focused, so highly con centrated , that when he has something on his
mind he seems not to be able to leave it ,
even temporarily.
AN INCIDENT — a newspaper reporter went to his offi ce one day for a prearranged interview. Johnson had just won
an importan t ohjective on the Senate floor.
He could not sit still . He fidgeted and
twisted behind his desk.
lie seemed to listen to the first que stion 1ml said. "Excuse me a .second." Then
he placed a tele phone call. When he h u n g
up, he asked that the question be repeated. Il didn ' t register. He alread y was
phomuj *. another man. Several telephone
calls later , interspersed " with instructions
to several staff members , he finall y got to
the first questio n.
Thus -¦- prior to tb e heart attack at
least - - he was completel y absorbed in his
work. He said lie had been too busy to re ad
hooks , listen to music. If he went to a ball
game it was "for t h e company. "
Johnson ' s close friend , Sen. Richard B.
Russell , I ) ( i a , once said of him:
"I.v iid cin Johnson hasn 't f *ot the host
mind in the Senate. He isn 't the best orator. He isn 'l the best parliamentari an. But
he is the best combination of all those
qualities. "
In his Sen ate office , Johnson had a
large , framed legend which said , "You
Ain ' t I.eaniin ' N o l l n n ' When You ' re Talkin ' . "
He is a good listen er and he conies
now to the greatest lea rning job in t h e
world.
¦

World population is now well past ( h e
three billion mark. Pretty soon .space flight
won 't be just an adventure; it 'll be a necessity.
¦

It' s being said tli ere shoul d be no t a x
cut without a spending nil , If this idea of
matching outgo to income spreads , there
goes Ihe American Way of Credit.
But let a man rxuriinic himself , mul so lei
him eat of that bread , and drink of that cup,
1 Corinthians 11:20.

'Oh Well—He Was About to Get It In the Neck Anyway !'

WASHINGTO N CALLING

t »it-

Lurid Light on

(Editor 's Note: Letters must be tempera te ,
of reasonable length and
signed by ihe writer.
Bona j ide names of all
letter-wrjte rs will be
published. No religious,
medical or personal controversies arc acceptable . '

Capital Routine
By MARQUIS CHILDS
WASHINGTON - The Bobby Baker case is
like a many-colored kaleidoscope. As the pieces
of the career of this ambitious young operator
come into focus they shed a lurid light on the '
ways and means of this capital.
But while each episode in the life and times
of the former Senate majority secretary generates a new headline a basic pattern is becoming evident. In the iareon of the sociologist
Baker was the agent for the in
group within the Senate Democratic majority .
He dispensed favors —• committ«3e chairmanships, campaign funds, tips on upcoming
contracts — to those who played the game. Understandably
he earned the enmity of the
senators in the out group who
for one reason or another were
not team players. In this crossfire the enmity was directed not
so much at Baker as at his
Child*
far more powerful principal.
Lyndon Johnson as majority leader , elevated
the young page boy to the influential office of
secretary to the majority. He helped carry out
the system of rewards and punishments under
which Johnson so effectively ruled the unwieldy
collection of Democrats in the Senate. When
he left to be vice president he saw to it that
Baker stayed in his post where he continued
to exercise his extraordinary powers.
LIBERAL DEMOCRATS deeply resented the
fact that Johnson's successor , Sen. Mike Mansfield , was willing to have Baker as a Johnson
legate carry on as before. They had never quite
dared to speak openly against Johnson. Now
Sen. Paul Douglas and others in the out group
are directing at Baker the animus they have
felt toward the overlordship exercised for so
long by Johnson.
This is the deep division within the Senate
majority that the Baker affair has brought into the open. The in group, of which the late .
Sen. Robert S. Kerr was probably the most
conspicuous member , had a close . affinity with
powerful economic interests. That was true ,
particularly of oil , uranium and other interests
in the Southwest.
Take a small examp le of how the system
worked. The late Sen. Estes Kefauver 's antimonopoly subcommittee was a source of concern to the Senate establishment. Kefauver insisted on poking into the economics of "administered" prices in steel , bread , autom obiles
(Editor s Note: The
and other matters touching the consumer's
Drew Pearson colutnn
pocketbook.
today takes the form of
THE ISSUE came to a head when Kefauver
a letter to his youngest
proposed to investigate drug prices in South
grandson, age three ,
America as fixed by United States firms. This
who is named for the
caused a lot of anguish among powerful fig3Glh president oj the
ures in Washington who watch out for the wellUnited Slates.)
being of these firms. How to sidetrack or stop
Washington , D.C.
the investigation ?
November 23, 1963
Previously t w o Democrats considered
"sound" had been named to the subcommittee ,
Dear Lyndon ,
Senators Edward V. Long of Missouri and Sam
When I kissed you goodJ. Ervin Jr. of North Carolina. Long, a freshbye in your high chair at
man senator with wide business interests in his
the breakfast table yesterhome state , had early shown he was a team
day morning and flew to
player and had been put on the committee in
Texas, I did not know that
August of 1961. He cast the deciding vote to reI was flying to the scene
fer the . drug inquiry to the Foreign Relations
of a great tragedy. I also
Committee where it was vetoed.
did not know that during
Kefauver has been replaced by Sen. Philip
the course of the day, the
Hart of Michigan , rated a liberal. The issue
man
for whom you are
today is whether sub poenas shall be issued to
named would become Prescompel the testimony of drug manufacturers.
ident of the United States.
Long says he is opposed to this action. His may
You ^re now three years
be the deciding vote against it and therefore
old
and you will not underagainst further investigation.
stand the things I am writing about. But someday if
your mother puts this letter
aside and you read it , then
you will understand. For
yesterday marked a very
Ten Years Ago . . . 1953
tragic day in the history of
the United States , when a
Mark Kolter is this week 's top bowler, endman who had had the couring a week of league bowling with a total of
age to stand up for the
1,336 pins. Kolter , a Class A League member ,
rights of all races and the
rang up a 669 total for three games.
underprivileged and for betRobert Hilden , son of Dr. and Mrs. C. E.
ter understanding in the
Hilden and juni or at Luther College, was iniworld , was shot. He was
tiated into the Irving Literary Society at a
killed like a president who
formal banquet. Hilden is active on the staff
had had similar courage 100
of the college paper , College Chi ps.
years ago.
When a president dies in
Twenty-Five Year Ago . . . 1938
office in the United States ,
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Blackburn entertained
it is a very great shock ,
at a sleighride at the Winona Saddle and Bribecause ,
entirely
aside
dle Club and at their home.
from sorrow , our governMembers of the Saturday Night club , disment revolves around the
cussion group, ancl their wives were guests of
presidency. We are almost
Mr . and Mrs. .1. Russell Smith at their home.
entirely dependent on him.
Many people therefore are
Fifty Years A go . . . 1913
wondering what the new
president , the man -.for
Eggs are very high now , .selling at 40 ccntn
whom you are named , is
a dozen. No egg boycott has been started in
going to be like.
Winona as is being done in the larger cities.
I have known him a long
W. E. Coe has gone to Albert Lea to attime , since he.first came to
tend a meeting of the great council of the
Washington as a congresMaccabees.
sional secretary 30 years
ago, And when you know
Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1888
a
man well you are someThe Winona _ Southwestern Railroad will
times inclined to see too
give Winona the greatest boom the eity hns
many of his faults , just a.s
liad in many a year.
a wife knows all the faults
William Burke and a crew of men went to
of her husband.
Weaver to build a stone cislern on W. II.
But if Presiden t Kennedy
Hurlburt' s farm.
had to die , in my opinion
we are very lucky to have
One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1863 Lyndon Johnson here to
take his place.
H. D. Morse shipped H , !,0() bushels of
wheat to Milwaukee by the steamer Flora and
Some vice presidents ma
three barges. The steamer Frank Steele
not very well equipped to
brought up a passenger ear for Ihe Winona
take over when the presi& SI. Peter Railroad.
dent dies . Hut your Uncle
Lyndon knows government ,
has worked in government
most of his We. Even more
important be is not a coward, He is stron g and deAn Independent Ni 'irspnpcr — KstiiUhs l ii 'il l,S,*),1
termined. He is just as de(' . F. L INDEN
W F W HITE (!. It O I .OSWAY
termined as I have seen you
Exec. Dir rrlor liusiness Mgr .
I'lililisher
wbon you want something
mul F.ilitnr
A Ailv. D irerlor
and yelled your bend off
unt il you get it.
W.J Coi.it
Aixn.i 'ii H IIK M UR II. (I. H VMUS
A lot of people consider
Miinan iug Edito r City F.ilitor Circulatio n M gr,
OPINION-WISE
li II. M ABKCK
F. II . K I .AWC
L V . A LSTO N
Comp tKiiig Supt. Pn- ss St ipt.
F.v vrti v ing Sup t
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Johnson Wll Be Strong
Presiden t Writ er Says

IN YEARS GONE BY

WINONA DAILY NEW S
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The Associated Press is entitled exclusively
to the use for repdhlicution of nil the local
news printed in this newspaper a.s well us all
A.I\ news dispatches.
Tuesday, November * !li , l!M>3
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the new President a politician. He is. But he has
some very deep convictions.
Some have taken a lot of
courage. He comes from the
South where it isn 't popular to stand up for Negroes
and* Mexicans.
Some people think that
when he started working to
help Negroes it was just
because he wanted to be
run for President. But he
started employing Negroes
on his congressional staff
a long time ago.
And once w h e n
a
Mexican-American war veteran died down in Three
Rivers, Texas, and the local people wouldn 't let him
be buried in a grave for
white folks, Lyndon got him
buried in the Arlington National Cemetery and stood
out in a sleet storm by the
grave during the ceremony.
And when he took over
the job of getting government jobs for Negroes, he
probably did more for the
Negro race than any man
since Abraham Lincoln. For
he didn 't just fool around
with a few stenographic
jobs in a few government
offices. He called in the 100
top defense contractors and
told them they must open
their rolls to all races —
or they would lose their
government business.
One day I went up to see
your Uncle Lyndon when
he was vice president , and
took with me Sonny Liston ,
the heavyweight b o x i n g
champion of the world. Sonny Liston is a big man ,
about the same height a.s
Uncle Lyndon , and I was
interested in watching them
together.
Sonny came from Arkansas where his father picked cotton and had 25 children. Uncle Lyndon came
from Texas where his father had no money and he
went off to California to
work as an elevator boy.
Sometimes one man in
this country bas a better
cbiince than another. Sonny
Liston didn 't have much
chance and once went to
jail; Lyndon Johnson didn 't
have too much chance but
lacked one handicap - thnt
Liston had: Color. He pushed and plugged nway until
be was elected vice president of the United States.
And a.s vice president he
took Sonny out on the Senale floor . The Senate was
nol in session. I went along
and watched them,
Ue showed the big Negri) from Arkansas tlie Senate desk of Daniel Webster , the great orator whom
you 'll study ahout .someday;
and the desk of Sen. lluey
Long of Louisiana , who like
President Kennedy got shot

by an assassin. And he
snowed him the desk of Jefferson Davis, one-time president of the Confederacy.
Davis 's desk , now occupied by Sen. John Stennis of
Mississippi, was of particular interest to Sonny Liston , because Sonny's ancestors, as slaves , were the
chief issue in the war fought
between the north and
south,
Uncle Lyndon pointed to
a scar on the side of Jefferson Davis's desk and explained: "During the Civil
War , a Union soldier found"
out that this was Jeff Davis's desk and hacked at it
with his sword. They tried
to patch it up, but it's still
there."
The scar had been varnished over several times
and was almost gone. The
scars of race hatred have
been varnished over several times in this country , as
you will learn when you
grow older , but they are
still there. And it may be
that the man for whom you
are named will be able with
his great persuasion , and
his great understanding of
human nature and his roots
in the South , to make them
heal forever.
These are some of the
things that began happening when I said good-bye
to. you in your high chair
yesterday morning and flew
to Texas.
Love from ,
Your Grandfather
¦
FAST EATERS
CHICAGO I .TI -A homeowner received a tax rebate
for termite damage to his
home when a federal court
judged it a "casualty loss. "
The owner 's house was
razed on the advice of a
pest control expert , and he
lind to burn it down. The
owner was paid $21 ,000.
Termites had done their
work within the short period
of five months during 1!)5(>.
Federal tax law requires
that In order to deduct a
casualty loss on income tax
returns , the lost must have
an element of "suddenness"
such as fires , storms a n d
shipwrecks , C o m m e r c e
Clearing House, a tax authority, said.
MOIIK BANKRUPTCY
CHICAGO Ml—Bankruptcy
petitions are at an all-time
peak.
Commerce Clearing House
says in fiscal 196.') there
were 155,493 filed.
Voluntary straight bankruptcies led all categories ,
posting over IX H .OOO filings
compared with 122 ,000 a
year ago.

Wonderful Man Victim
of Ignorance and Hate
To The Editor:
John F. Kennedy, the 35th
and most beloved president
in the American Republic's
history, has sadly been taken from the American people. However, our late
president has left the United
States a rich legacy which
shall forever be represented by the simple glory of
levery American flag that is
displayed across the nation
and around the world.
To me the American flag 's
colors will always represent
President Kennedy 's work
ih behalf of liberty. The
blue of the flag is symbolic
of the late president's belief in the golden virtues
contained within the Declaration of Independence and
the Bill ' .of - Rights. White
should remind us that John
Kennedy strongly believed
that man can be free, only
when he has been liberated
from corrupt and domineering social , economic and
political forces. Bed relates
t h a t Presiden t Kennedy
made the ultimate sacrifice
in the service of the United
States of America;
Old Glory shall be an eternal memorial to the principles and ideals of our late
president. In trns time of
national remorse , all responsible Americans , regardless
of political philosophy, sincerely proclaim that President Kennedy was a great
American who fought to
make the world brighter for
all mankind , and to extend
the greatness of the Republic.
Nov. 22, 1963 will be remembered by present generations and those of the
future as the day when a
wonderful man had been
slain by the gum of ignorance and hate. If the days
just ahead appear dark we
should recall that President
John F. Kennedy held much
faith in the American soul
and spirit. Surely, every
American c i t i z e n must
pledge to assure that the
torch of freedom shall continue to burn in the many
years to come.
As a free and a mighty
people, Americans can harness the spirit of John Fitzgerald Kennedy and march
on to score total victory for
human independence. That
would be the greatest tribute the American people
could ever pay their fallen
chief executive.
Lance A. Lamphere
Nelson, Wis. ,
Answer Will Come
Hard But It will Come
To the Editor :
In the words of a contemporary newscaster "A man
worth so much dies at the
hands of a man worth so
little !
At 12:25 p.m. Friday an
unwritten drama transpired before the world, a world
that knelt and prayed for
.'IS agonizing minutes and
then found it prayed in vain.
John .Fitzgerald Kennedy,
the 35th President of the
United States, was dead. He
accomplished more in his 4(1
years of life than most men
could do in ll() or 100, or
manv more.
Brave warrior , well educated , servant to the people
«s well a.s their leader , lie
gave till his lust breath his
all in the cause of America ,
the cause of freedom and
justice. A cause that should
have been moved forward
under his guidance , instead
of snufferl-out hy ;i sniper 's
bullet.
We all know liis record ,
his much talked about eclu^
cation at Harvard , his ditinguished .service during
World War II , and his brilliant work ns representative
and senutor from Massachusetts. We also know a kind
man with a smile that was
as hroad as his New England
A., a devoted family man , a
deeply religious man , a man
who was the Christian ideal,
Even his politic al enemies
knew they could approach
him a.s a friend when the
issue was decided for or
against him. The American
p e o p 1 e knew his record
and his personalit y and they
showed their love" by makBy Sakren

__ ____'
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ing him the youngest President of the U.S.
A statement from his inaugural address was his
own personal motto as President of the United States,
"Ask not what your country
can do for you , but what
you can do for your country. " He tried his best to
see that every member of
his country was helped,
from the aged to the man
in service.
His ideas were, youthful
but at the same time mature,
dynamic but never wreckless. He sought to guide the
ship of state through troubled waters with a calm and
steady hand . And this he
did. His name will always
be remembered for these
actions and for perhaps the
greatest event toward peace
in years for which he was
directly responsible, t h e
atomic test-ban treaty. Yet
this is hollow now for "the
ship has weathered every
storm , the prize we sought
is won, the port is near , the
bells I hear , the people all
exulting. W h i l e ! with
mournful tread walk the
deck where my captain
lies , fallen cold and dead;"
But the world moves on.
Time passes and heals great
wounds. America is strong,
her leaders good , she shall
recover from this great pain
of mortal agony. The ship of
state sails under a new captain , and God grant him
safe harbor. Still one wonders. Still one asks why?
Why this waste of a man
with such potential , a man
whose genius will , now , never be fully known?
We ask this question as
people all over America , all
over the world are doing
The answer wHl come hard
for us, but it will come. Our
own life will profit , America will profit , from the supreme sacrifice of J o h n
Fitzgerald Kennedy, who
lay down his life not only
for his brother , or America
but for all men that they
may one day, each and every one , have freedom and
justice for themselves and
for the world.
William Peltzman ,
. John Finerty ,
St. Mary 's College
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Johnson Asks I DEAR ABBY:
Full Report on She 's Hopefu l
Assassination But Confused

By EDMOND LEBRETOV
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson has ordered the
FBI to prepare a detailed report
on the assassination of President John F. Kennedy and that
the people be told all the facts.
The report is to cover , too,
the fatal shooting of L«e Harvey Oswald , the accused slayer
of the late president, the White
House announced Monday.
Johnson has "directed all federal agencies to cooperate ,"
the White House said.
The announcement came after Rep. Hale Boggs of Louisiana , the assistant House Democratic leader ,'suggested a .highlevel congressional investigation
of Kennedy's assassination.
Citing the fact that the killing of Oswald , 24, aborted the
normal public disclosure and
weighing of evidence in a trial ,
Boggs said he thinks Congress
should conduct a careful inquiry
to determine the facts.
Authorities in Dallas, -where a
sniper's rifle bullets ended Kennedy 's life FridayTsay the evidence is conclusive and that tlie
case is closed—so far as the
question of Oswald's guilt or innocence is concerned.
Perhaps feeling that there is
still some uneasiness in the public mind, Dallas Police Chief
Jesse Curry said his department intends to make all the
evidence public unless federal
agencies want some withheld.
A further problem is the persistent campaign by some Soviet propaganda agencies to depict the killing of Oswald, who
had steadily protested his innocence, as part of a right-wing
plot that took the president's
life.
Boggs said he favors a "blueribbon
inquiry, far above any
¦
" suggestion of partisanship. "

DEAR
line. If he
ding ring
theft ain 't

NEEDS: Give him a deaddoesn't come up with a wedby Criristmas, you 'll know
no Santa Claus.

DEAR DAD: When one doesn't have
a "head" for something, but anolies his
tail Uo the chair ) and devotes enough
time to studying, he usually does well
"y
enough. Ask your son's math teacher if your son is working up to his capacity. If he is, don 't punish him.
TDEAR ABBY : I should like to comment on the letter
ryou ' printed from a bride-to-be who wanted the popular song,
"What Kind of Fool Am I?" sung as her wedding. In 19;!8
I belonged to St. Agatha 's choir. Our director was an organist , a young priest who often played popular tun«s during the
Holy Mass. Among his favorites were "Deep Purple," "Bei
Mir Bist Du Schoen." and. of all things, "Heaven Can Wait"!
Father slowed down the tempo appropriately, but the tunes
were recognizable and the effect was beautiful.
ALVINA I"N ST. LOUIS
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WABASHA , Minn. (Special) ^Grain merchandising and feed
operations of the International
Milling Co. have been expanded
with the purchase of the assets
of Eshelman Grain , ITC , Columbus. Ohio. The cash purchase was announce, in Wabasha by W. A. Palmen; manager
of International's mill here.
Included in the purchase are
a 1,250,000-bushel grain storage
elevator , a 50,000-ton-a-year
feed plant and warehouse and
a newly built office building.
International now has a total
grain storage capacity of more
than 30 million bushels .
The newly acquired formula
feed plant is International's 12th
in the United States , all of

J PECIALS

Sandwich Bread

MINNEAPOLIS (APi •'- The
Republican National Committee
its scheduled
fl has postponed
meeting in Minneapolis Dec. 1014 . at which it was to have
1 worked
on |)latis for next year ' s
COP convention. Repu b li c-m ofI ficials s;iid the meeting will he
held in ,Januar > , with precise
dates to bc announced later .

where your dollar buys MILES more

200 West
Third St.

International Milling
Buys Oh io Feed Plant

LEAF 5

NEW WONDER ROUND

! case. Ayres said.
; The killing of the President
' was considered likely to revive
interest in a bill now pending in
i the Senate Commerce Commit\¦tee to regulate the sale of firearms by mail.
i . The FBI has said the rifle
with which the President was
shot was bought by mail.
The pending bill, by Sen.
Thomas J. Dodd , D-Conn.,
would require persons buying
firearms by mail to certify they
were not under 18, had not been
convicted of a felony and that
the purchase would not violate
local law.
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Its the newest Wonder pfall!

State Republican
Meeting Postponed

H
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SEATTLE (AP) — Martha
Ostenso. 63, author of "Wild
Geese " and "The Sister. Kenny
Story, " died in Seattle Sunday.
Miss Ostenso and her husband. Douglas Durkin, arrived
from her hometown of Brainerd ,
Minn.. Friday. She became ill
and was taken directly to a
hospital.
Miss Ostenso, author of about
30 novels , an anthology of verse
and many short stories, was
born in Bergen . Norway , and
reared in South Dakota and
Minnesota. She attended the
University of Manitoba, in Canada , -where she met her husband , who was teaching one of
her writing classes. They were
married in 1944.
Memorial services will be
held in Brainerd , Minn. , at a
date to be announced. Cremation will take place in Seattle.

* '* *
I ONE LOW PRICE
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! which have been built or pur- 1 ago. International also operates
chased since the company en- formula feed plants in Canada ,
SANTA MONICA. Calif. (AP I tered the feed business 12 years Venezuela and Ecuador.
\
—Lawrence Welk , 61, is recuperating satisfactoril y from abdominal surgery, and a spokesman says the bandleader probably will remain in St. John 's
CLEANING
Hospital for about a week.
' ¦

Ma rtha Ostenso/
7
'Wi Id Geese
Author/ Dead

TO SAVE DURING OUR
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "UNCLE MILTY" : -Tt wasn 't the
apple in the Garden of Eden that started all the trouble. It
was that pair on the ground.
What's on your mind ? For a personal reply , send a selfto Abby, Box 3365, Beverly
addressed , stamped envelope
¦ /
'¦
Hills, Calif.

IS YOUR

I

Death Shock

DE J \R ABBY: I S there such a thing as
not having a "head" for figures? Our son
made "A' s " and "B's". in everything but
math , and he got a "D" in that. Do you
think he should be punished for this? DAD

I TOMORROW
I

TOKYO (AP) - Communist
China charged today that President Johnson has called for increased "aggression" in South
Viet Nam.
NEW YORK (AP) - The na- The official Peking People's
tion's economy seeks today to Daily, quoted by Peking Radio ,
shake off the shock and indeci- said:
sion that followed the assassina- "The new U.S. President
tion of President John F. Ken- Lyndon Johnson has issued his
nedy.
first foreign policy directive
Whether the economy can re- calling for intensified efforts
gain its vitality remains to be for aggression in South Viet
seen. Many business economists Nam. "
The broadcast also reported
think it will.
Shops, banks and security ; without comment the killing of
houses that were closed all or; Lee Harvey Oswald , who had
part of Monday, out of respect i been charged \yith assassinatof the President , resume busi- :: ing President Kennedy.
ness today.
serious downward economic adBusinessmen vill carefully ! justment would occur. "
watch sales, the stock markets ; Most indices pointed upward
and other indicators this week. ; before the tragedy. Personal inEconomists say businessmen j come and employment were
tend to put off decisions after ! high , capital spending plans
a shock like this , partly to wait ! were , favorable and inventories
until their own minds clear, were generally lean.
partly to figure out government Still, business economists say
plans and partly to see how the that confidence has received a
consumer is reacting;.
bad shock , and this could overMany seem confident there ride technical considerations.
will merely be a temporary lull j
"When the uncertainty and ; Tlie stock market tumbled
. j__ve hit
unsettlement are over , it will be j when the first shock
seen that the basic economic Friday and still .- ' was falling
situation is no different than when the market closed early.
before." said Roy L. Reierson , Also to be watched closely is
senior vice president for eco- Christmas spending, and spendnomics of the Bankers Trust ing for automobiles and appliances.
Co., New York. ¦ ' . .
Some say Christmas could
"Unless President Johnson help carry the economy over the
brings the country quickly out rough spots. They think people
of its state of shock , " says will go ahead with holiday
Robert W. Mathieson , an econo- spending, if only out of momen mist for the International Teletum , and this should quicker
¦
phone and Telegraph Corp., "¦' a general confidence.

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : I met a widower 14 months afo , and he
seemed sincere when he told me tie wouj d marry me as
soon as he unveiled his wife's monument. The unveiling
took place last July, and now his excuse is that he doesn't
think he should marry until his -daughter is married. ( She
is 20 and as yet isn't even going with anybody. ) He has
also said in a kidding .w ay-that maybe I am too old for
him (I am 59). He doesn 't take out anyone but me, and is
very good to me. He's bought' me some nice gifts, and his
family seems to like me. Should I continue seeing him , or
should I tell him to leave me alone and find a younger woman?
NEEDS ADVICE

legislation making any assault
on the president , vice president
or other high executive or judicial officers a federal crime.
Rep. William H. Ayres. R- Such a statute would guarantee
Ohio. said he will introduce quick FBI action in any such

¦
¦
¦
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Business Out
To Shake Off

Welk Recuperating
After Operation

Red China Sees
New President
More Aggressive
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HELPS BUILD STRONG BODIES 12 WAYS !
.
t

Mrs. Reynold A. Boezi

Rosemary Evanson
Becomes Bride
Of Reynold Boezi
Miss Rosemary Evanson , St.
Paul , daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer C. Evanson , 563 YV. 4th
St., and Reynold A. Boezi , St,
Paul , son of Mrs. Gene Boezi ,
Binghamton , N.Y., and the late
Mr. Boezi, were married Nov.
16.
The ceremony took place at
High Noon at the Cathedral of
the Sacred Heart. The Rt. Rev .
Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiated. The Cathedral Children 's
Choir sang the Nuptial High
Mass.
The bride's gown was of ivory
silk alpaca , styled with a windswept skimmer, floor-length
skirt with a chapel train , outlined with lace. The empir e
bodice had a scoop neckline and
three - quarter - length sleeves.
She wore an illusion veil , caug ht
on a ivory silk alpaca cap. Her
flowers were white roses, camellias and carnations in a cascade arrangements.
MISS MARY June Zbylicki,
St. Paul , was maid of honor and
bridesmaid was Miss Marianne
Hurkes, St. Paul.
They wore gowns of green and
royal-blue brocade in a floorlength with the empire waistlines accented -with royal-blue
velvet ribbons. Their headpieces
wore royal-blue illusion veils
and velvet bows. They carried
cascade bouquets of yellow
mums.
Edward G. Maran da , St. Paul ,
was best man and Carl Evanson, Minnesota City, groomsman. Ushers were Llewellyn

m *+
C£*^ J>AWt
We wish to give thanks for
all our friends both old and
new at Thanksgiving time ,
and wish for all of you the
many blessings that make
life worth living each day the
whole yoar through.
Jim , Beverly . Henry,
and Fran

Diplock, St. Paul , and Donald
Evanson .
Af ter the wedding a buffet
dinner and reception was held
at the American Legion Clubrooms.
THE COUPLE ' li- on a twoweek wedding trip to New York
City and Binghamton, N.Y. Saturday evening they were honorered at a reception in Binghamton, given by the groom's
mother.
Upon their return they will be
at home in St. Paul.
The bride's parents were
hosts at fi rehearsal party at
Wally's, Fountain City, Wis. A
pre-nuptial shower was given by
the Misses Zbylicki and Hurkes
at the former's home.
The bride is a graduate of Cotter High School and the College
of Saint Teresa. She is a computer programmer for the Univac Division of Sperry Rand
Corp.
The groom attended Harper
College, Binghamton; Cornell
University, Ithaca , N.Y., and
London (England ) School of
Economics. He is a planner for
the Twin Cities Metropolitan
Planning Commission, St. Paul.

KELLOGG 500 PARTY
KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)Unit 4 of St. Agnes Parish , Kellogg, will sponsor a card party
and silent auction Dec. 1 at the
church hall, beginning at 8
p.m. The game of 500 will be
played , prizes awarded and
lunch served. The event is open
to the public. Mrs. Albert Leisen is chairman and Mrs. Frank
Kuklinski , co-chairman.
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SEEK-A.-TONES . . . One of the five singing groups
to perform here Dec, 7 at the eighth annual Barbershop
Serenade concert in Winona Senior High School auditorium
will be this quartet from Waseca. From left , they are James
McCormlck , tenor ; Rodney Johnson , le*ad; Norman Wolfe ,
bass; and Richard Johnson , baritone. The group*has been
singing together for the past two years and recently won an
award jn a district contest. Other performers will be the
Schmitt Brothers, Two Rivers, Wis. ; the Velvetones, Portage and Ripon, Wis.; the Cross Country Four, Winona and
Madison , Wis., and the Hiawatha Valley Chorus, Winona.
Tickets are available at Rackow's Barber Shop, Ted Maier
Drugs, Dorm's IGA and from all members of the Winona
Chapter of the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet Singing in America.

Living Hope Circle
Dates Announced

p.m. with Mrs. Guy Amotri. Naomi circle meets Dec, 5 at 2
p.m. with Mrs. Willia m Truax.
.Miriam circle meets Dec. 7
at 2 p.m. at the church , with
Mrs. Orville Stensven as hostess. Elizabeth circle meets Dec.
10 at 8 p.m. with Mrs. Bennett
Onsrud. Sarah circle meets Dec.
10 at 8 p. m. with Mrs. 'Ernest
Folkedahl , Galesville , as hostess.
The lesson topic is "Christ ls
Our Sustainer. " The cause of
the month is , "The American
Lutheran Church. "

¦
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»' . A word picture of her trip to
the Middle East last summer,
of impressions gained df the
lands and peoples visited , and
of. observations made concern
ing changing cultural patterns^
was given members of the local
chapter of the Delta Kapp a
Gamma Society Monday night
by Miss Inez Adams, a member of the Society.
As a background for discussion of the evening's topic,
"Changing Cultural Patterns of
the Middle E ast ," Miss Adams
read excerpts from the recently
published book , "Come with Me
to the Holy Land. " Author of
the book , Miss Harriet-Louise
H. Patterson , was Miss Adams '
tour leader in the eight countries visited.

DAR TO MEET
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) Ft. Perrot Chapter DAR will
meet Dec. 4, at 6 p.m. at the
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) - home of the Regent , Mrs. Leon.i
Meeting dates, hostesses and ard Larson, for a potluck supleaders of the various circles per , Christmas party and exchange of gifts.
of Living Hope Lutheran Church
have been announced. Martha RACHEL CIRCLE
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) •^^If b»ck»cht ind lymplomilic ^^*"' circle will meet Dec . 3, at 8
peini in joinla and muiclet nuke
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Os- Rachel circle of French Creek
Lutheran Church will meet Dec,
you feel miserable ind lired . try worldcar Strand. Rachel circle meets 2, at 8 p.m. at the home of
DeWiti 'i Fills for iheir positive
I famoui
I anal gesic aciion Beaidei bring int fill
Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. at the home Mrs . Norman Thompson. CirI palliati ve relief of pain. DrWilt 'j Pilli
of Mrs. Lester Tranberg. Re- cle leaders will meet at the
I uie mild diuretic actio n to help
I your lyitcm clear out acid waslei left
bekah circle meets Dec. 5 at 2 church at 1:30 p.m.
I by ilujfisti kidney * DeWiti 'i Pills 11
l ean relieve backache miseries and I
¦
hel p you lead a more active life I
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of Winon a who were formed into the soprano singing group by
Brother Paul, chairman of the department of fine arts at the
college. The choir will perform traditional Christmas carols,
such as "The Twelve Days of Christmas" and '"Twas the
Night Before Christmas " at the concert in Winona Senior
High School- They are practicing in three-hour sessions for
four Saturday afternoons, prior to their public appearance.
(Daily News photo)

Miss Inez Adams Paints Word
Picture of Trip to Middle East

BONDS' ANNIVERSARY
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis.-Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Bond, Fountain City, will observe their
25th wedding anniversary Sunday at an open house in the
social rooms at St. John's United Church of Christ , Fountain
City. Hours will be from 2 to
5 p.m. No cards have been sent.

BROWN DRUG

f

BOY SOPRANOS . . . A few of the lads who will sing in
the 85-voice Boys Choir at the annual Winter Concert-Revue
Dec. 8 are shown practicing with their director , Brother H.
Paul. Grouped around the piano, from left , are Jeffrey Suchomel, Thomas Herman , Craig O'Dell and James Lanik. Standing behind them from left , are Douglas Kujak and Kevin
O'Reilly. They are shown in the music room at St. Mary 's
College. The choir is comprised of boys from the grade schools

tmti*lrnm Cfiirflel

MR. AND MRS. LEON O. LILLEHAUGEN. St.
Paul, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter . Miss Dian Joan Lillehaugen , Great Falls, Mont . She will be married
to Wendell A. Larson, Great Falls, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Arnold W. Larson , 460 Minnesota St. The wedding will Ve Dec. 28 in the Lakeview Lutheran
Church , St\ Paul. Both young persons are 1961
graduates of St. Olaf College at Northfield , Minn.,.
and both are teachers in Great Falls. Mr. Larson
is a graduate of Winona Senior High School.
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Choose From

LCW TO MEET
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) South Beaver Creek LCW will
meet Dec. 4, at 1:30 p.m. A
Christmas film strip, "Great is
the Lord ," will be presented,
Hostesses will be Mmes. Louis
Salz-wedel Jr., Robert Hanson ,
Stanley Simonson and Raymond
Swenson.

IN THE VIVID , parfit-brush
words of the book , as she read
Miss Adams' listeners . saw
Egypt, a land of contrasts , of
luxuriant green
"sand and
fields ," "minareted mosques
and petrol stations," "poky
donkeys and sleek , shiny , black
autos," "modern skyscraper cities rising out of broad , tree-lined
boulevards , side by side with
little-changed, dust-gold Arab
sections of bewilderingly narrow
streets," "b 1 a r i n g American
dance bands and the nasal
whine of oriental love songs."
They felt the contrast in the
modern Amman , capital and
largest city of the Hashemite
Kingdom of JorQan , and the
Amman of 25 years ago with its
single, mud-paved street w i t h
wooden-wheeled oxcarts , caravans of camels and little hotel;
felt the shock of "today 's shortest , quietest , strangest journey "
across a narrow strip of No
Man's Land between the divided halves of Jerusalem, beginning and ending at Mangelbaum
Gate — all evidences of changing cultural patterns.
Reporting on the latter , observed by her in her journies ,
Miss Adams said , "Every person has a right to adequate
housing and food , not only the
needs , but some of the so-called luxuries which we consider
necessities.
"Economists tell us lhat a nation cannot guarantee its people
much of a standard of living

with agriculture as the most
important occupation — a nation must become industrial to
give all its people work."
j*»"When efficiency moves in ,
all the dash and ilair will no
longer be , can 't afford to be,"
she observed.
Miss Adams concluded , "As a
result of this trip I have developed a great respect and admiration for the people of the
Middle East. "
Miss Adams \yas introduced
by Mrs. Bettie Hunter. A business meeting and dinner preceded the talk. The group met in
the Parish House of . Central
Lutheran Church.

Eau Claire Trio
Badly Inj u red
In Osseo Crash
OSSEO , Wis. — Three Eau
Claire women were injured , one
critically , in a one-car accident
Sunday about 7 p.m. on Highway 10, four miles from Osseo.
Sharon Stuping, 23, owner of
the car , was reported in an Eau
Claire hospital in critical condition. Helen Ritter , 31, and Lucille Hilgert , 34, occupants, also were hospitalized.
The car went out of control
and traveled 410 {eet and rolled
twice , according to Edward
Christiansen , traffic officer.

were Mrs. A. J. Large, chairman . Mmes. J. T. Robb, Goldie
Olseth and the Messrs. and
Mmes. Edwin Greethurst , John
Mosiman and Fred Frederikson.

Eastern Stars
Observe Season
Of Thanksg iving
A program celebrating the
season of Thanksgiving was given by members of Winona Chapter 141 at the Monday evening
meeting at Masonic Temple.
Those taking part were the
worthy matron , Mrs. Arthur
Jack-man, Mrs. E. S. Moe
^
conductress and the star points;
Mmes. Maurice Godsey, Lester
Stevens, Harry S. Johnson Jr.,
Roger Busdicker and Miss Anna
Frank.
THE PART of the Pilgrim
was taken by Mrs. Harris Carlson. A gift was presented to the
Pilgrim by, each point and these
gifts alofig -^th"'litterrtffa_iliit
by the members will be sent
to the Masonic Hospital .
Reports were given by Mi,
Otto Pietsch on good che*er and
M
Frank on finance. ^
It was announced by the associate matron , Mrs. Edwin
Greethurst, that the Christmas
party will be held Dec. 7 at 6
p.m. at the Masonic Temple.
Reservations are to be made
with either Mrs. E. S. Moe or
Mrs. Hale Stow.
An invitation was read from
Vesper Chapter 1%, Elgin,
Minn , to attend a fried chicken
dinner on Dec. 15 at Oronoco,
Minn
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Does dry. rough skin cause

ANXIOUS
MOMINTS ?
You n e«d Balm Argenta!
Lanolin and rich oils soften
and sooth dry . chapped
skin Use^a/m Argenta and
feel pretty again!

1BALM
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AT FOOD , DRUG AND DEFT STORES
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A SHORT MOMENT of silent
tribute was paid to the late
President , John F. Kennedy.
After the meeting, refreshments were served in the ballroom where the tables were
in the Thanksgiving
The discussion meeting on the decorated
motif. Serving on the committee
proposed summer theater here,
_________________________________
a______________M_
which was set for tonight , has ^^'^^^^'^'^^^^ ^^^^mmmm ^mmm
mtsmsm ammmammmm ^^t^m
been postponed indefinitely , according to Donald Stone, executive secretary of the Chamber
of Commerce.

Summer Theater
Meeting Delayed

PRE-THANKSGIVING PARTY
ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special) A Thanksgiving dinner party
and family gathering was given Saturday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Bahnub. G u e s t s were from
Gak'. sville, Melrose , Taylor , and
Ettrick , Wis., and Windom ,
Minn.

England's King James I appointed a "keeper of the King 's
otters " to look after the pack of
tame aquatic mammals trained
to catch fish for his table.
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Christmas Records
Sheet Music
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"DRESS SHIRTS Laundered
by Schaffer 's Sure Make
a Difference!"
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BROWN DRUG BROWN DRUG
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117 West Third St.
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Your entire laundry t«kei on a bright new
look when our Laundry Expert, wash everything to clean perfection . . . and finish each
piece to your preference. Coitt Uttle, save*
you hours of wearitome wo rkl

Sofioffcr's
CLEANERS

?S4 Wa-.it Third Srr««)
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LAUNQERERS
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Texas Buries
Hero Cop and
Drifting Red

By ROBERT H. JOHNSON Jr.
Associated Press Staff Writer
DALLAS, Tex. (AP ) - Like
the President with whom their
fate b e c a m e inextricably
linked, the hero cop and the
drifting Communist went to
their rest Monday.
President John F. Kennedy
was buried in the solemn majesty of a nation's grief in Arlington National Cemetery.
The cop went to his rest in a
gentle . hilltop in South Dallas
—in a grave still unmarked"
with a stone.
And the Communist was buried almost furtivel y in simple
ceremonies in a Fort Worth
graveyard.
The President , authorities
said , was shot to death Friday
by the Communist , Lee Harvey
Oswald , 24, who drifted into
the Marine Crops and out with
an undesirable discharge , into
Soviet Russia with a desire to
change his citizenship and out
when he pleaded with the State
Department to let him come
home.
The policeman , Patrolman J.
D. Tippit , met Oswald about
three miles from the assassination scene Friday and was shot
to death when he stopped him
for questioning—probably after
hearing a description of the
assassin on his¦ prowl car radio.
,^_ .
Soon Oswald- was charged
with murdering both the President and the patrolman—and
36 hours-sja ter he, too, was
dead , gunned down by a fourth
man who burst into the national tragedy.
.
He was Jack Ruby, 52, Dallas strip joint owner. Some said
Ruby killed Oswald out of grief
over the President's death. Others said the cause of his grief
was fear the city 's sadness
would cost him holiday business.
NEW AND USED

¦
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Washington
Russia Fears BUSINESS MIRROR
America Will Expansi on Plans Gets Scare
Blame Soviet May Be Delayed

By WILLIAM L. RYAN
AP Special Correspondent
Moscow propaganda in the
wake of President Kennedy 's
assassination seems to reflect a
feeling of dread.
In the Kremlin 's reaction
there is detectable a fear that
the American public will turn
its wrath upon communism, as
such, because a man labeled a
pro-Castro marxist was accused
of killing the President.
Premier Khrushchev and his
supporters, beset by enormous
economic problems, and a deep
split in 4he world Communist
camp may be apprehensive that
Soviet foreign policy could collapse before a hardened U.S.
attitude:

By SAM DAWSON
set aside is the highest since
AP Business News Analyst
1956, when the last big boom
NEW YORK .(AP ) —Business was in full swing.
seemed getting set to start an- The greater part of the actual
other big expansion drive—be- dollar outlay would be made in
fore the shock of President Ken- 1964. And Lif -the- appropriation
nedy 's assassination.
trend that started this summer
Predictions for spending next continues, next year could see
year for new plant and equip- a duplication of the outpouring
ment had ranged from a mod- of money by corporations which
erate increase to a possible 10 made 1955-56 a notable expansion era , unchallenged since in
per cent boost.
Plans may be held up while year-to-year spending increases.
industrialists assess the new
Appropriations can later be
business climate.
cancelled , but mostly they are
But the first tangible sign of not. So the $3.2 billion which diquickening business interest al- rectors of 602 leading manufacready has come in the language turing firms earmarked in just
of dollars. Manufacturing firms the last three months for capihave sharply boosted their ap- tal spending—if matched by the
The propaganda is full of propriations for capital spend- multitude of firms so far unreveiled t warnings. The 'govern- ing—as much as 45 per cent in ported—could mean the 1964 ecment newspaper I-zvestia, which some key industries. The total onomy can expect a stronger
boost that heretofore foreseen.
can be considered a voice of
Khrushchev h i m s e 1 f , said BOYLE'S COLUMN
This year business spent (39
"President Kennedy 's death has
billion on new equipment or on
undoubtedly aggravated the sitplant expansion . Private suruation in the United States."
veys of business inventions show
"The struggle between soberexpenditures next year may run
minded Americans and the
from 4 to 10 per cent higher.
forces of rabid reactionaries
The Department of Commerce's
who will not miss the chance of
own survey of intentions for
using the situation for their own
l\%4 is due out this week, The
ends, will be very tense," "Izmost optimistic forecast so far
g
vestia ' editorial said Monday.
has been for a $43 billion exBy HAL BOYLE
penditure.
Khrushchev 's policy is pegged
NEW YORK (AP ) - Some
to peaceful coexistence, as he notes on "the world's toughest But the money-on-lhe-barrelcalls it. This implies that since job" — the presidency of the head appropriations, as tabulated by the National Industrial
war is unthinkable, the two United States:
greatest powers must agree on
Despite the awful pressures of Conference Board , shows that
dangerous issues. "As practiced, the post, 27 of the 34 men who in the July^September quarter
coexistence has involved prob- served as president before Lyn- [ money set aside by 602 corporaing, testing, edging close to don Bi Johnson lived to be over tions increased 19 per cent over
I the second quarter of the year.
danger — as in Ci ba and Ber- 60—and three are still alive.
1
lin — and retreating when there
Of the eight who died in The total of $3.2 billion apis risk of a collision which office , four were felled by assas- proaches the $3.3 billion back in
the summer of 1955. In the 1955could trigger war.
sftj s.
Kennedy confronted Khru- The most durable president to 56 boom spending suddenly
shchev with shows of strength date was John Adams, various- swelled by 22 per cent.
in Berlin and in Cuba. But the ly known as "Atlas of Independ- Significantly perhaps, approKremlin knew Kennedy and re- ence," "His Rotundity ," and priations this summer by indusspected him as an antagonist. "Old Sink or Swim. " He lived tries turning out durable goods
President Johnson still is an un- 90 years and 295 days and died increased 22 per cent over the
known quantity to the Russians, on the same 4th of July as did April-June quarter. Bellwethers
and Moscow deeply suspects Thomas Jefferson , who was 83. are the primary iron and steel
firms, up 45 per cent ; motor
what it does not know or underThe oldest president to die in vehicles and equipment, up 35
stand.
office , William Henry Harrison , per cent ; fabricated metal proMoscow has been cautious 68, "Old Tippecanoe," suc- ducts, up 70 per' cent; instrulately. Its caution- is reflected cumbed to pneumonia exactly a ments and photographic equipin a mild response to the hu> montrr after he took office on ment firms , up 64 per cent.
miliation and expulsion of Sovi- March 4, 1841. He caught cold
Economists have been watchet diplomats from the Congo.
after riding to the Capitol on a
Izvestia expressed fear that white horse in stormy weather ing closely the trend of busithe assassination *may have and delivering the longest in- ness spending because it is the
deadly parallels with- the 1933 augural message on record— third leg of the economy. The
other two—consumer and govReichstag fire which brought 8,578 words.
Hitler to power in Germany . His successor , John Tyler , ernment spending—have shown
There , it pointed out, Commu- who served out his term , lived but moderate rises.
to be 71. Tyler had two wives. A definite increase (in business
nists were blamed.
All this indicates that before He had 15 children, the largest spending might give the econolong the Kremlin will want to- number of any president. Seven my the pepped up growth rate
test Johnson and his intentions. of the children were born\ dur- desired ' if more jobs are to be
ing the 16 years he survived aft- created
er leaving the White House.

Only a handful of relatives
watched Oswald's inexpensive
coffin lowered into the grave in
Fort Worth. They were his
mother , Mrs. Marguerite Oswald; his widow, Marina , 22;
their two small daughters , and
his brother, Robert Oswald of
Denton. They wept.
The Rev. Louis Saunders , executive secretary of the Fort
Worth Council of Churches ,
conducted the brief services —
agreeing to do so when, apparently, no other minister would
for the avowed Marxist , probable atheist.
Four hundred persons—policemen in sharply creased uniforms behind the small family
—were admitted to the small
Baptist church for Tippit's funeral. Outside another 1,000
stood silently in the warm November afternoon.
Fifteen motorcycle policemen escorted Tippit to his
grave.
Turning away at the end ,
Chief Jesse Curry said: "He
was an ideal officer., a man of
very fine morals."
His v widow, slender , blue-eyed
and brunette , — with her three
children—turned away at last ,
too.
"God. oh God!" she said.

Presidency

Worlds

Hardest Job

Church Official
Objects to Gopher
Game Thursday
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A Lutheran church official today protested playing of the Minnesota-Wisconsin football game
Thanksgiving m o r n i n g and
urged a time change to avoid
conflict with church services.
The Rev, Bernard Spong,
chairman of the board of social
ministry of the Minnesota Synod , Lutheran Church of America
sent a protest to University
President 0, Meredith Wilson.
He urged the game be shifted
from the scheduled 10:30 a.m.
tp 12:30 p.m.

The board voted Monday
Spong said , "to voice objection
to the action " in setting the
time for the football game when
many of our churches are holdSMS
ing their services — especially
after the late President Kennedy so eloquently in his proclamation urged that we gather
in our churches to give thanks
to God."
Wilson , in reply to earlier objections to Thanksgiving Day
m game stated that "no other time
is available when the game
could be p layed that would not
cause difficulty. "
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2 Golden Valley
Girls Killed
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Two
Golden Valley girls were killed
and five persons were injured
in an automobile collision in the
suburban community Monday
night.
The deaths of Diane Verio , 12,
and Janet Becker; 11, raised
Minnesota 's 1963 traffic toll to
718, compared with 630 fatalities
through this date last year.
The victims were among a
group of young girls being driven to a swimming party at
Ascension Church when the ac- Sixteen past presidents. Incident occurred.
cluding the three now living,
survived to be 70 or over. Five
made it to 80 or more, among
Connall
Governor
y
them Herbert Hoover.
Has Restful Night
Abraham Lincoln and John P.
Kennedy
died in
within a
DALLAS iiW—Gov.Alohn Con- short period after coma
being shot by
nally was described today a.s assassins. «
having spent a restful night and
Garfield lived for 80 days.
being in good sp irits.
President William McKinley
Ilis doctors at Parkland Hos- lived for eight days after he was
pital said his recovery is "pro- shot Sept. fi , 1901, at the Panceeding a.s we would expect it American Exposition in Buflo "
falo , N.Y.
Connally underwent surgery
Since 1958, by act of Congress ,
after being wounded in the all presidential widows receive
chest, hand and leg by the as- pensions of $10,000 a year.
sassin that killed President John
F. Kennedy last Friday.

¦
Pleasant Valley ¦
"We

¦
those

hope and expect that
whose plans of worship
¦
would be affected will attend
the church of their choice," Wilson said.
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TAIPEI , Formosa (AP ) Waller II. Judd, former U.S.
Republican Congressman from
Minnesota , left Tai pei today for
Hong Kon *> 'ifter a five-day visit
lo Formosa.
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DULUTH , Minn. (AP ) - Firemen rescued a Duluth man
from his smoke-filled home
Monday after eight other occupants of the dwelling had escaped unharmed .
Donald Bellows Jr., 37, Duluth motel operator, was reported in good condition in a Duluth hospital , suffering from
smoke inhalation.
Firemen found Bellows in an
upstairs bedroom. His wife and
three of their children , and
house guests, Mr. , and Mrs .
Meredith McCarthy, Minneapolis , and two of their children ,
fled from the home,
Bellows, who had been sleeping on the ground floor , rushed i
upstairs apparently thinking not
all had escaped. Two other Bel- j
lows children and three other
members of the McCarthy family were staying at Bellows' motel,
i
A defective lamp cord was
blamed for the blaze . Damage
was estimated at $15,000.

¦

Judd Leaves Tai pei
For Hong Kong Tri p

\

Duluth Man
Rescued in Fire

Of the three presidents besides William Henry Harrison
who died of natural causes while
in office , only one, Warren G.
Harding, 57, was under 60.
Zachary Taylor was 65, Franklin D. Roosevelt , 63.
At 46, John F. Kennedy, the
youngest man ever elected
president , was also the youngest
to die. He was the second Democrat to die in off i ce, the f irst
slain while in power.
The second youngest president to die was James A. Garfield , killed by an assassin at
the age of 49.
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Debaters Ready
For Tournament

Two Winona Senior High ____________________K_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _H_ _ _
School debate teams will return .' ¦______________________¦__________________________[
to competition after the Thanks- a__l^^2^__^Bi^B__a»^_£^i___r_BL^B___a^B^^B__ai^B__ar_a^B__ai^B_^B^B_H
giving recess by participating
in the Blue Earth (Minn. ) High
School Invitational Debate Tour- ________J_______________S_____a_ a___ Ha_____________H
. 1 ________ll_T^__silaTSinia_r&l3__9raani_l^i
nament Dec. 7.
_______i
The squad coached by Robert
Neujahr Saturday attended an
invitational tournament sponsored by the Viroqua, Wis.,
high school. Twenty-four teams
representing 12 hi gh schools
competed.
The A team , with Wendy
Weimer and Lee Turner on affirmative and Carole Van Thomnrta and Barbara Ferguson,
negative, compiled a 4-2 record
while the B team of Tracey CANADIAN WHISW-A BUND • EIGHTV .HOCF • IMPOITU BY MATI0MAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.. NEW YORK
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Be Sure You Have Plenty of

Mahlke s Bread
On Hand!
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INSURANCE QUESTION? - ASK USI

1/4 Center St.

WASHINGTON (AP ) -Police
raced to the roof of the 7-story _____H__l_______________________i__iiK __________!
Internal Revenue Service Building today in response to a report that a man had been seen
on the roof with a weapon.
______________________ ___
arM ;:_________ y
__a^______ fl
__________________________
The roof overlooks the Justice a__________________________
ar "' _________''' "" - _ _ _ _a______
_________________________H-' ^_________ fof-'t' __________
:
Department entrance used by ___________________________< ^ ______IH£ ^ ?
Attyy,.Gen. Robert F. Kennedy ,
brother of the assassinated
a______ Ll
H
President.
Officers of the General Services Administration found no
one on the red-tiled roof. But
officer David M. Randall said
he had seen a man with what
looked like a weapon when he
inspected the roof from a tower of the adjacent Old Post Office Building.
Police indicated they would
H
a n. n WTJ*
^^^^^H
keep an all-day watoh on the
+*
,
'
S4mCm*.A
roof and inspect elevators and _____________________________________ W^_______ \
T*~-'J- ^^^H
'lAs.mmmAs—-'
^ ^^
^^
B^
m^ ^
^
vacant rooms in the Internal _ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \l_
W W^n
^^^^m
Revenue Service Building.
.
*
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Business , Industry and Homes
Through America 's leading
Insurance Companies
Y»"(^/'">* J
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Allen and Candace Meyer, af- won two and lost four debates.
firmative , and Paula Colbenson This was the B team's first
and Jeanne Hittner , negative, I tournament competition.
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CARN IVAL TIME . . .

Winona Winter Carnivals
40
or 50 years ago were
I
59 West Second Street
!
"different from
\
a
shade
^
'
"
¦Z
.
tj
. .
those staged here in more
I ;S3S--**$**'''^s^
recent years. Theie was
GREAT
EVENING
SHACKS!
the
same carnival atmosl^r-^*
p h e re "and. flm-making
' but the emphasis then
~
Phone 493«J
was on costumed march* ^^^_
_^
^
ing units representing
for Carry-Out
v^-W ^I^^
many of the city 's busiFood Orders
I -^
^ ^|^i
ness and industrial firms.
^^
This photograph taken in
) ^
1920 shows employes and
I
. V
• Country Boy SOt
management
of H. Choate
i
L
i
J3 ^\• Country
Sl
&
Co..
dressed
up for the
chick
io
^ carnival parade.
I. fV (^_^»
Long• Country Gal 55*
"Country Boy
time Winona residents re;
As Close As
member other groups —
% Strawberry
Your Phone"
K X
pj e
among them from J. R.
35*
Watkins Co. (now Watkins Products , Inc.) and
Behrens Manufacturin g
Highway 61 and Orrin Street
3 Co. — -which each year
¦¦
¦¦-&¦ ?,&/' .:¦¦
v v^»KS^;::•S *J5SSS^^^M^S?^PS«^^
appeared in the annual
-:::v»TO'««KXylvv
event. After a lapse of
a number of years , the
Y o u n g Men 's Activity
Group sponsored an ice
show which set the stage
for the modern version of
. IB
.^_______M__'^L_M__P'^^_I^_^_ |
^
the mid-winter celebra¦'"^WBl'',^^^^^^^ ^rV £ AW I J __£_____
_____________________________¦
tion. This photogra ph was
submitted by Mrs. John
D. Jereczek , Dodge , Wis.
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Ask About Our New

Homeowners Insurance
CLARK & CLARK, Inc.
H. W. Clark — Fred W. Naa»

I 17 Center S).

Phone 2904

Stir Up Comp liments
With Our Fine
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J LIQUOR S

MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREA!

ST. MARTIN'S CHOI R . . . Members of the St.

Martin 's Luther** ri Church mixed choir nre seen in this
p h o t o g r a p h taken in 1918. Left to right in the fr ont
row a r e . ICstho r llu.sort iaii, Ktlna Priggt\ Florence
Schreiber , Mrs. William Koenig, Mrs . Frod Huehholt/ ; ,
Director Max IL i ekb arth , Olga Noeske , Ella Kiev and
Mathilda Kuhlinai i .

Phone 4970

CALLAHAN'S
LIQUOR STORE

Loonord J. Tschumper
11? Main Opon Fri. to *» P.M. Sat. to 10 P.M.
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Schultz , Gerhard! Bunneister , Edna Kreugor and Elsie

Koske.
Fourth row: Erwin Kiekbuscl i , Harold Roloff ,
Hugo Werner , Herbert Husomann , Willia m ,!acobs ,
Fred Buchholtz , , Arno Husemann , Herman Schmidt ,
William E , Theurer , Carl Wachholz and Carl G. Breit-

low.
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Got Heating Problems? [
%
~- Install a "Shell Head"
^ ___ftwi_l

. j ^^Mk

Second row. Helen Werner , Hilda Iluseman, Lucy
Malzko , Eleanor Thienell , Hortha K u h l m a n n , F loanor
Deert/ * , Edna Vollbreeht , Ai_t4e Oiielzer , I/.etta Werner , Helen Hmuu M.ster and Margh fet Spiering.
Third row: William Koeuig, Wa l lace Baumgardt ,
Alvii.a Hodowing. day Fvey, Edna Noeske , (loorge
Kiekhuseh , Mrs . Peter Liver , A r t h u r Frey, Elsie
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*is ' w< > '' '' expectin g i'(ii ii|i ,]nv fur
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Tlinnk.sgivin
g °'
well lo be well pr«.>parc >(l . with
We ' re going
plenty of
stuffing (film * and trimmings < flashbulbs
>
for ' our
turkey
«'iunera as
as stuffing for our
!
()v< '1' u years , we ' ve learned
niid we ' re sure
"*
,l
V011 av e - t0 °
that the tr adit ion!*,! Turkey Dny is
always an ideal day for pic ture-takin g
Whether it 's just a .siuipshot. movies or Imlli. the
chances for outstanding p ictorial keepsakes at these
warm family gatherings are almost endless
Dud' s job of carving Die turkey is always a scene-

¦h

INNEXT rii
T0

(he kitchen.study.
mny be delicious with
''irks. And (hough
anolhcr
Inigi iinl odors , Mom in the midst of her creative
Minus makes
great
And don 't forget
(hose favorite out-of-town relatives who put In nn
appoanmce only on lhe.se blue-ribbon occasions.
Here's another festive thought . Tho picture you „
take of the family gathered around the table just
belon* the Thanksgiving feast begins would mnke an
ideal subject for your own photo-greeting Christmas
eaid this year . Just bring your pictur es in to us for
processing, and we 'll be glad to show you how your
Thanksgiving picture-Inking can return a Christmas
<'ard dividend that will be pure gravy!
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Modern Beauty Shoppe

476 Eait Brondway
p|,on , 6m
Open Monday and Thimrlay Evening*
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hosp ita l

Wmona Deaths

Visiting noun:
Medical
. and surgical
to
to 8:30
p.m. (No
patlaant^: 2
4 and 7
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 2 to 3:30 and I to
1:30 p.m. (Adulti only.)

MONDAY

ADMISSIONS
Timothy R. Maroushek , 621
E. 3rd St.
Mrs. Lloyd Goldsmith , 730 E.
3rd St.
Mrs. Elaine Flak , 1178 W.
Broadway.
Michele M. Breza , 63 W.
BeLleview St.
Mrs. Wilfred Albrecht ,, Winona Rt. 3.
Philip D. Dalsin , St. Mary 's
College.
Mrs. Lawrence M. Weir , 516
E, Sanborn St.
Harley M. Wilke, Cudahy ,
Wis.
J ohn Budlsh, St. Francis,
Wis.
Harold W. Fisher , Cudahy,
Wis.
a
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. B. Eugene
Gough , 511 Hiawatha Blvd., a
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Johnson, 713Vi WY 5th St., a daughter .
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Marie L. Yackel, 524
Harriet St.
Mrs. Stanley Gainey, 151 E.
Howard St.
Mrs. August L. - Ziehen , ' 727
E. Howard St.
Michael Kubis , Red Top Trailer Court.
Roger Schultz, St. Charles ,
Minn.
Mrs. Ernest Becker, 815 40th
Ave., Goodview.
Mrs. Gordon W. Ness, 4245 7th
St., Goodview.
Harley M. Wilke, Cudahy,
Wis.
J ames A. Spiten , 4644 6th St.,
Goodview.
Miss Jane E. Daniel , College
of Saint Teresa. .
Mrs. Paul C. Pearson , Alma,
Wis.
Ralph H. Bowers, 1075 Gilmore Ave.
Mrs. William E. Fulton and
baby, 361 Druey Court.
Mrs. Francis Maschia and
baby, Minneiska , Minn.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
No. 144, Goodview — Male
brown , no license, second day.
Available for good homes:
Three males; one pup, one
German shepherd , one young
part yellow Labrador.

Municipal Court

'. "' VVINOtfA
Forfeits:
Laurence E. Olson, 19, Minnesota City, $25 on a charge of
speeding, 40 m.p.h. in a 30
m.p.h. zone. He was arrested
by police at West Broadway
and Orrin Street at 5 p.m. Monday.
John L. Heaser , 25, 1767 W.
Wabasha St., $25 on a charge
of speeding, 40 m.p.h. in a 30
m.p.h. zone. He was arrested
by police at West Sarnia and
Sioux streets at 1 a.m. Saturday.
Waldean H. Willis , 221 Pelzer
St., $10 on a charge of driving
with an expired driver 's license. She was arrested by po-

[DEEP]
<a__l ¦

[iJfESTEBTj
A t the End of Lafayette St #

Af/yn W ICK Infants

FRFJ E TB X-UAYS
(Mon. - Wed. Fn., I 5 p.m.
Room. 8, City Hall)
Winona Co. residents free ,
others . $1 each.

-

Taxes
Paid
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John A. Bernhardt
LEWISTON, Minn . — John
A. Bernhardt , 84, died Tuesday
morning at Harmony Hospital
after a long illness.
He was born Nov. 14, 1879, at
Oak Ridge, near Altura , to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Bernhardt.
He lived in the area all his
life and farmed near Wyattville in Warren Township. H«
married Clara Lindemann June
18, 1918. She died in 1961. He
was a member of the Lewiston Presbyterian Church.
Survivors include five daughters, Mrs. Alfred (Frances)
Mueller, Mrs. Donald (Catherine ) Sommers, and Miss Maude
Bernhardt , Lewiston and Mrs.
Warren (Florence ) Smith and
Mrs. Joe (Myrtle) Kime, Minneapolis ; eight grandchildren
and two nephews. One brother
and one sister h ave died.
Funeral ¦services will be at
2 p.m. Friday at Lewiston Presbyterian Church, the Rev. John
Munchoff officiating. B u r i a l
will be in Lewiston Cemetery.
Winona Funerals
Friends may call at Werner
F u n e r a l Home after noon
Mrs. John Stephen ,
Thursday and at the church afFuneral services for Mrs. ter noon Friday.
John Stephen, Duluth, Minn .,
were held this morning at St.
J. Henry Smith
Stanislaus Church, the Rev. DURAND, .Wis. (Special)
Milo Ernster officiating. Burial J. Henry Smith , 83, died of a
was in St. Mary 's Cemetery. heart- attack Monday about 10
Pallbearers were F r a n k a.m. at the home of his daughFranchowiak, Harry Jaszewski , ter , Mrs. Gordon Lund, Durand .
Fr ank KropidlowsRi, Clarence He was a retired steel conMaliszewski, Edward MIynczak tractor.
and Vincent Rompa .
He was born March 4, 1880,
in Maxville Township, Buffalo
Two-State Funerals County. He married the former
Erma Clair in 1S13 in ConnectiWilliam R. Hartley
cut. She died in 1923. He had
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe- lived in this area many years,
cial)—Funeral services for Wil- and following his retirement 20
liam R. Hartley will be "Wed- years he had lived in Durand.
nesday at 2 p.m. at St. John 's Survivors are: One son,
United Church of Christ, the Douglas, Sauk City, Wis.; three
Rev. George H, Scbowaltex of- daughters , Mrs. Gordon (Florficiating. Burial will be in Foun- ence ) Lund , Durand; Mrs.
tain City Public Cemetery.
Clayton (Virginia) Stoltz, UpPallbearers -will be Charles land , Calif., and Mrs. Joe (ArPrussing, Si Richtman , Joseph lene)
H a c k , Bloomington,
Greshik, Louis Giesen, Earl Minn. ; five grandchildren , and
Beck and Norman Heitman. three great-grandchildren
Friends may call at Colby Fu- Funeral services will be Wedneral Home here this afternoon nesday at 2 p.rn. at Goodri«h
and evening and until 11 a.m. Funeral Home, the Rev. David
Wednesday, then at the church. Railsback , Pilgrim CongregaThe Masonic lodge will attend tional Church , officiating. Burthe funeral and burial in a ial will be in Forest Hill Cemebody. A memorial is being ar- tery .
>
ranged.
Friends may call until time
of services. *
Oscar Pietsch
LEWISTON , Minn.-Funeral
Miss Serena Yaeger
services for Oscar Pietsch , Min- ALMA, Wis. (Special)-M iss
neapolis, formerly of Lewiston, Serena Yaeger, 75, died Monwere held this afternoon at day in St. Paul.
Fawcett Funeral Home, WinShe was bom here June 15,
ona , the Rev. C. Merritt La 1888, to John and Dora Ruedy
G r o n e , McKinley Methodist Yaeger. When she was about 15
Church, officiating. Burial was the family moved to St. Paul.
in Mecklenburg C e m e t e r y , She was cashier at the Emporium department store, St.
Stockton.
Pallbearers were : W a l t e r Paul , until retiring about 10
Stellwagen, Walter Mueller , years ago.
Leon Morcomb , Edward Kess- Survivors are : Two brothers,
ler, Bernard Kennedy and Er- Arnold and Herbert , St. Paul.
Funera l services will be Wednest Anderson .
nesday at 2 p.m. at Stohr Funeral Home , Alma , the Rev.
.
FIRE RUNS
Gene Krueger of United Church
of
Christ officiating. Burial will
Monday
be in Alma Cemetery.
_ :31 p.m. — Mechanical false Friends may call at the fualarm at Latsch Building, 2nd neral home after 1 p.m. Wedand Center streets , no fire , nesday.
nothing used.
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Start Your Saving* /Account Today

With

e FIRST
Bank
S T National
h
of Winona
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Coiporation

Prophecy Becomes

Two-State Deaths

•-

lice at Gilmore Avenue and
Service Drive at 8:45 p.m. Wednesday.
Raymond C. Hall , Kellogg,
Minn., $10 on a charge of driving with an expired driver 's license. He was arrested by the
Highway Patrol on Highway 1461 al 10 p.m. Nov. 14.
Hurley M. A ntoff , 20, 476 E.
2nd St., $10 on a charge of failure to stop for a stop sign . He
was arrested by police at East
Broadway and Mankato Avenue at 1:35 a.m. Sunday.

24*

The World Today

NOVEMBER 26, 1963

M. L. Monahan
M. L. Monahan , 85, Winona
Rt. 3, died early today at St.
Mary's Hospital , Rochester, following a short illness. He was
a retired farmer.
He was born Dec. 7, 1877, on
the family farm near Witoka , to
Dominick and Catherine Towey
Monahani, A lifetime resident of
the area, heJiad never married.
He was a member of the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart.
Survivors are: Two sisters ,
Mrs. Martin (Mary ) Gallagher,
La Crosse, and Mrs. Julius ( Helen) Rowekamp, Winona. His
parents, one sister and two
brothers have died.
Funeral services will be Friday at 8:30 a.m. at Burke's Funeral Home and 9 a.m. at
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart ,
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
Dittman officiating. Burial will
be in St. Mary 's Cemetery.
Friends may call Thursday
from 3 to 5 p.m. and after 7
p.m. Rosary will be said at 8
p.rn. by Msgr. Dittman.

115
Taken last week
Since March 9, 1353 . . 50,224

[ ROCK I

TUESDAY

ALMA, Wis. — Private committal services were held at
Zion Lutheran C e m e t e r y ,
Cream , this afternoon for t h e
twin sons of Mr. and Mrs. Allyn
Wick , rural Alma , who were
born prematurely Sunday at
9:15 and 9:16 a.m. and died at
11:30 and 11:35 a.m. at Community Memorial Hospital , Winona.
The Rev. Donald Lindloff ,
Wilson , officiated.
Survivors are : Their parents ;
grandparents , Mr . and-Mrs , Dell
Wick and Mr. and Mrs. Ewald
Iloksch , Town of Lincoln , rural Alma , and three greatgrandparents , Mr. and Mrs.
Clotus Wick , Buffalo City , and
Mrs. Ed Hoksch , Town of Lincoln.
Mrs. Bessie Lambert
INDKPKNDENCE , Wis. (Special) >— Mrs. Bessie Lambeit ,
O'l , died Monday at 11:30 a.m.
at Tri-County Memorial Hospital , H-hitchnll , -where she had
been a patient since March .
The formor Bessie Thompson ,
she w;us born April lt , 1800, in
Blue Mounds , Dane County,
Wis,, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Thompson. When she
was one her parents moved to
Bruce Valley, Town of Hale ,
near here. She attended Bruce
Valley Rural School and was
employed a I. housework and
dressmaking until her marriage
to Willinm Lambert March 24,
1880.
They lived in Independence ,
where lie was engaged in the
mercantile business. He died in
IMC. Mrs. Lambert continued to
live alone at her home here until Ihe fall of 1902. when sho

Kennedy Epitaph

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Occasional
rain is expected tonight in the southeast and
on the Pacific coast from northern California north to the border while snow mixed
with rain is forecast for the northern Rockies.
moved to the Corner Nursing
Home, Whitehall , and then was
taken to the hospital.
She was a member of Independence Lutheran Church and
its women's organization and
took an active part until moving
to Whitehall. She was a charter
member of the Whitehall Eastern Star .
Survivors are: One brother,
Albert, and one sister , Mrs.
Ann a Caswell, both of Whitehall , besides several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral service will be
Friday at 2 p.rn. at Independence Lutheran Church, the
Rev. 'Marshall Hall officiating.
Burial will be in Greenwood
Cemetery here.
Friends may call at Kern
Funeral Home here from 7 p.m.
Thursday until 11 a.m. Friday.
Irvin R. Smith
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Irvin Ralph Smith , 71,
was pronounced dead on arrival
at Tweeten Memorial Hospital
Monday morning after he had
suffered a heart attack in the
lunch room of the hotel here.
He was born July 30, 1892, at
Millville, Iowa , to John and'
Sarah Smith. He had lived here
19 years and had been in the
restaurant business. A retired
section foreman for the Milwaukee Railroad , he had lived
at Turkey River and Volga ,
Iowa , and at Caledonia before
moving here.
He married Lillian Penhollow
Nov. 6, 1912, at Elkader , Iowa.
He was a member of the Evangelical "United Brethren Church
and the Masonic lodge.
Survivors include his wife;
four daughters, Mrs. George
(Dorothy) Baker, Rock Island ,
111.; Mrs. W i l l i a m (Arlene)
Kunzman , Sioux Falls, S. D.,
and Mrs. Carsten CLaura ) Sandager and Mrs. Joseph (Gertrude) Klug, S p r i n g Grove ;
three - grandchildren;
three
great-grandchilren ; three brothers, Ernest , Missoula , Mont.;
Emmett, Dubuque , Iowa , and
Ferman , Millville , Iowa , and
the three sisters, Mrs. Homer
(Grace ) Donnan , Guttenberg,
Iowa; Mrs. Ed (Hattie) Moser ,
Millville , and Mrs. Rollie (Sadie) Hurlbut , Plant City , Fla.
One sister has died .
Funeral services will be at
10 a.m. Wednesday at EngellRoble Funeral Home , Spring
Grove, the . Rev. V ernon Awes,
Black Rammer L u t h e r a n
Church , officiating, and at 3
p.m. at Methodist Church at
Guttenberg, Iowa. Burial will
be in Goshen Cemetery, near
Guttenberg.
Friends may cal l at the funeral home here Tuesday evening.

Weather

Jackson County
Hunter Dies
Of Heart Attack

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special ) — Jackson County's
deer hunting death toll rose to
two Monday.
Harry Messer , 56, Sauk City,
Wis., died of a heart attack
Monday afternoon while helping
his hunting party drag a deer
out of the woods near Pray.

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High,Low Pr.
Albuquerque, clear 52 30 ..
Atlanta ; cloudy . '!.' 58 43 ..'
Bismarck , cloudy .. IS" 25 ..
Boise, clear . . . . . . 48 31. ..
Boston , cloudy . . . . . 41 31 .. . THE FUNERAL service for
Chicago, clear ..... 52 33
Robert Laufenberg,
SatCincinnati , cloudy . 54 39 .. urday afternoon whenkilled
an apparCleveland , cloudy . 42 32 .. ent stray slug went through
Denver, clear
. ¦ 46 • 21 ' .. his neck while he was hunting
Des Moines , cloudy 45 33 .. three miles north of his home
Detroit , cloudy .... 43 39 .. town , Alma Center , will be WedFairbanks, clear .. -14 -20 ' .- . nesday at 10:30 a.m., at ImmacFort Worth , clear . 66 42
ulate Conception Church,
Helena , clear y. . .48 31 .. Center. The Rev. Charles Alma
BerHonolulu , cloudy
85 73 .01 bers will officiate and burial
Indianapolis , cloudy 53 40
will be in the church cemetery.
Jacksonville, cloudy 74 64 ..
The Rosary will be said at the
Kansas City, clear . 49 35 ..
Laufenberg home in South Alma
Los Angeles, clear . 72 52
near Alrna Center today at 8
Memphis, cloudy . 61 46
p.m.
Miami , cloudy ... 79 75 ..
Registration of deer shot in
Milwaukee, cloudy . 46 30 . '.
Mpls.-St.P., cloudy . 42 30 .. Jackson County during the first
three days of the season is far
New Orleans, cloudy 67 54
New York , cloudy
46 37 . ahead of any other counties in
Okla. City, cloudy . 52 36 . '.. the state , state Conservation
D e p a r t m e n t representaOmaha , cloudy .. .. 37 28
Philadelphia , cloudy 44 25 .. tives here reported .
Phoenix , clear ... 70 46 .. Total registration by Monday
Pittsburgh, cloudy ". 42 30 . . night was 3,190. The total a year
Ptlnd , Me. , cloudy . 35 27 .. ago, when only bucks could be
Ptlnd , Ore., cloudy . 54 39 .10 taken, was 1,461.
Rapid City, cloudy . 4 9 29
Donald Holl, district game
St. Louis, clear ... 53 34.. . . manager , said the breakdown
Salt Lk. City, clear 39 26
for the first three days is 600
San Fran., clear ... 61 51
party deer ; 1,300 bucks, and 1,Seattle, cloudy . . . . . 53 51 .10 290 antlerless deer.
Washington , cloudy 47 34
He said the county registra23 16
Winnipeg, cloudy
tion Saturday was 900 ; Sunday,
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
1,050, and Monday , 1,240. The
Stage 24-hr.
Today Chg. Pr- Monday figure includes Jackson
County deer registered at outRed Wing .... 14 2.3 - .1 lying stations.
'
'
Lake City
6.1 . . . There were 250 deer registerWabasha
12 7.1 .. .- ed at MELROSE and 200 at
Alma Dam . . . . .. 4.1
HIXTON by volunteers working
2.5
Whitman Dam . . .
with the Conservation DepartWinona Dam .. .. 3.2 — .2 ment. These two areas were
, 13 5.4 - .2 not open last year.
WINONA
Tremp'eau Pool .. 10,3
Hunting pressure is considerTremp 'au Dam .. 4!2 — .1 ably higher than last year , Holl
said. Behavi or and conduct of
Dakota
7.0
Dresbach Pool. .. 9.6 + .1 hunters this year is much betDresbach Dam .. 2.0 + .1 ter than previously, probably
due in part to the death of PresLa Crosse
12 4.9
ident Kennedy, Hall said.
Tributary Streams
Chippewa at Durand . 1.4 — .1 A few hunters have had medZumbro at Theilman 28.3 — .1 ical attention for minor cuts
with knives.
Trem 'pleau at Dodge .-0.1 — .2
Black at Gallesville .. 2.3 — .4
La Crosse at W. Salem 2.0 — .1 City Traffic Box Score
Root at Houston
. 6.0
—To Date^
RIVER FORECAST
1963
1962
(From Hastings to Guttenberg)
4
1
Little change is indicated in Deaths
Accidents
...
S54
338
river stages in this district in
Injuries . . . .
108
97
next several days.
Damages . $70,225 $82,190
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 12,400 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m, today.
Today
8:55 a.m. -C— Elizabeth and I Hunters & Trappers
Jessie Norris , 8 barges , down- i
|
Highest Price*
stream.
r
Guaranteed for Your
,
10:30 a.m. -- Jay hawk , 4
| Furs & Deerhides '
barges , downstream.
—¦
11:05 a.m.
Wisconsin , 2
We Sell Direct '
\
barges , upstream.
No Middle Man
1

_____W5lT

It took courage to push
through crowds to shake hands
or ride through a city with the
top down. He knew the consequences might be assassination ,
and they were. But he felt what
he did needed doing.
The deeper courage of his life ,
as with others before him , was
in seeking the presidency and
then trying to make good at it ,
with all that implies in effort.
tie gave the presidency a
youthful sense of life unmatched
since the bouncing days of Theodore Roosevelt , if only because
all the others in bet-ween were
older when they took office.
Kennedy was only 43.
President Johnson , 55, cannot
be expected to spend himself as
tirelessly, at least in a physical
way, as Kennedy. His heart attack of 1955 makes it important
not to get over-fatigued.
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Burmeister Co.

j "We invite you to compare our hospital i
other on the market!" 1
{ care plan with Vany
~
—
ROGER B. KEMP
174 E. 5th Street, Winona , Minn.

-
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"We see it happen so often: a comparison
Jall'lP^^
1
'
^
'
in hospital-surgiMRP?
J of both costs and benefits
% eal-mcdical care plans is better than any
||llk
4Bales talk ' we can Sive- Check your own
wwQ^ 'J >^%
coverape—then call rae for details on a
gSMi-,1 '%',
'
Group Health Mutual policy."
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APPLE BARN

(

Highway 35 at Bluff Siding
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Yet, his less than three yean
of service were hardly mora
than a beginning, a foundation
for what lay ahead since ha
seemed very likely to win a second term.
In that time, abroad , be had
become a highly popular and
respected figure. He had established better relations with the
Soviet Union than had existed .
He won the confidence of most
of Latin America. : ' . •
His place in history may well
depend upon • the fact , if it
proves to be a fact , that ha
broke the ice of the cold war.
But it is too soon to do more
than suggest that may be the
result of the work he did in
his short time.
His domestic record is spotty. In his presidency the country became more prosperous
and perhaps more self-confident
particularly when he assured it
the United States was ahead of
the Soviet Union in long-range
missiles.
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CLOSED THANKSGIVING

longer than Harding, who was
a misfit no matter how he is
looked at. Kennedy, on the contrary, fitted into the presidency
almost elegantly.

But he bogged down badly
with Congress. All through 1963
Congress just drifted , frustrating completely his request for
a new civil rights law and a
tax cut. Maybe it would have
done better next year.
Maybe it would ha-ve done
better this year if he had been
harsher and tougher.
It didn't seem to be in his
nature to be harsh and he appeared unwilling to be very
tough except as a last resort ,
such as in making Premier
Khrushchev take his missiles
out of Cuba or using troops to
Kennedy brought more than stop Southern governors' deficourage and energy to the White ance of federal court orders.
House. Like Sir Winston Churchill v he had that indefin able thing
called grace.
Churchill always had style but
he developed grace late. Kennedy always had it , and it showed
itself in his quiet humor, even
at his own expense, and in his
g|>Ja_7
aft11
avoidance of political brawling.
JOIIIR
U
l
At this moment, so close to
his . death and before the emotion over his assassination
melts away, it is impossible to
351 West Second Street
PHONE 2344
measure his place in history.
He was president less than
r
three years or only five months 'H_____________________P
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James Garry " WnlwMmf
Phone 3281

nesday at 1 p.m. at Greenleafton Reformed Church , the Rev.
B^t. Vander Woude officiating.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery.
Friends may call at Thauwald
Funeral Home today after 7:30
p.m. and Wednesday until 11
a.m. There wilt be no visitation
at the church .

Mrs. Chester A. Wubbels
PRESTON , Minn. ( Special)Mrs. Chester A* Wubbels , 54 ,
died Monday owning at Spring
Valley Community Hospital following a long illness.
The former Francis C. Rix ,
she was born Oct. 25, 1909, at
Granger to Burton and Ella
Crowell Rix. She was married
June i:? , l'l'ili , to Chester A.
Wubbels. The couple farmed in
tho are a following their marriage. She was » lifelong resident of this vicinity and had
taught rural school near here
20 years.
She wns a graduate of Winona
TODAY'S UIIMT1DAY
State College ;iti(\ was a memRobbie
Ozmun , 166 E. Mark ,
ber of the Grecnlenfton Reform
ed Church and its Ladies Guild '.) years old.
Survivors are : Her husband ;
her mother , Mrs. P.'lla Rix ,
Seattle, Wash.; throe sons,
Douglas and Laurence , Minneapolis ,- and Warren , at home ;
two grandchildren ; four brothers, El don Itix , Cedar Falls,
Iowa; Burton and Calvin Kix ,
Seattle, and Clifford Rix . with
the U .S. Marines , Twentynine
Palms, Calif., and one sister ,
Mrs. G len ( Bernadin e) Douglas , Miami , Fla. Her father ,
one brother and one sister have
died.
uyj
Mcintosh Funeral .services will bc Wed-

toia your Income and lose your futurel
"Paycheck Protection " can provide a
you can't -work beH monthly income -while
i
cause of illness or accident . . . helps
safeguard your future* plans! Get facts today about iow-coit "Paycheck Protection!"

1710 W. Wabasha

It will be warmer in the north Atlantic states
and the northern Plains ; cooler in the northern Rockies, southern Plains and the south
and central Mississippi valley. (AP Photofax
Map )

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press News Analyst
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Kennedy probably never
meant to be his own prophet
but he was when he explained
eight years ago why he chose
certain men in American history for his book , "Profiles in
Courage."
His prophecy became his epitaph.
"The courage of life ," he
said , long before he was considered for the presidency, "is
often a less dramatic spectacle
than the courage of a final moment ; but it is no less a magnificent mixture of triumph and
tragedy.
"A man does what he must
—in spite of personal consequences, in spite of obstacles
and dangers and pressures—
and that is the basis of all human morality ."
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Vik ings Rea dy for Draft With Armful of Needs , Bagful ot H opes
MINNEAPOLIS (<fl - The
Minnesota Vikings head for the
National Football League player draft in Chicago next Monday with an armful of needs
and a bagful of hopes.
The needs, perhaps not as
acute as in (he Vikings ' firs t
three drafts in the NFL , still
are large. Probably the biggest
need is for youngsters with
blue-chip potential in the pro
league.
This is an intangible—something nobody can predict. What
is meant are players like Paul
Flatley, Tommy Mason . Fra n
Tarkenton , Rip Hawkins and a

couple more the Vikings have
managed to snare. *
Who could have made an
outright prediction a year ago
that Flatley was of this caliber?
Nobody. Now he is considered
likely to achieve the heights
few
pass
receivers
have
reached. He may be the game 's
next great receiver.
"We have many needs. " Viking chief scout Joe Thomas
says. "We say we need offensive linemen: we say we need
defensive linemen; we say we
need this, or we need that I
suppose what it boils down to
is this: You draft on the basis

of needs and what' s available, ! At left end, rookie Don Hultz | Tommy Mason is set for ! draft Jim Dunaway and No. 2 Trull was taken last year as a
reaching compromises a ' ong has done yeoman work this years at left half but , should a |p ick Bobby Bell were lost to the future by the Baltimore Colts.
the way. "
season—the best job the Vikings good running back be available ; American Football League last
"Roger Staubach of Navy
Last year, the primary need , < have had done at the position . who could be trained as an j year it hurt the Vikings more probably would be the No. 1
the club felt , was for more in three years. But there is understudy to Mason for possi- ' than they have ever admitted draft pick if he came out of a
NFL-caliber receivers.With the room for improvement so the ble trading, he would be taken. j publicly. Those two could have regular
four-year
college ,"
drafting of Flatley and flanker Vikings are keeping their eyes I With Tarkenton and Ron Van- meant two or three more vic- Thomas said. "He would be the
Ray Poage this deficiency has open.
i best available if he didn 't have
derfCelen at quarterback , the tories this season.
been greatly corrected. With
"Most anybody will take a Vikings are not likely to draft
Who are some of the top j his service commitment."
experience, Flatley, Poage and big, tough running back if one a quarterback—unless one of players on everybody 's draft I Thomas lists running back as
veteran Jerry Reichow can give is available ," Thomas adds.
the "big name " college quarter- list this season ?
"probably the weakest of all
the Vikings one of the league 's
Bill Brown and Tom Wilson backs is available when the
Thom as lists Pete Beathard positions up for the draft.
better receiving corps.
have given the Vikings their Vikings ' turn comes up. In that of Southern .California , Larry There's no real outstanding run""We think defensive end may best
fullbacking since they case , he might he drafted as Rakestraw of Georgia and ning back in the country."
be one place where we need came into the league , but here trade bait.
George Myra of Miami as the
Among receivers, Southern
help. " Thomas confirmed . At again it is a question of whether
Linemen—both offensive and top quarterbacks being eyed by Cal's Hal Bedsole , Texas Tech's
right defensive end , Jim Mar- some draftable rookie might do defensiver-are the Vikings' pri- the pros and eligible to be Dave Parks and Georgia Tech's
¦'
shall is one of the league 's best. even better.
- . ¦ 1 mary meeds. When both No. 1 \ drafted as seniors. Baylor's Don Billy Martin appear to be the

cream of the crop.
Minnesota 's Carl Eller and
Texas ' Scott Appleton are the
joy of the pro scouts when
mentioning top line prospects.
Of Eller , Thomas said , "I
have never talked to him. We
can't until after he's completed
his eligibility. "
Any sleepers who the Vikings
are likely to come up with
either in the draft or as free
agents?
"The sleeper is hard to find
nowadays, " Thomas replied ,
"because everybody is working '
harder at scouting. Very few
NFL prospects miss the scouts'
attention."
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Winona High Schools
Anx ious for Openers

Bruce Zellmer , making his
third appearance on the team ,
and Rog Goerisc h are Winon a
State 's representatives on the
all-Northern Intercollegiate Conference football team selected
By GARY EVANS
by the conference coaches at
I gether and pairing them off ," Hill. Gene Schultz and Ri ck .
: said Kenney, "but they could ' Starzecki will be at the guards
a meeting at the Curtis Hotel ,
Daily News Sports Editor
be run in as a unit. "
with John Nett Jr., and B o b
Minneapolis. Friday, and anFor three weeks now , WinoIn that case, most likely Ad- Judge at forwards and Mika
nounced today.
na 's two high school basketball
Conference champion Michi- teams had been hard at work, dington and Kreuzer would op- Jeresek at center.
-I
gan Tech dominated selections, concentrating on opening dates. erate at the guard spots.
Dave Knopick and Russ Fisk
will
also see considerable acplacing six players on the 23—
COTTER
—
And then suddenly Friday betion , Fisk at center and Knomember team.
cause
of
the
assassination
of
look'
Nett
s upon the Aquinas pick at forward. :
. ' In. addition to the all-confer- President John F. Kennedy ! Wi- test as being tougher
than Hill
ence team, Bruce Bausman , non a High's scheduled opener would have been.
BRUCE ZELLMER and ROC, GOERISCH
senior end from Moorhead , was with Harmony was postponed. ; "They have a game under
Warriors on AH-NFC Team
declared the winner of the Glen Cotter 's opening clash with St. ; their belt ," he said. "And they |
\
; Galligan Award which goes an- [ Paul Hill scheduled for Sunday ! press and run. "
' nually to the most valuable ! also was postponed.
Aquinas opened with a win
WARRIORS LOSE LEAHV
player in the league.
And now , both coaches agree over Stevens Point Pacelli.
;
j BOTH OF WINONA'S selec- that their teams need to get iri^r/ "We 're at the point now where
j
' tions are members of the de- a game.
we need a game to find out
¦
i
Boj h will have that opportun- where -we are weak and where ,
fensive unit. Zellmer, named
also as a sophomore and junior , j ity Wednesday night as J o h n we need some work ," he con- ;
j
was selected as a defensive ; Kenney 's Winhawks play host to ;' tinued.
back while Goerisch , a sopho- , Kasson-Mantorville of the Hi a- • Nett will open with the same
I
.
,- ¦
j more
, was picked as a defensive watha Valley league at trie five that were to debut against 1
Schultz
Starzecki
High School auditorium at 8
j
end.
'
' Along with Zellmer, Bausman , p.m. and John Nett's Ramblers
and Lorny Johnson, defensive journey down river for a clash
is
gainwrestling
high
school
country,
THE
tackle
from Moorhead , are with La Crosse Aquinas at the
THROUGHOUT
Mary Sawyer auditorium at 8
three-year veter ans of the
ing popularity. The Winona area is no exception.
p.m.
Arcadia
High
that
team .
Just yesterday we had an item stating
In addition , both schools will
Four members — offensive have "B" squads in pre-game
School had added the sport to its extracurricular activities.
i ends Wel Halverson of St. , action.
And today we receive a note from Dover-E-yota High School
Cloud and Lowell Nomeland of ;
stating that wrestling is being initiated into the program there.
Bemidji and defensive end Dick ; —WINONA HIGH—
footEagle
also
State
grad
and
Roy Henderson , a Winon a
Kern
of Mankato and linebackreins.
"We 've been playing headon
mat
the
is
handling
'
ball coach ,
By BOB JUNGHANS
against St. Mary s las} year.
Winona area schools have : Le Roy is at Spring Valley.
er
Russ
Johnson of St. Cloud— ! fpr two weeks now ," stated Winw
m
Daily News Sports Writer
His scoring ma te, Glen Bates ,
•
split
their midweek games be-j Preston hosts Houston , and Wyi are making their second appear- ! hawk Coach John Kenney. "The
will be back , however. Bates
ROCHESTER, IT SEEMS, is growing ln more ways th an
"We 're ready ifor a game.
tween Tuesday and Wednesday ' koff entertains Preston. In othance.
thing
the
kids
hif 20 in the victory over the
:
population.
i At least we' re sick of pracTo the offensive team as an I
need most to this week as they attempU^o er Minnesota games, Randolph
Redmen .
ticing, " c o m m e n t e d St.
Nine, and perhaps 11, holes of a new municipal golf course
get
back
into
some
semblance
travels to Waseca , and Cannon
break up the
St. Ambrose boasts 6-4 cen- end a year ago but switching
Mary 's basketball coach Ken
of order.
will be ready for play at the opening of the next links ^season.
Falls visits Farmington.
monotony
is
a
:
to
the
defensive
unit
this
year
ter Walt Jones , who almost
Wiltgen as the Redmen pre¦
Tuesday night action will find
The new course, we understand , will be quite a switch
In an inter-state tilt. Rollinggame. "
. i
wrecked the Redmen single- is Kern , 185-pound senior . Johnpare to open their season
a
full slate of games in the stone Trinity is at Gilmanton.
from the flat Soldiers Field layout .
W
e
d
n
e
sson,
205-pound
senior
,
was
a
handedly. The lithe eager
Saturday night.
Conference. Holmen , : Across the river , Fairchild
It will run 600 yards longer and feature an up-and-down
day night the Coulee
poured in 34 points in a los- . guard on the offensive unit in
"We
need
some
strange
surprise
loser
to Mindoro in its journeys to Cadott , Pepin is al
placeinteresting
ravine
and
by
a
draw
Hawks
i
get
their
terrain characterized
ing effort. Because of gradu- 1962.
competition. " continued Wiltloop opener , will travel to high- Plum City, Durand hosts Spring
chance
to
break
'
!
ment of trees, making it much more challenging than Soldiers
OFFENSIVE tackles are John
ation losses, Wiltgen rates St.
gen. "It gets to the point
the monotony, ly touted Gale-Ettrick in the Valley, Wis., and Fall Creek
Field.
Ambrose as the tougher of the_ Christie, 220-pound junior from
, „ .
where
everyone
knows
what
but they will headline tilt. Bangor is at Ona- goes tp Eleva-Strum.
following
lay
the
season
for
p
scheduled
is
The second nine
two foes, butHfj unk^JiisHrTed- [ Bemidji , and Gary Storm , 195everyone else is going to do ,
Wednesday evening, Mazeppa
nave to go into laska in a game of conference
:
men are ready for both ,
pound junior from Mankato.
next.
and you can *t improve any.
, u
'
unbeatens. Mindoro attempts to hosts Wabasha in a Centennial
the
game
al„
.
of
the
half-mile
west
, From this point on we'll have
"We 've tried to improv e de- The offensive guard selections
The new course is located about a
Kasten
;
mos^ com plete- ' keep its unbeaten status when game, and Dover-Eyota kicks
fensively, " said Wiltgen. "If
are Gordon Grant , 185-pound ly in the dark.
to play games in order to
U.S. 14-52 intersection .
the Tigers host West Salem , off its season by entertaining
we have, that will be the sophomore from Mankato , and [
improve. "
and Trempealeau is at Melrose ! Dodge Center. The Root River
Although
Kenney
has
had
a
key ."
Bob Glaesman , 210-pound jun- ' chance to go over the Ko-Met in a scrap to get out of the has two games on tap with MaIT'S TIME AGAIN for midweek cage predictions. We
(heir
REDMEN
'
THE
open
Down the h ill at Winona
ior from Bemidji.
Rounding : roster, he is in the dark as to cellar.
now stand with 21 of 36 right for a .583 percentage (20 of 36
bel at Spring Grove, and Can1963-64 season with a hang,
State College , the Warrior out the offensive line is 195- ;
)
The Hiawatha Valley has a ton - hosting Rushford . The only
.
what to expect
handicaps
ior .556 with
( Wis. ) State
*
taking
on
Stout
basketball .squad* suffered an pound junior center from Michij
from C o a c h single league tilt when St. Char- ; nonconference affair has Alma
This week, we see : Winona High over Kasson-Mantorville
College in an 8 p m. ' game
injury which may have direct gan Tech , Don Krejcarek.
over
West
Salem
6,
Aquinas
by
Vern
Huse and les entertains Stewartville. and traveling across the river to
by 7. Cotter over La Crosse
Saturday night , and then
bearing on the coming seaElgin is at Faribault Deaf in a: Wabasha St. Felix.
The
offensive
backfield
feaTrempealeau
j
by
5.
Holmen
over
Co.
Gale-Ettrick
Mindoro bv 1 ,
staying at Terrace Heights to
son. Spark plug guard Mike tures a pair of
¦
kickoff of the Centennial Conquarterbacks , I
of
As
now
,
host St. Ambrose S u n d a y
over Melrose by 2, Bangor over Onalaska by 6. Stewartville
Leahy fractured a wrist dur- but 210-pound senior
In his first three starts Tom
ference
season.
.lerry
Waseca
by
4
Winona
H
i
g
h
.
Faribault
Deaf
night.
ing a scrimmage and will
over St. Ch arles by 3, Elgin over
Wallskog, who quarterback-ed ,
does h a v e a . Non-conference battles prevail Cheney, star pitcher for the
"It' s the first game and
probably be lost for the seaover Randolph ..by 2, Cannon Falls over Farming! on by 5,. ,
'
St.
Cloud
to
its
surprising
NIC
starting lineup a.s they always do this early in ( Washington Senators, allowed no
"
any thing can happen ,
said
son.
Wykoff over Elkton by 4 , Preston over Houston by 1. Lanesboro
,
finish
was
named
fullback
and a l s o six the season. Lanesboro tries for , earned runs and struck out 26
.
the St. M ary 's m e n t o r .
1
over Caledonia bv fi , Spring Valley over LeRoy by 4 , GilmanEVKN
WITH
the
loss
of
The
field
general
is
175-pound
other
men that ' its second win at Caledonia and batters in 27 innings this spring.
'
"We ve got size , experience
ton over Rollingstone Ho ly Trinity by 7. Cadott over Fa irrhild :
,
Leahy, however Coach Bob , Michigan Tech senior Ralp h j
could see conand speed, and that should
Page 12
Tuesday. November 2fi , 19<I*|
bv 1. Pepin over Plum City by 3, Spring Valley over Durand
Camp bell has six prospects Abata , who led the Huskies
s i d er a b 1 e
be
what
it
takes.
But
mmif
lM
t
you
.
Mazeppa
Wabasha^ver
,
.tiWm
*
'
by 5, Eleva-Strum over Fall Creek by 8,
ac,i0n.
<•>
1
.
battling for the three back from last p lace to a conference
¦all
I llll «IH III
can never tell. "
court
spots
in
his
new
sbootbv 5. Dodge Center over Dover-E yota by 7 , Lake City over
Duel
Kenney
will
title
in
the
span
of
one
year.
¦___MU____________Kn
^_i________________ -_____ l
i_
Wiltgen will pick his startand-run offense. Dave Aleis- Speed is the feature at the
open with Jim
Plainview by 2. Spring Grove over Mabel by 3, Rushford over
ing quintet from eight cagers.
ner , Dave' Goede. Gary Peter- ' wings with 195-pound sophomore Kasten . fi- 'i . ' at center , John
Canton hy 1 , Alma over Wabasha St. Felix b y 2.
including a freshman . Almost
son . Dan-ell Schuster , Jack Doug King of Michigan Tech Duel , (>-:* . and Bill Squires , fi-4 ,
certain to start at forwards
Kelley and Mzirk Dilley are the choice at left half and Bruce at forwards and Pat Boland and
are Tom Hall , 6-.'i , and Itoger
j
j Pytlewski , (>-!> . The pivot posi- the sextet of combatants. Johnson,
THAT WHAT HIS COACH SAYS
1i'0-pouhd junior from ! Steve Keller , both 5-11 , at
Schuster and Peterson will Mankato Stnte , the pick at guards.
tion is a tossup between (i- .>
Kenney also hopes to use
Denny Burg man or Jim block- miss the Warri ors ' first game rieht half .
with Stevens Point Monday at
Gary Addington , fi-0 sophomore
ers , who scales t',-7. Mike MaTeaming with Johnson at a
Memorial Hall because , of
v h 0 i.s com- ,
loney, r.-:t , Al Williams , f>-3,
defensive tackle slot is Rog
scholastic difficulties , but are
letely recoverJim Clarkin , 6-0 , and freshRollings , 240-pound junior from j
expected to be ready alter
ed f r o 111 an
man Jerry Sauser are battling
Michigan Tech. The two de- :
lhat.
a n k l e injury ,
for the two back court slots.
l>r , Campbe ll lias brought fensive guards a re 225 pound
Tony Kreuzer ,
THE K i : i ) M i : \ p layed both
up three freshmen . Dennis St. Cloud senior Maury Coldfi-0 , and B 0 I,
teams last season , dropping a
Morgan , Tim Anderson , and slein and 215-pound Michigan
I'rness , fi-l, in
choice
i
is
the
No.
1
(i()-f)V decision to Stout in the
MIAMI , Fla. ( A P ) Is George ' and see who
Noel Paulson , to work with Tech senior Dennis Burns .
the back court.
(he National Footbal l League third game of the campaign ,
The linebackers are Ken Nathe varsity over the belweenDennis Duran,
Mra, Miami ' s All-Amer ica a in
, 220-pound Michigan Tech
draft . "
ples
(¦uart
er
and
then
tipping
SI,
'
Ambrose
vacation.
"We
re
gofi-2 , and Bruce
year ago , still a topnolch quarFalk , ImUnquestionably, nny pro club 74-72 two games later, (lone
ing to he n better shooting sophomore; Bob
fi 1 wi
terback in spite of his tern ' s would jump at the chance t<< from the Stout squad is top
team this sen-son , " summar- pound Bemidji junior , and John3-f> record Ihis season '.'
grn h the fi-foot-2 , 1112 - pound scorer Fred Seggelink , wbo
i/.ecl Camp bell . "II we can son,
^A^*Oam wards w 1 t h
Here ' s how his coach , Andv bomber whose accural " aerial also was much of the Blue
Joining Zellmer in the defenkeep Ihe mechanical errors
Squires
John Brandt , li_____________ S______]
a_Q I
*'**™»' *•**
>aH_ieij___ a_a_____
I
Ouslafson , answers tlio oues- shots have propelled h i m close Devils ' rebounding strength.
out and keep our h'lstl c, we sive secondary i.s I Da-pound Be- 'i , nt center .
tion :
to the top of the list among Seggelink dumped in XI points ' should be nil 1 ight . "
midji sophomore John Kopari . i "We ' ve heen running them to"Despite every conceivable college football ' s all-time great
handicap, George has been far passers.
ANNUAL GRID DINNER TONIGHT
I
greater tha n he. was m !d(>2
The San Francisco 4llers reThere is no doubt that ho is Ihe po rtedly have a fat contract
nation ' s greatest passin g quar- rondv for Mir a if thev get first
'
terback.
call in the NFT. draft.
't
"If vou don believe ll , wait
Mini ' s ind ividual statist ics
sei*m to support Gustafson ' s
i
stand.
1
Playing on H comparativ ely
MADISON ,-V, The University ¦" Guard Jon H ohm an , who has season as head coach nt Wise 011- V.X- U tie with Minnesota,
weak team , he has completed ol Wisconsin football tea m wii I been hobbled h y ft knee injury,
The lladgers won the nexl
' .!:• • passes in eight games for sit down lo its annual banquet ! was able to join in the drill , deI'Tl.l. SC.M.K DIUl.L
, three grimes , and it wasn 't until
!,!• '." yards .
tonight , ami there may Ix* sonic * voted lo passing assignments
"
'
l !)fJi) Iiml Minnesota finall y heal
MI.WKAPOI.IS Vi — Conch I
That 's 211 more ciiiupletions discussion nf the season s fina I and timing.
a Bruhn coached team, taking
, scheduled for Thanksgivgame
W isconsin will fly tn Minne
Murray Warin nt h has sebt-dan<l '-'(IO more yards than he got
a l!t'i-7 victory , Wisconsin bouncing morning ,
apol is Wednesday, but In t li e nletl a full scale driller for
in Ihe first <'ighl games last
ed
the following yoar for a 'X XThe grid dinner usu:illy Is; mea n t i m e . Couch Mil l Ilruhn
Ids I niversity of Minnesota '
yea r , when M i a m i had comp iled
'.!l triump h to knock the Ciophers
,
'
held
after
the
season
'
s
final
I
said
"We
re going to t r y to foot hull .squiiil today to try to
.a iv2 recor d. His percent ng .• this
out of a share of Ihe Big Ten
keep the learn ready. "
I'cgiiin an edge fin* the Wis- Title ,
se.- i.son is ..'OH , compiirvd with game but I l iis year ' s finale
m
a
t
c
h
i
n
g
Wisconsin
and
Minnelast
season.
. •1711
' I "( lur workouts , " lie said , consin game lo he p layed
1 Wisconsin won last
year ' s
wns post ' "
I n total offense , lie has 1,075 sota at Minn eapolis
will be similar lo Ihe type we Thanksgiving Pay,
wild
game
at
Madison
14-il ,
ponod
because
of
President
Ken
r
¦
yards against l , 4(i. > in |%2.
I 'nlvci slly official-* s a i d
would hold the I alter pari of any
earning the tri p to the Rose '
J
nedy ' s death. There was 110 al '
M"
iiii^Mi
Higgest among Mirn ' s Handi- tcrnate dale availabl e for the _ I week before a Saturday game. there definitely would he 110 Bowl and knocking the Gophers j
caps in Ins fight (0 repeat as dinner , to be held in the Me- iWe won 't attempt to give the telecast of the game. They out of second place.
f l e a m new plays , just go over said about 2,1100 remaining
"TRY
| an All-Aniericii has been n lack morial Union ,
Brulm 's overall record in eight ,
tickets will go on sale todny seasons as Wisconsin hciidnuui
what we have heen doing. "
of blocking in many games , lie
lia.*s made som e of his most senThe Hut l- fr i's relumed to the
Wben the Badgers get lo Min- nt Cook llnll imd al downtown shows 44 victories , 2ft defeats
sat ional throw s while virtually training chores Monday , going neapolis , Bruhn will lie seeking ¦ tteket offices.
nnd four lies. His IJig Ten recrunning /or hi.s life from enemy through a short conditioning I his sixth victory in eight games
ord is 2(1-22-4 , and includes un- BLEND ED WHISKE V • 00 P*OOF_ . «A r. ORAIN NCUTRA^^^
: rushers.
Am enct 'l Lttg tst Stillin g Cigtt
1 over his old school. In hi.s first sin , 19,r)R , Wisconsin played a disputed titles in 1959 nnd 1!)R2. THE FLEISCHMANN DISTILLING COR PORATION
j drill.
M ,«, «A»
OUR CONGRATULATION S first to Bruce Zellmer and
Roger Goerisch , Winona State 's representatives on the 1963
all-Northern Intercollegiate Conference football team.
Zellmer , named to a defensive halfback post , is a threeyear veteran of the all-league learn and
Goerisch , a sophomore, is a first-year member.
Rog is one of the chief reasons Madeo
< Moon) Molinari , Warrior grid mentor , is
looking forward to future years.
Although the Statesmen underwent a rebuilding year that saw them win only one of
eight starts, with a total of 42 underclassmen
on the team , the future holds promise of
great things to come;
"And they 're all good kids and good
¦
Molinari
football players, " smiles Moon.
.
?
•
• '
THE OLD SONG TITLE: "It' s So Nice to Havf A Man
Around the House. " might well apply to Molinari beginning
¦
.
today.
Monday marked Moon 's last official day on the job for
the current school term. He began his sabbatical leave today.
He will begin classes at the University of Minnesot a in
January.
,,
"We were just talking about what I'd do up until January,
said Molinari. "I guess my wife has some things she 'd like
to have me do around the house. "
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Mira Stands Out
Despite Losses \
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Bruhn Trying to Keep Team Ready

In Fine Whiskey...
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DENNIS THE MENACE

Bernard

King

Strang*

Shanahan

Burgess

Christensen

Matson

Northouse

Schaeffer

Strom

Ask

Six Repeat Performers on Maple Leaf All-Conference
Centennial Looks Like
Repeat of Last Season

Burros Place
5 on Team

A half dozen repeat performMollenhaur, 6-0 forward.
! ers from last year , including
Top prospects . include three ! three who were chosen on both
sophomores; Gary Opsahl, 6-2 offense and defense, top this
forward; Bob Buck , 5-7 guard , year 's Maple Leaf All-Conferand Eugene Diercks, 6-2 guard. ence selections.
well balanced league saw
FARIBAULT DEAF atthe
least two players selected
John Mathews has five letter- from each squad
the 20-man
men returning from the Hilltop- team. Conferencefor
titlist Lanesper team that compiled a 4-9 boro led the way with a quintet
overall record a year ago.
of gridders. Spring Valley and
He figures the Hilltpppers to
GOODHUE
Wykoff were close behind with
With t h r e e all-conference be better than a year ago be- four performers each, and Chat'
players lost through gradua- cause of added height , speed fiel d had a trip selected. Presj
tion, Goodhue coach Ronald j and experience.
ton and Harmony contributed
WABASHA
Bambenek looks for a rebuild- j The lettermen are : M i k e ! two players each.
Eight lettermen , including one ing job ahead.
Wackier,
6-0
senior
forward;;
!
of last year's all conference
But possibly the coach is Mike Holland , 5-8 junior guard; ! THREE OF the repeaters
performers, greet W a b a s h a
Eddie Leighton , 6-fl junior for- from last season were from
Coach Chuck Karger this sea- forcing a bit of pessimism as ward ; Gary Specht, 5-30 sopho- [ Lanesboro. Jon Ask
, a hardhe
has
eight
lettermen
returnson, and it could be one of the
more guard , and Roger Thomp- running 178-pound halfback,
ing
from
the
team
that
combetter ones in recent years.
i averaged a phenomenal 14.2
, son , 5-11 junior center.
The standout from last year piled a 15-5 record a year ago
Outstanding prospects are : yards every time he carried
is 5-llVi> senior forward Jim Back are seniors — Lyle Alfred Meier , 5-10 sophomore
Glynn. Among the other num- Amundson , 6-3% center ; Bruce ; forward; James Meloy , 5-6 jun- the ball. He runs the 100-yard
eral winners there is good size. H u s b y n , 6-0 forward ; Dave i ior guard ; Julius Void , 6-2 jun- dash in :10.5 and always was
They are : Jim Burkhardt , 6-2, Kahl, 5-6 guard, and Bob Del- ' ior center ; Ronald Springer , 5- a threat to go all the way. He
led the conference in scoring
Jerry Ekstrand , 5-11, Pete Ek- va, 5-8 guard.
9 sophomore forward ; and Ron-i
strand , 6-0, John Reinhardt , 6- The junior lettermen are : j aid Johnson , 5-8 sophomore ! with 80 points on 13 TDs and
two conversions. He also was a
2*^, Richard Schuth , 6-1*4, Steve j Dean Dicke, 6-3% center ; John | guard .
top-notch kickoff return man
T a v e r n a , 5-10, and Gerald I Rueter, 5-11 forward, and Alan
RANDOM
and pass receiver.
Perennial contender Randolph Dennis Northouse was one of
GRULKOWSKI BEAUTY TAGS 2758
finished second only to Good- the trio to be selected both
hue last season with a 8-2 cir- j ways. -The 205-pounder stood
cuit mark and 15-3 overall. This ! out as an offensive guard and
could be the year for the Rock- defensive end. He was the hardets.
est and surest tackier on the
Five lettermen return , and squad and excelled at rushing
with them will come one of the the passer. He is an honor stubiggest teams in the Centennial dent. Larry Strom is a hefty
Conference. Dave Sorenson ,. who 200-pqunder who is a top-notch
streaks skyward to 6-6, will blocker and snapper. He also
man the pivot spot, with a pair did all the kicking for the BurWinona keglers tore into the Pin Topplers — Betty Schoon- of brawny helpers on the front ros.
first full night of bowling this over zipped to 537 in leading line — Doug Felton, 6-3, and ' Two more of the gridders who
week with obvious delight Mon- Winona Paint & Glass to 948- Wayne Gergen, 6-2. In the back : have stood out for the past two
day night as a quartet of 600 2,590. Una Mathi-son tagged 219- court will be 6-0 Jim Pelkey ! seasons hail from Preston .
marks were registered , and the 526 for Lincoln Insurance. Oth- and Gary Errington , 5-10.
Darryl Burgess made this year 's
women shattered the top 10 er 500 keglers were: Betty EngRandolph's only weak spot squad as both an offensive and
lerth 524 and Isabelle Rozek may be in its bench. Ron Betz- defensive tackle. Weighing in at
standings on two occasions ,
All four of the men 's honor 511.
old , 5-10, Morris Morrill, 6-0, 189 pounds, Burgess was the
counts came from the City cir- Alley Gater's—Shirley Squires and Dave Popp, 5-11, all juniors man that the Preston backs ran
cuit at Hal-Rod Lanes. Vince blasted 1S2-537 for Curley's, but may help. Top sophomore pros- behind when they needed short
Suchomel belted the topper , a Taverna Barber Supply walked pects are 5-10 Don Pressnall, yardage. He also handled the
245-635 for Wally 's Fountain off with group laurels with 901- and Mike Popp, 6-0.
punting duties and specialized
City. Robert Klagge spilled 622, 2,582.
in harassing enemy passers.
ELGIN
and the Biltgen brothers also Sunsetters — Winona Tool
Jim Shanahari moves his 160
and
a
fine
A
trio
of
lettermen
got into the act. Hal totaled ettes belted 2,558 behind suh
pounds around his linebacking
602, and Roger slapped 600 even. Betty Englerth's 202-528. Betty crop of juni or and senior pros-j slot with authority. He led the
hold
the
balance
pects
will
ofj
The Hal-Rod Lanes team cap- Schultz b o u n c e d 536 for
Preston squad with 68 tackles
tured team honors with 1,001- Schmidt's Beer, and Golt2 Elgin basketball fortunes this ! and loved contact. His quick
i
year.
2,902.
Pharmacy registered 911. Bet
The Watchmen finished in the reactions gave him exceptional
The women did their best ty Lowe tumbled 529.
third
position of the Centennial j range.
bowling of the night in the WINONA AC: Monday-Dick
Conference
last season with a J WAYNE KING was chosen to
Westgate Ladies League. Shir- Galewski socked 555 for Polly
5-10
overall
record.
If the bench ! the team for the third straight
ley Squires got her name in spilled 217 for Phillip's 66. Cab,
Coach
Vern j year. The 200-pounder is classed
through
comes
'
list
once
again
the season s top
inets by Pabst tipped a 1,001
*-' that I as a fine college prospect by
as she hammered 237-571 for team game, and East End Coal Lorentson could reverse
'
record.
. I his coach. In addition to his
The Oaks. The 237 single puts rocked 2,817.
are 6-j bull-like rushes, he anchored
The
returning
veterans
her In fifth place. Grulkowski
Beauty Shop splattered 945-2,- Go Getters — Villa Holz tap- 0 senior Al Schwantz, 5-9 senior ! the Chatfield defense from his
758. The team series squeezed ped 430 for Warnken's Meats , Dave Prescher , and 5-10 junior 1!, linebacking spot. The other two
them into third place on the while Irene Hermann was lead- Tom Tucker. Lorentson has Gophers to make the team were
ing Kramer Plumberetts to 830- good size among non-letterwin- Glen Bernard , a spritely 145top listings. .
ners. Pete Weisbrod scales 6-4, pounder who was the fastest
Other 500 bowlers were : Es- 2,441 with her 168.
and Ken Evans is 6-0, Other man on the squad , and Steve
RED
MEN:
Class
B
Roy
ther Kelm 516, Marcy Wieczorek 501, Helen Grulkowski 505, Nelson topped individuals with hopefuls include Lonny Rich- Strange, who kept opponents
Mary Jo Grulkowski 555, and 196-536 as he paced Sunbeam 's oardson , G a r y Scheuneman , from running around his deGary Stelling, Merle Wright , fensive end.
2,733. Doerer 's collected 990.
Elaine Bambenek 504.
Gerald Schaeffer of LanesHAL-ROD: VFW — Joe Stol- ST. MARTINS: Ladies-Glad- and Bill Erinkman.
boro was termed as one of the
pa toppled 583 for Wason 's Sup- ys Roetzler toppled 183-490 for
MAZEPPA
per Club, and Mike Gostomski Coca Cola , while Typewriter After winning only three of, Gophers ' unsung heroes. He
hit 224 for 7-Up. Bakken Con- Service was banging 839-2,478, 19 contests last season , Mazep- j played the entire season on both
struction rapped 1,005, and Golpa cage hopes should be on the defense and offense without any
den Brand Foods laced 2,880.
upswing as a half dozen sea-; relief. Jack Matson of Harmony
Park Ree Jr. Girls
Nancy
soned performers are back from ' led his team with 65 tackles
Drussell sparked Hal-Rod All
| from his linebacker spot. He
last year,
Stars to 1,270 with her 277 twoDave Grossback , 6-3, gives the j was at his best while blitzing
game set. Lucky Strikes totalIndians good height at the pivot enemy quarterbacks. Merlin
ed 646 behind Jane Wieczorek' s
spot. Lee Kerkoff is a six-foot-j Christensen weighs in at 175
163.
er who will also be in the front pounds , big for a defensive halfWESTGATE: Community —
line. The only two seniors on back , but his exceptional speed
Bob Heftman waxed 567 for
the squad are Butch Wobschall , allowed him to come from his
By JIM BECKER
Sunbeam Bread , and Pete Wolfe
5-8, and Tom Sand , 5-6. The safety position and nail enemy
walloped 221 for Schmidt' s Beer. Associated Press Sports Writer other veterans are Phil Tom- ball carriers at the line of
Bub' s Pilscn and Oasis took
meraas , 5-7, and Jon Sand , 5-fl. scrimmage ,
¦
team honors with %2 and 2,- "We all feel like we have been
hit in the pit of the stomach ," Nov. i«—Elgin Centennial
at Faribault Dail; Ran758, respectively.
said Navy Coach Wayne Hardin .
dolph al Wattca '.
. 57—W abauhB at Maitpp* .
"We haven't an inkling about Nov
Nov. 2»—Randolph al Goodhua.
"Balk y ear?' asks barney
playing the game."
D»c. }—Rollinualona Trinity at Hleln* ;
Pepin at Wabatha * ; Goodhua at
Army Coach Paul Dietzel said
Pine Uland* .
his team was "waiting for a de- Die. a—Mat eppa at Goodhuel Faribault
Oaal at Wabaahai Randolph at
cision. "
Elgin.
Dtc.
T—Pine
al Maiappav
The decision on whether to Dec. 10—Elgin liland
at Dovor-Eyola- .
play the Army-Navy football Dec n-Wahaiha at Elgin; Maiappa at
Randolph; Goodhua at Faribault
game , scheduled for Saturday
O»ot .
in Philadelphia , will have to Dtc. 17—Ollmnnton
at Wabaiha " ; Cannon
Fall* at Goodhua* .- Randolph
come from the Pentagon . It mny
al Burnsvlllev
>
KANSAS CITV ( AIM - The
come today.
Dfc 70—Wnhaiti n al Alma*
.
Lawlilon
at
Plain
Dec.
It—
VYabmha
vi
semifinal
football playoffs in the
Officials of both service acadvlow .
emies have said they are in fa- Dec. 77—Wabaiha al PlalnvlawN Weil National Association of Intercollegiate athletics will match ColConcord al Ooodhut *.
vor of playing, since they feel Jan. 4—Goodhue
at Wanamlnao*
lege of Emporia (Kan. ) against
that President Kennedy had a Jan. 7—Ltwl ilen at Elgin*.
St,
John 's (Minn. ) , and Kearney
Jan
IOElgin
al
Goodhue;
Randolph
at
great Interest in football and
Wabaiha; Faribault Deal at Ma- State
(Neb. ) against Prairie
HEAD FOR SAM'S
sports generally. The late Preslappa.
(Texas) .
View
A&M
Jan
It—
Msiepps
al
Byron
.
two
ident attended the last
'
FOR
Ian. 14—Elgin at Rolllnflilona Trinity * ;
The Emporia-Sl. John 's game
games.
Wabaiha at Ollmanten*/ Farm- ,
will be nt Minneapolis Snturday,
Ington at Randolph*
COMPLETE SERVICING However , the next 30 dnys | Jan. 17— Randelph
at
Faribault
Oltti Nov ,
30, and the Kearneydesignated
as
a
pehnve
been
Wabaiha at Ooodhua' Maiappa.
Lubrication . . , minor tun«Prairie
View game will be at
al
Elgin
,
riod of mourning for the armed Jan ll—Randolph »t $lml»y" ; Oood- [|
upi . . . front-end work . , .
Kearney Saturday, Dec, 7.
services.
hue al Cannon Falli *; Maiappa
brako work — plus that great
The two winners will meet for
al Pine Illand* .
"DS" gas that costs you leas.
Jan. 14—Maieppa at Wabaiha; Ooodhua j tbe NA1A champ ionship in the
SanV» oftars you tho work«.
at Randolph; Faribault Deal at
Camellia ,Bowl game at SacraeiDit).
I
And they'll have that car purJan ll-Goodt iua at Maieppa; Blgln at mento, Calif ., Dec. 14.
ring again in sliort order.
Randolph; Wabatha at FariThe NAIA selection committee
Head tor Sum's next time
bault Dciil.
completed
arrangements for (he
4-Maipppa
Feb.
al
Morrlilown";
Lakeyour car turns balky. You'll
1
vlllo al Randolph* . Alma at playoffs aud announced the se*SJ**'.JaB
like the t*rvice and tlia
li your horn*. w\ly
Wabaiha *
hall lata? Chick ¦ Zj ^smW ^.
and
prices.
Feb. 7- Elgin at Wabatha; Randolph at lections of Prairie View
lha advantages cl_______f_W^_______a
Maiappa;
Faribault
Deal at Emporia Monday. Kearney and
^
~
tha Sanlrv Horn*- "a"^™" ' ^
Goodhua.
own«ri Packaa* •- NEW brondform
John 's were chosen Inst
Feb. U— Dover-Byote at Blgln'; Pint la- St.
protection lor yoor home . • . homoland at Ooodhua*; Wabaiha it week.
hold oooda and personal proparly al
Pepin* .
home or »way . Alio prolacti you lor
Emporia hns n 25-gnme winFeb 14—Wabmha al Randolph; Ooodhua
parional llnhlllly. Tor complete Inat Elgin; Maieppa al Faribault ning streak in regular season
call
formation
Deaf
j
Feb, IJ— Byron at Maieppa* .
I play—longest in tho NAIA ,
Sam's "DIRECT SERVICE"
Feb. J1-- Elgin at Maiappa; Ooodhua a ll
Prairie. View is the first NeRINGLER
DUANE
Wabaiha;
Faribault
Deal at
Huff and Belleview
gro team to gain a spot in the
Phone
7261
Randolph.
Winona, Minnesota
•Nnnconlerunce Darnel.
football semifinals.
It looks like a two-way race
for the crown in the Centennial circuit.
Goodhue and Randolph, which
finished 1-2 in the loop last season , again appear to hold the
Eower in the circuit. Goodhue
i knee-deep in lettermen, and
Randolph boasts one of the tallest teams in conference history.
Wabasha could sneak into the
top spot if the two contenders
are busy knocking each other
off.

Zierdt, 5-10.
j
Karger is In his first year
at the basketball helm, and
wants to make no predictions ,
but he did offer a cautious ,
"we should improve." "The Indians were 3-14 last season.
Chief prospect seems to be
sophomore center Jack Kane
who scales 6-6">_ .

Squires Rattles
237 for Fifth

Pentagon to
Rule on Game

St. John's to
Meet Emporia
(Kan.) College

W*!W

HOWE
OWNERS ' Z ^3

ts?

MAPLE LEAF ALL-CONFERBNCE
OFFENSE
School
Spring Valley
Spring Valley
Wykoff
Lanesboro
Lanesboro
Preston
Wykoff
Wykoff
Chatfield
Lanesboro
Chatfield
DEFENSE
Steve Strange
Chatfield
Roger Johnson
Spring Valley
Darryl Burgess
Preston
Norm Vehrenkamp
W ykoff
Gerald Schaefer
Lanesboro
Dennis Northouse
Lanesboro
Wayne King
Chatfield
Jack Matson
Harmony
Jim Shanaha n
Preston
Larry Strom
Lanesboro
Sam Lindsay
Spring Valley
Merlin Christensen
Harmony
HONORABLE MENTION

Name
Bill Cole
Dennis Christopherson
John Van Sande
Larry Strom
Dennis Northouse
Darryl Burgess
Dick Anderson
Dan Lichty
Glen Bernard
David Ask
Wayne King

Po».
End
Tackle
Guard
Center
Guard
Tackle
End
QB
HB
HB
FB

'tts WW SAVE 1MM6! THrSlSNTAWll!THIS ISA BSARl
TKmm.$AMZ[THINGI*

Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
Line
LB
LB
LB
LB
HB
HB

LANESBORO: David Brerr.seth, Tom Wangen , Mike Drake, Jim lawsluen,
Maynart) Gudmundson, Oarold Bothun. Brian Bell, Richard Bothun. CHATFIELD: Mlkt Buslan, Tom Odegarden, Wayne Ulrlnj . ^ PREJTON: Tom
Grosi, Arnold B«nson.
HARMONY: Greg Hulcher , Dennii Fishbaugher,
Dwight jonei, David Engle, Ed Hill. WYKOFF: Dick Root, Ron Erdman,
Chuck Doering, Harlan Jacobson .

duPont's Bohemia Stables,
j C.
was a unanimous choice

Kelso Again Picked
,
As Horse of Year

of the

j 36 selectors in the poll an-

nounced today by the Daily RacNEW YORK (AP) — Kelso, ing Form and the Morning Telgreat-grandson of the immortal ; egraph.
¦
Man O' War who is bidding to j
eclipse his own illustrious an- ORANGE BLOSSOM FOES
cester as the most outstanding : MIAMI , Fla. (AP) - Oppothoroughbred of all time, has nents in the Orange Blossom
gaised his fourth consecutive football classic in the Orange
Horse of the Year title.
j Bowl Dec. H will be host FloriThe trim, dark bay, 6-year-old da A&M and guest Morgan State
gelding owned by Mrs. Richard College of Baltimore.

nM0T ME r I
WOULDN'T RUN AWAV.THe.

&mct IN MY HOU.Sg l$;dU6i_ FIN.3 / "
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MARY WORTH

By Alex Kofiky
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By Saunders and Ernst

By Ernie Bushmlller
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REX MORGAN, M. D.
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By Dal Curtis

'

By Ed Dodd

FOOTBALL INJURIES HAMPER EAGLES

Elaine Thode,
Brad Johnson
Win Tourney

ELLIOTT HURT IN
PRACTICE CRASH

The annual Hamm 's Mixed
Doubles bowling tournament
wrapped up last weekend -with
a pair of Winon a keglers walking off with top honors.
Elaine Thode and Brad Johnson combined to fire 1.219, just i
eight pins better than the 1,211 j
fired by Charleen Ramlo and ;
Louis Peterson of Canton. 'j ohn- ,
son led the tournament winning
duo with a 630 series. Gaining ;
third place was a Winona-St.
Charles combo. Larry Donahue
of Winona and Del Ruhlberg of ;
St. Charles combined for 1.197. j
. Helen Nelson 's 537 paced :
women entrants and Sena King
tipped 523. Other 500 counts !
came from Larry Donahue with
517. Irene Posanc and Bubbles
Weaver with 507 each.
Bob Jandt hit a 584 errorless.,
There were 130 entries in the '
two-weekend (ournament. T h e
Ramlo-Peterson total of 1 .211
led (he pack after the first
weekend. Charleen was tho most profita ble bowle r of the tourney, as she also combined with
Norm Halciorson of Canton for
1 .IBO . good for the fifth spot om
the list.

1, Elaine Thode - Brad Johnson, Winona, 1.219; 2: Charleen Ramlo Louis
Ppferion , Canton, 1211; 3. Larry Donahue-Oel
Ruhlberg, Winona-St. Charles ,
1,191 ; i Marie and John Tingrold, Eau
Claire . 1, 184: S Charleen Ramio-Norm
Halriorson, Canton, 1-180 ; 6. Marie Ell»on-Frank Pomeroy, Winona, 1,179, 7.
Susie and Jim Schneider; Winona, I 176;
I..
S Nancy and Don Springer, Winona
l i t : 9. jane .and John Sherman, /Winnna, 1,164; '0 Helen and Sy Ekblind,
Eau Claire, MM. 11 . Lenore and Pod
Klagge,, Winona, T,163; 12. . Mane Morai.ee and Boh Jandt, Winona , 1,140 ;
13. Bev and Connie Miller, La Crosse .
Marie and Otis Ward, Pine
1,157; 14
Island , 1.155 ; '5 Ardis Beseke anti Del
Ruhlberg, . St. Charles, 1,154: It. LeVonne Haakenstad and Norm Haldorsrin Canton, 1,133; 17 . Elsie and Frank
Oorscli. Winona, 1,14S> ; 18. Phyllss and;
Fred Thurley, Winona, 1,147; 19. Donna
and Dave Wnuk , Wncna, 1.147; It. Larry and Ken Donahue, Winona, 1,145; 21.
Lois Berekon and Ed Lllla, Winona, 1,745; 22 . Sharan and Jerry Balt-ack,
Spring Valley, 1, 144; 23. Mela Lills and
George Poianc, Winona, 1,142; 24. Shirley Wunder.i'h and Bob Stein, Wincia,
1, 14!; is. Myrtle and Joe Holmay, Winona, 1,139; 26. Sena ?nd Geotgi King.
Pine Island, 1,135; 27. Arlcne Soteck
nnd larry Peterson, Winona, Mil' 2fc.
Louise and Woody Livingston, Winona,
1, 131; 29. Marge and Ken Poblocki,
Winona, 1,130; 30 . Teresa Curbow and
Herb Lea. Winona, 1,129; 31. Vsm»
Buckanan and Vern Herbst, ArkannJw.
Wis., 1,129; 32. Peg and. Lyle Jacobson,
Winona, 1,128; 33. Hope Dennis and Ken
Donahue, Winona, 1,126; 3,4. Dot and
Given Klein, Sparta , Wis., 1,124.

State Tankers
Gain Win in
Postal Meet

Although Winon a State 's swim
team has never met Hendrix
College of Conway, Ark., in the
same pool , the Warriors nevertheless own a victory over
that school' s mermen this season.
The Winona team swam the
meet in the Memorial Hall pool
and Hendrix swam at its home
pool . The Warrior times then
were mailed to Hendrix and as
a result Winona State gained a
57-29 victory.
Rich Childers. who won the
500-yard freestyle event , again
snapped the Memorial Hall pool
record with a time of 5:57.2.
He also owned the old mark
of fi:03 .
other win.*- for the Warriors
came from Bill "Kohler with a
2:05 clocking in the 200-yard
freestyle. Dennis Blanchard with
a time of 2:26.fl in the individual
medley, .lohn Dwyer in th e 200vard butterfly with a time of
2:1.1 2 . Buzz Braun in the 100yard freest vie with a time of
':5fi.fi . Pave ' Frank in Ihe 200yard hacks!i -oko with a 2:29.3
clockinc Pal Ford in t he
200-yarH hrrnststroke with a
2:42.! ) t i m e , and the '"Oil-yard
freestyle relay team of Braun.
Blanchar r l , Bill K n a p p and (i«*rry Rode The r*iKirl ct went the
distance in :). -12.fi.
Winnn .T Slate swims at Plat teMile St ale Salurdav .

' a
Upcom m
Basketball
Tuc sdiiN S Ka skcthall

roui t t -West Salem .\l Minrtnro ,
Hnlmen «l G.ik-Ettt irk
Tremnenle ou fll Mrlcoia
Bannor al nnnlaska
H I A W A 1 H A V A l . l EY
Stewartvill e nl SI. f harle s .
CRNTENNIM
Elgin nt r.irlhrtiilt D r a l .
NONCONFERENCE
Ranrlolph al Waseca
Cannon Falls at I' arrmnqton .
Elkton al Wykoll
Hoiiilon at Preston
Lanes boro al Caledonia.
Leioy «t Spring Val Iry
Rolllngsf nnB Trinity al Gllnunlon
fairchild nl Cadott
Pepin fll Plum Clly
Spring Valley at Durnnri
Fall Creok al Eleva-Strum

MVili icsilav 's li.i.skcth iill

LOCAL SCHOOLSKassoii-r^iiiitorvllle nt Winona High 1
Cotter a l La Crone Agumat .
CENTENNIAL Wabns hn at Maieppa,
WASIOJA
Dodge Center al f>over Eyota .
HIAWATHA VALLEYLdk« C i t y at Plainview .
ROOT R I V E R
Mahrl a I Spring Grove .
Rii tlitord at canton.
NONCONFCRENCE
Alma at Wabasha St. Felix.
•N<incantercn(f.

( ItWVI 'OKIt II IKS
I'OKTI J AND , Maine (M ' \ ••Frank (' rawford , who i.s credited
with intro iiiicin* * football at the
University of Michi g an in 1 1)5)1 ,
died Monday nt a Portland hospital . He was !W.

Lewiston Prospects
Rest on 7 Lettermen

CHAMPAIGN , 111. izrV-The
Illinois football team should
be ir condition for its Big
Ten title battle with Michigan
State Thursday but the same
can 't be said for Coach Pete
Elliott.
Elliott was decked by reserve halfback Les Feuquay
during practice Monday and
suffered torn ligaments in his
left knee. Feuquay was running wide out of a Michigan
State formation when he hit
the coach .
Elliott , who said "better
me than one of my players."
was expected to have the knee
placed in a cast today.
The 37-year-old coach never suffered an injury in college where he won 12 letters
at Michigan.

Hal-Rod

V.F.W.

W

Golden Brand Foods
Wasons Supper Club

5
......... S

Bakken Con. Co.
Burkes APCO
7-Up
Blanches Tavern
Bernies DX
Fountain Brew
Hamms Beer
Bub! Beer
Abrams Furnace Co
CITY
Hal-Rod

4
4
4
3
7
1
1
1
1

Winona Milk Co.

L

'

1

'

J
J
2
J
4
4
J
5
5

Pts,

.31

Merchants Bank
31
Hotel Winona
29' i
Speed Wash
2d
Hal-Rod Lanes
28
KWNO Radio
27
Bunkes APCO
U
Linatians
25' i
Pepsi Cola ..
25' )
Bubs Beer
. 22
Oratiam & McGuira . ,
21
Oasis Bar
17
SUNSETTERS—Make Up
Westgate
W
L
Winona Tootettes
U
U
Pint Nat'l Bank
24'.j 17' i
1«
Sunbeam Sweets . . . . . . . , . , 23
'.. '
Jorcfans
22 '20
Golt: Pharmocy
21
21
Schmidts Beer
18' i 23'i

Home Furniture
Mankato

17

25

Bar
11 11
MONDAY LEAGUE
Athletic
W
L
East End Coa l Co
13
I
1st National Bank : . . .
l
. 13
Polly Meadow
.. . . . 12
f
'
Phillips 66
. . . . : . . ll
10
I 1]
Sehlitz Beer
. ..
Cabinets by Pabst
<
15
WESTGATE LADIES
Westgate
W
L
The Oaks
21
12
Grulkowski Beauty Shop
It
U
Winona Chick Hatchery
It
14
Steve's Loons*
U 15
Tausches
13
28
Country Kitchen
....
-»
24
COMMUrVITV
Westgate
W
L
Schmidts Beer
27
12
Sunbeam Bread
. . . li
13
Bubi Pllsen
24
15
Hackbarth Feed Mill ;
21
11
Sehlitz Beer
21
U
Coca Cola
lt
jo
Miller High Life ¦
17
22
Oasis
15
24
Erdmann Trucking
13 U
Blumentrirt Store
12
17
PIN TOPPLERS
Westgate
W ¦ . L
Main Tavern
21
1
Lakeside Cities Service
It
17
Watkins Mary King
;
. IB'-i 17'i
Lincoln Insurance
18'i 17V»
Wallys
. 17
it
Winona Paint a Glass
17
it
Hamernlks Bar
15
21
Vies Bar
.
11
25
ALLEY OATERS
Westgate
W
L
Curleys Floor Shop
27
?
Molians Window Co
22
14
Montgomery Wards . . .
IB'.i 17'S
Nashs
u ij
Winona Dally Newt . . .
.17
lt
Williams Hotel
14'/, 2l'<i
Taverna Barber Supply
74
22
Budl Bar
13
23
P.ARK REC JR. GIRLS
Hal-Rod
w
L
Hal-Rod All Stars
6
0
Pin Ousters
4
2
Powder Puffs
,
3
j
Lucky Strikes
3
3
Pin Smashers
: 3
3
Diamonds
2
4
Spare Wasters
2
4
Alley Cats
1
j
GO GETTERS
Athletic
W
L
Tews Garage
13
8
Kramer Plumerettes
12
t
Graham a. McGuira
11
10
E. B. 's Corner
10
11
Warnkens
t
12

Winona

Plumbing

I

REDMENS CLASS B
Redmens
w
Sunbeam
23
Doerers
23

Schmidts

13

boost the Lewiston Cardinals to
a winning season . after finishing 7-11 last year.
The big man is 6-5 Jim Matzke
who topped the team in scoring
last year. Other welt-seasoned
cagers are Steve Nahrgang, 6-0,
John Munchoff , 6-0, Gene Sim.
6-10, Jerry Mueller , 5-8, Les
Ladewig, 5-8, and Tom Ihrke ,
'
5-8. . ' .
The Cardinals face a tough
schedule which includes Root
Conference favorites PetLEWISTON
- River
I
erson , strong Plainview , and
j Seven lettermen , including a
Centennial champs Goodhue.
tall , talented junior center could

1 ¦!
1

«

Wallys Fl. City

Only one Winona area high
school basketball team is working under the label of independent this season , and it looks
as if it could be a good season
for Lewiston.
Dover-Eyota , which was not
affiliated with a conference last
, season , has joined the tough
j Wasioja loop, and with a lack
j of depth, it looks as if the Eagles
j can not be figured as a contender this year.

11

L
13
13
JJ
31

Bubi Oldtimers
13
ST. MARTINS L A D I E S
St. Martins
vv
L
Winona Typewrite r Service Wi t'
^
Coca Cola
24
12
Breillows
•- 20
H
United Building Center
18' i 17'i
Winona Farm A Garden
12
54
Deep Rock Rockettc a
I 31

Chatfield to Open
Bids on Projects

CHATFIELD , Minn. _ Bids
nn thre e improvement projects
in Chatfield wil l be opened by
the City Council Dec . 9.
One hid call will be on 1,200
yards of excavation , 470 cubic
feot of crushed rock, and clearing and grubbing seven trees
on Winona Street,
Another bid call is for 4 .80O
linc ;il feet of curb and gutter ,
:t „'10() cubic feet of «;xcavation ,
.MHiO cubic yar ds nf crushed
rock and 070 tons pit plant mix
( bituminous surface.
| The third project is npproxi; mutely 5110 feet of R-inch sanit a r y sewj -r , about 600 feet 4inch water main , and approximately Kl service connections
of sewer and water lines from
mains (o property lines , plus
manholes and hydrants.
The si root improvements are
: to bc started in tbe spring,
,' Council authorized M a y o r
I Frank
Pavlish and Gordon
Mitchell , clerk, to cuter into an
agreement with the state lliftliw.i)' !)cp'i r.t ment in which the
department will pay approximately $.'!,.r>(M' toward storm
' sewer in Southeast ('hnltield.

Teams Chosen for
Junior Rose Bow l
PASADENA , Calif . (A P U
Northe.- astern Oklnhomn A&M
and Orange (' oust College of
Californ ia , both undefeated and
united, will meet in the lflth
annual Junior Hose Howl game
Dec . 14
Orange Coast was invited
Monday and Norlheaslcrn Oklahoma ' s selection was announced
today by the game 's Hoard of
Management .

Wabasha Jury
Hears Evidence
In Silage Case

WABASHA , Minn. (SpecialVA jury was selected in District
Court for Wabasha County this
i morning to hear evidence in a
$200 collection case brought by
John Cassidy. Potsdam , against
Walter Tesmer , Elgin.
Then Judge Arnold W. Hatfield dismissed the remainder
of the jury panel until further
notice because of assignments
j in District Court for
Winona
i
County Dec. 3 and 10. Meanwhile, he disposed of a few
other cases on the calendar.
JURORS ARE: Mrs . Walter
Mirens, Vincent Feehan. Lyle
O'Brien. Mrs. Edmund Thornton and Elmer Wieck , Lake
City ; Mrs. Lullus Darcy and
Mrs. Fred Satler -Mazeppa; Leo
Eversman and Donald Tentis,
Kellogg; Mrs. Lloyd Gessner ,
Theilman; Anthony ' Hueneke.
Goodhue , and Mrs. Donald
Roemer, Wabasha.
The case stems from the purchase of the Schuchard farm
one-half mile east of Potsdam
by Tesmer in March 1962.
At an auction Schuchard sold
his personal property. Cassidy
purchased some of the silage.
He had removed four feet of it
up to the end of April when
the roads became so bad he
couldn 't haul , he testified this
morning.
Cassidy, 69. became ill with a
stroke and heart condition in
June and was a patient at Minneapolis Veterans Hospital for
a time. Tesmer told him he
needed the silo . When Cassidy
could start to remove the rest ,
he testified , he found some missing. He filed suit.
CASE NO. 4 on the calendar
was postponed because John
McHardy, Plainview, attorney
in the case brought by village
of Plainview against respondents in an appeal from a commissioner 's award , had to be in
federal court.
The case brought by Lester
Judge , represented by Maynard
Gray and Allan McFarlin, represented by Dunlap & McHardy,
was dismissed without prejudice. It involved damage to
plaintiff 's car when Gray, who
has a towing service, pulled it
out of a ditch.
Jury was waived in the case
of Security Mutual Casualty Co.
against Ronald Carrels . Wabasha , and it will be heard by the
__
court
Fred Renn against Harris
Wilson , represented bv James
E. Zeug of Foley & Fol ey , Wabasha , was stricken for settlement.

3 Hunters Hurt
Near Cochrane

DOVER-EYOTA

No longer playing as an independent , Dover-Eyota has joined the strong Wasioja Conference, and it could be a long
season for Coach Phil Pilarski
and crew.
The Eagles- broke even at 9-9
last season, but the loss of
three cagers during football
season will hamper their hopes
this year. Lost for at least the
first part of the season will be
Paul Vermeersch , Gary Irhke
and Ross Horm.
Three other numeral winners
return ; but all are under the
six-foot mark . Don Lyke, 5-11,
Don Bierbaum. 5-11, and Gary
Daniels , 5-10. are the returnees.
Help must come from Lonney
Herrick, Marv Streiff , George
Dean , Dale Allen , and Tom
Keefe.
Coach Pilarsk i picks Hay field
and Dodge Center as the teams,
to beat in the conference . The
Eagles play these two the first
two games of the season.
Independent

ST. PAUL — Houston County
was one of 10 Minnesota counties cited for progress in recreational and natural resources
planning at a meeting of the
State Association of County
Commissioners here.
Other counties were urged to
start inventorying their resources so they can partici pate in
new federal and state programs.
Sen. Henry M. Harren of Albany, chairman of the Minnesota Outdoor Recreation Res o u r c e s Commission , said .
"Grants in aid to the county
and other local units of government on a 50 percent matching
basis for land acquisition, resource planning and recreation programs are on (he increase , " said Harren.
He added that one requirement to qualify is a comprehensive plan.

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (A P I - ( U.S1)A"> COCHRANE. Wis. — Three Live poiiltrj " wholesale selling
deer hunters were injured when prices unchann ecl to 4 lower;
their car fa iled to make n sharp roasters 2:\ ; special fed white
right curve a half-mile north rock fryers 1<) ; few geese '3-2)1
of Cochrane.
i
CHICAGO ( A P ) - Chicago
John Bullish , 2B. St. Francis ,
Mercantile Kxchange -- Butter
Wis., received a fracture d pelsteady; wholesale buy ing prices
vis , cuts and bruises. Harold . unchanged;
'XI score A A 5fl ; !I2
Fish er , 26 , received a severe i A 51!; M) B 57; ii!) C 5t> ; cars !I0
scalp wound and a bark in- ' H 57;, .i; K!) C 57 M.
I jury.
Kggs weak ; wholesale buying
1
Henry Zoichprt . Buffalo City . prices unchanged to .'!' lower;
*
! county traffic officer , said Fish- 70 per cent or better grade A
er was nearl y scal ped. The im- whiles .'Hi : mixed .'Mi; med iums
'
i pact of the car going into a. I 2K; standards Z Vy , dirties 21!;
! ditch threw Iiim " against the checks 2<l.
rear view window.
1 Harley Wilke. ."(4 , .slightly in- , CHICAGO (A P I - (t !Sl>M
i jur ed, was (rented at Commun- 1 Potatoes arrivals lilli ; on t rack
|21f> ; total U.S. shipments for
ily Memorial Hospital Jincl dis- 1
Fiday ,'i(i:i ; Saturday 1!>0 ; Suncharged.
,
j dny 2; Monday MI2; supplies
| Wilke nnil Fi.sher nre from moderate; demand moderate;
I Cudahy. They were with a market for russets steady,
large hunting p arly f r o m the round reds slightly stronger
Milwaukee area and were driv- compared with Friday, earlot
ing a station wagon owned by track sales : Idaho russets It.4 ( 1Schuyler Thompson , Milwaii- :,.««>•, Minnesot a North Dukot a
i kee.
!{« .'(1 River Valley round reds
The men were proce eding •) f i l -*> ' .'(l
north from I ' ln hrntw on a town
NKW YOHK ( A P ) -- ( USDA )
rond at II p.m. Sundny . About
-Butter offerings ample, de
one-half mile north of (own
(here is n sharp ri glit curve mand good Wholesale prices on
(
which leads hack onto 1 lighwny hulk cartons fresh i: (
!i:s
score A A i .")!' •' •¦
Creamery,
.'15. They failed to make what I fi()
!)'
I A ) 5!) :' H -r>!i :* i;
c
enls
,
.
!
score
is known as Stirn ' s corner. The ) !)() score ( B )
unquoted.
car wont straight ahead and
j Cheese steady, iiiu-liangcd.
nosed into n ditch about 12 feel i Wholesale egg offerings more
deep on the river side of (lie than ninple , demand light today
ihirling fon tracks.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
Only the front of (he l<i;i "i based on exchange and other
vehicle was damaged , Xeicherl volume sales, i New York spot
said.
I quotat ions.
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Dally News-
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Card of Thank*
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...______
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CHUCHNAtunity for a young woman
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45 NW Air
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cards,
relatives
for
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50V losses taken Friday on news oi , bors and
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and visits
work.
gifts, flowers
C&NW
28% Penney
44 %
during my recent hospitalization. SpePresident Kennedy 's death .
5 day week.
doctor!
Chrysler 82% Pepsi
51
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Key stocks advanced from 1 and nurses. Ariay God bless you all.
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60% Phil Pet
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Demand for some » market to those . who remembered me with !
Minnesota State
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Cnt Oil
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Employment Service
ing my slay af fhe hospital. Special 1
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Winona , Minnesota
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can
Motors.
THERE
WILL
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wProon
du Pont
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Sears Roe 94%
'
work In r»1»ll store,
served at the WILLIAMS HOTEL on : YOUNG MAN to
East Kod 112% Shell Oil
44%
for
advance.
We will open the dining i Excellent opportunity
LL S. Steel opened on a great . Thanksgiving.
ment. Apply in person. Great Wlnon*
Ford Mot 50% Sinclair
42%
rooms again at 5 o'clock for evening
S2
W.
2nd.
Surplus Store,
Gen Elec 79% Socony
63 , j block of 120,000 shares, up 3 5 food~ service. Ray Meyer. Innkeeper . ~~~
General-Motors rose 3 k ADD ELEGANCE to your watch with a ;
NOTAY-^OFFS
Gen Fds 85% Sp Rand
17% j at . 51.3
hew band from the complete selection
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up
2V4
at
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¦
supply
only
98c.
Full
week's
tablets.
Winona. Man will be company trained .
Gen Tel
29 St Oil Ind 57% j
Ford Hopkins.
Immediate employment to man selectGillette
32% St Oil NJ 69 ' Pent-up buy orders were so
ed, plus guarantee during training. Send
WE'LL shorten your winter coat to keep
heavy
exchange
officials
had
¦
Box E-9 Dally Newa.
Goodrich 53% Swft & Co 40%
resume to Dept . 6,. _
I up with the trend. WARREN BETSING"
Goodyear 40% Texaco
65 ' difficulty in making a market. ! ER, Tailor, od'.i JV. 3rd .__ __ ..
C0UNTSr
TO GIVE OUR EMPLOYES a chance to i T^OUSTON
Gould Bat 34% Texas. Ins 87% j The ticker tape ran late.
for
man
who qualifies for
WEEK
also enloy the Thanksgiving Holiday we S97.50 A
Gt No Ky 53% Un Pac
40% ' The Dow Jones industrial will not be open for meals the 28th, ! this |ob. 22 to 38, married, neat apaverage
at
noon
was
up
16.43
pearing. Good work record essential,
however, we will be open until 10 a.m.
Gryhnd
45% U S Rub 45 ,
727.92- — compared with its 1 for our breakfast customers. Thank I late model car necessary. Combination
Gulf Oil
43% U S Steel 51% to
service, sales and delivery. For ' a peryou. RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd.
Homes tk 45% Westg El 34% ; loss of 21.16 Friday when the NO DELAYS, no backorders. M~ail order 1 sonal interview contact Mr- Koch,
La Crosse Ho-tel, La Crosse, Wis ,, Wed.,
IB Mach 468
Wlworth .78 j New York Stock Exchange catalog toys are available at the same I Nov
. 27 from 7:30 fo 9:30 p.m.
low prices at ROBB BROS . STORE,
early
because
closed
the
market
M ilan* 57% Yg S & T 122% |
576 E. ' 4Th .
of panic conditions following
DAD—why not glv« Mom a sparkassassination of the Presi- SAY
ling new ceramic tile bathroom (cr .Train for PRINT ING
WINONA MARKET S the
Christmas? She'll love you as long as
dent.
Reported Dy

Swift & Company

*£¦ Hand Comrj osilioh
RAMIC TILE CO., yes, our showroom :
Wall Street seemed reassured
is at 420 W. 8th. Wm. "Curley " Slavthat there would b>e no great
ers.
Linecasting and Presswork
change in economic conditions YOlPOUGHTER GUTTER - Continual
House Gutters (one piece). Made on
as a result of the national
Write
the |ob. Julius J. Pellowskl, Stockton,
Minn, Tel. Lewislon 2866.
tragedy.
GRAPHIC ARTS
ii
The financial community also ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?•Man or woman, your drinking creates |
Technical School
seemed reassured by news that
numerous problems. It you -hfeed ' and
Exchange
!
for Catalog.
SWck
the New York
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonptt ?
ous, Pioneer Group, Box 622, WlnoKa,
had stepped in with $7.5 million
Minn.
Approved for Veteran Training
Y
cash to assist in the orderly liTRUSSES ^ ABDOMINAL BELTS I
quidation of financially trouSACRO- ILIAC SUPPORTS
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis
bled Ira Haupt & Co., an oldGOLTZ
PHARMACY
line brokerage house, and to
174 E . 3rd
Tel. 2547
28
[ Help—Male or Female
help its 20,000 customers.
Auto Service, Repairing
10 NTG HT~FR Y ~COO K—wa 'nted"'or~"<S~day a
First 2 hours volume was a
a weeK work . No Sundays. Coll or
CHIRPING BTRD beneath your car
mighty 3.98 million shares com- A may
write, Steak Shop.
be caused by a dry pinion ' bearing seal at the rear axle. Prompt servpared with 2.76 million Friday.
if lasts — a lifetime. CURLEY'S CE-

¦

Buying hours are trom 8 a.m. to
p.m. Monday through Friday.
~"T/iere will be no call market during
the winter months on Fridays.
These quotations apply as ot noon
today.
All livestock arriving alter closing tim«
will be properly cared for, weighed ano
priced the following morning:
Nov . 27—Dodge Center at Eleva-Strum " .
HOGS
Dec. 3—Lewiston at Gilmaiiton.
Tne hog market is steady.
Dsc . «—Dover-Eyota at Hayfield*
additional 20-40
Strictly
meat type
Dec. 10—Caledonia Loretto at Lewiston; cents; tat hogs discounted 50-40 cents
Elgin at Dover-Eyota.
per hundredweight.
Dec. 13— Dover-Eyota at West Concord**; Good hogs, barrows and gilts—
Lewiston at Rollingstone Trinity.
160-180
12.00-13.00
Dec. 14— Pine Island at Dover-Eyota ' .
180-200
13.00-13.25
Clareat Goodhue;
Dec. 20—Lewiston
200 HO
13.25-13.50
mont at Dover-Eyota* .
220-210
13.25-13.50
Dec 24—Lewiston In Holiday Tournamenl
13.00-13.25
240-270
at Plainview.
270-300
12.75-13.00
Dec. 27—Lewiston in Holiday Tournament
12.50-12.7S
300-330
¦
al Plainview .
12.25-12.50
330-360 ' ..
Jan. 7—Lewislo n at Elgin.
Good sovus—
. 270-300
Jan. 10— Wanamingo at Dover-Eyota* .
12.50-12.75
Jan. 14—Lewislon at Peterson.
300-330
12.50-12.75
Jan. 17—Dover-Eyota at Dodge Center ';
330-360
12.25-12.50
Lewiston at Caledonia Loretto.
360-480
12.00-12.25
Jan. 21—Lewislon at Preston.
400-450
tl.75-I2.0O
Jan. 24—Hayfield at Dover-Eyota* .
450-500
11.25-11.75
Jan: 25— Lewiston vs. St. Charles at Wi- Stags—
nona State College; Dover-Eyota
450 down
8.50
at Byron* .
450 up
, 7.50- 8.50 '
Jan. 28—Lewiston at Byron.
Tnin and unfinished hogs discounted
Jan. 31—West concord at Dover-Eyota '.
CALVES
The veal market is steady.
Feb. 1—Dover-Ey.o'*" at Pine Island* .
Feb. 4—Gilmanton at Lewiston.
Top choice
29,00
Feb. 7—Dover-Eyota at Claremonl-; RollCnoice
26.00-28.OO
ingstone Trinity al Lewiston.
Good
.. . 21.00-25 .00
Elgin.
Feb. 11—Dover-Eyota
at
Commercial to good
15.00-20.00
F eb. 14—Lewislon at Mabel; Byron al
Utility
13.00-14 .00
Dover-Eyotar* .
Canners and culls
13.00-down
Feb. 18—Lewisto n at Wykofl.
CATTLE
Feb. 21—Dover-Eyota at Wanamingo- .
Tne cattle market is sfrong.
Feb. 22—Lewislon vs . Peterson at Wi- Dry-fed steers and yearlingsExtreme top
22. 75
nona State College.
Choice lo prim*
21.25-22 .00
"Conlerenca games. •
Good to choice
19.75-21.25
Comm. lo good
16.50-19.00
Utilily
15.00-down
Dry-led neilers—
Extreme lop
....
,. 21.75

Houston County
Planning Cited

¦ Help WanUd—Femalei 26
a .' I DT E TAR- MHELP WANTED - 7«J|. 8-362?!
~

Key Stocks Up
1-5 Points on
Broad Front

I P . M. New York
Stock Prices

Choice to prime

Good to choice
Comm . to good
Utilit y
...,;
CowsExtreme top
Commercial
Utilit y
Canners and cutters
BullsBologna
Commercial
Lighl thin

""

20.75-2) .25

19.50-20.50
16.00-16.50
15.00-down

13 .00
12.00-12.50
11 .25-11 .75
11.50-down
15 .00-15.50
13.50-15 00
14.00-down

Winona Egg Market

:

!
I
<
!
'

United Air Lines and Jones
& Laughlin were up about 5,
Minnesota mining around 6.
Gains of about 4 were posted
for Beckman Instruments and
Polaroid
climbed
Amerada,
about 9 points.
Gains of around 3 were scored
by Allied Chemical , Eastman
Kodak (ev dividend), and General Electric.
The Associated Press average
of 69 stocks at noon was up 6.1
at 274.4 with industrials up 10.7,
rails up 2.8 and utilities up 1.3.
Chrysler rose 3!'* - Up about
2 were Ford , Eastern Air Lines
and Air Reduction ,
Xerox was down more than
1 and Control Data about 3.
Prices rallied in heavy trading on the American Stock Exchange.
Corporate b o n d s declined.
U.S. government bonds were
mostly unchanged.
(First Pub.

Tuesday, Nov . IJ, 1963)

icing by GOODVIEW TEXACO. 1650
Se-vice Drive, will restore peace and
quiel.

Business Services

14

^
^
"
THE BIGGER THE JOB, the bitter the
reason 1o call WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. Tel. 3722
for free estimates.

Business Opportunities

37

GROCERY STORE—all modern livinq
quarters, upstairs. Building A-l shape.
Easy terms. 467 Liberty. Tel. ,1950.

ONE OF tha nation 's most progressive
companies in a growing retail industry now offers an outstanding business opportunity in Ihe Winona area.
This independent business will be offered fo an ambitious hard working
Dressmaking, Sewing
16
man
willing to make a moderate in~ ~
vestment. Complete trainlncj will b»
B uffoNr BB UTTON , ^e/r~ gof ihe buTton? Bt/ftons, zippers, thread, patterns,
given. For details and possible contapes, everything you need, is available
sideration send resume lo P.O. Box
at the C I N D E R E L L A SHOPPE, 214
732, Winona, Winn.
~
Mankafo Ave.
ESTABLISHED BUSINESS rlgh1 on Third
\
.,
In
business
district
.
Reasonable
rent
St
Plumbing, Roofing
21
on 20x60' building, oil heal, basement.
"
handle.
For
details
see
or
J40OO will ,
'
rfLECTOIC

ROT0 ROOTER

For clogged sewers and drains
Tel . 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee

CALL SY^KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

! ""

W. STAHR

374 w. Mark ,
Tel. 6925
- "
~
~
~"
6WN YOUR O WN BUS I NESS
Get paid weekly, healthful work. Liberal terms to right man in choice territory as sales representative? for Wisconsin 's greatest nursery, established
over 55 years. No delivering or collecting. Libera) guarantee. Nurseries of
over 650 acres at Waterloo , Wis. Write
McKay Nursery Co., Madison, Wis.

Special truck, Sanitary & Odorless
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
Rushford, M i n n .
Tel. 86J|-M45
~
~
SAVE TIME .
. MONEY and your ;
disposition with a hoi water heater that j
Keeps oceans of hot water flowing day
or nighl. Stop In or call
| OF YOUR own; lust right for someona
who wants to make extra money spara
time servicing schools, super markets,
PLUMBING 8, HEATING
etc. No selling or ca nvassing , Operate
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 3703
frcm home. R equires only couple houri
weekly. No experience necessary. Will
instruct. Requires A-l references fnr
about S1200 cash . Write, giving phroin
827 E. 4th
Tel, 9394
~
number (or appointment, P.O. Box 472
COMPLET E P LUMB iNG
Eau Claire, Wis.
Hydronlc Heating Service

"NICE T LITTLE

BUSINESS "

Frank O'Laughlin

Jerry's Plumbing

State ol Minnesota ) ts,
) in Probate Court
County ol W inona
(These quotations apply as ot
'
No. 14 ,968
1O: J0 a.m. today)
In
Re
Estate
of
Grade A (iumbol
.35
;
Gerard F. Krumdick, Decedent.
Grade A ( large)
30
1
Grade A (medium)
21 ' Order for Hearing on Final Account
Money to Loan
40
!
and Petition lor Distribution.
Grade A (small)
12
The representative of Ilie above named
Grade B
PLUMBING & HEATING
21
estate having filed its final account and
168 E. ]rd . / 5t,
Tel. 2737
Grade C
.18
petition for scttlemenl and allowance
Hel
Wanted
—Female
26
thereof and for distributio n to Ihe perp
Froedtert Malt Corporation
sons thereunto entitled;
ours: 8 p.m lo 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays ;
That
Ihe
hearing
IT IS ORDERED,
Submit sample before loading
: thereof be had on Deccn-iber 11 , 19M,
175 Lafayette St.
Tel, 5240
No. I Harley H . . .
$1.08
! at 10.30 o'clock A.M., before (his Court
(Neit to Telephone Ollice)
No 2 barley ?
1.04
; in the probate court room in the court
Nn. 3 b.irley
94
j house in Winona, Minnesota , and thai
¦
No. 4 barley
' notice liereol be given bv publication of
M
'
'
on any a r t i c l e ol value . . .
i this order in the Winona. Daily News
NEUMANN S B A R G A IN SI ORF
Bay State Milling Company j and by mailed notice « provided by
121
E
,_ 2nd St _
Tel , 8-213:1
_
tl pv ator "A" Grain Price s
law .
Dated November 7 , 1963.
Hours: 8 a.m. lo .1:30 p.m.
for local company execuI
MARGARET MtCR PADY ,
(Closed Saturdnysl
j
Probate Clerk.
No. I northern spring wheal .
2.It
\
tive. Shorthand required.
(Probate Court Seal)
No. 2 northern spring wheal
2 17
PLAIN
NOTE A U T O - F U R N I TU R E
Brchmer
ond
McMahon,
No. 3 northern spring wheal . . 3 . 13
1*0 E. -I'd St
TBI. 2915
Liberal fringe benefit proAttorneys tor Petitioner.
No. 4 northern spring wheal ..
¦
2.09
'!" - *- *^)'_ ,0'.T " m ' S,r 9 " m' ,0 nnnn
No. 1 hard winter whe at
3 04
(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov . IJ, 19«3)
No. 2 hard winter wheat
3,02
gram. Please send resume Dogs, Pets, Supplies
No. 3 hard winter wheat
42
1.98
Slate ol lAlnnesola 1 ss
No. 4 h^rd winte r wheat
194
)
"
"
in Probate Court
County ol Winona
GERMAN
S
H
E
P
H
E
R
D
a
to
E-8
Daily
News.
month!,
old,
feNo. 1 rye
1 .29
No. 15,oi '
male, good breeding. Gary -t peltr . Tel.
No. 2 rye
1.27
In Re EstaK ot
Altura 6794.
Henry Boehmke, De-ccdent.
Order lor Hearing on Petition
Horses, Catlle , Stock
43
to Determine De scent
(FIrst Pub. Tuesday, Nov. 19, 19631
SOUTH ST . PAUL, Minn . I/P
(USDA)
Adeline Hornberg having (lied In this
FEEDER PIGS -« Kenneth "/W e rbeck ,
Cattle 6,000; calves 1.800 ; slaughter Court if petition rejircse-ntlna, arming Slate of Minnesota ) ss
Cochrane, W K . Tel . 24R 23W.
steers moderately active, mostly steady; other thinq',, thai said decedent died in- County of Winona
I In Probate Court
i
inshincus is lower on good and .twice; testate more than live y e n r s prior lo
No. 15,640
F E E D E R PIGS 34. wei nhi ahnol 40 lb»
In Ra Guardianship ol lha
heifers and rows stead y; bulls slow, Ihe llllno therenl, leavlnq cerlnin properly
j
Sec Vfrdln Picper. Thorvalcf Larson
steady lo weak, load average and,high in Wlnonn County. Mlnnes-ola. and thai
Estate ol
F arm, Galiisville , W i s ,
(¦fioire IMP lb sfee rn . J3 JO choice ir.CO - no Will of said decedent h a s been prov
Marlha Seeling, Ward .
FREE
for qooil home , mule puppy,
Uf.O Ihs Tl 7VJ .100, .nixed high pood ed, nor administration ol In -s e-.tnte ornnl
Ordar lor Hairing on Petition
Golden Rotrinv er
ami Doable.
and low rhoite J2.JS. JJ 75; canner end ed. In this Stale and praying t hai Ihe
to Sell Rail Eitatt
M6
C
l
a
r
k
'
s
Lane.
culler
1 / 0 0 16 ,50;
The representative ol said estate hav
load
average
nnd descent of said properly tie determined
hlrih clioUe 960 Ib heifers 22 50- clhcr and thai It be assigned l« the peisons
Ing (iled herein a petition to sell certain REGISTrR* - *) OUR0C
ROARS
Sim
choice a Ml inso Ihs 21 .50 22, 50; canner entitled thereto;
real estate described In snid petition;
fir os , Lewislon, Minn. Ttl 3194 .
and tulti - i 1J. D0.1S SO; utilit y nnd cc rnIT IS ORDERED, That Ihe henrlrio
IT IS O R D E R E D , Hint Ihe liearliitj
ANGUS- brood cows,
miTc ial ;,rws 12.00 14 OO;
llit'reol he hnt! on December 12, 196.1, al BLACK
tn calf
r amir r nnd thereol be hnd on Dernnl>ei a, 196.1, al
March nud April. 1 rcolslered Angus
Cutter
IO Oil-13.00;
11.00 o'clock A.M., belore this Couil
ulll lty
bulls
17 . Co- 10 ,30 o'clock A M.. Iielor e Ihls Courl
bulls
ld .SO ; commercial and cjood 16.50 17 .50; In Hit probate court room In lha (Ourl
.
Raymond
Humble,
in Ihe pcobale courl coom in the court |
Rushford,
Minn
cannei and culler
14 so 16. 10; vealer i houst In Winona, Minnesota, anil thai house In Winona, Mlnnrsnln , and that j
and slaugnter calves slendvi high rhoire notice lieri-ol ho give n by Ihe pulilici
notice hereof bc given ny publication I HEREFORD F E E D E R
CATT1 E Tel '.
and primt' vealer s w. ilO- '-UVtlO; good and lion ol this order in Ilie Wlnonn Daily
of this order In the Winona Dall y New!
Lewislon 37)1! or Winona 1 1755 .
rhoire 22 00 26 00; good .ind 'hoice 2J ¦ News and by mailed nolle* as provided ancl by mailed notice M provided by
' PUREBRED B E R K S H I R E
00 /6.00,
good
and choice
law .
ROARS-good
tUughter by law
|
ones, come si-e them Win. Ilacdtke ,
calves 17 OO M.OO .
Dated November 15 , 1961
Dated November V, HO
(
lewiston,
Minn
.
Tel
2711,
Hogs 11000; (airly active , barrow!
L
I
H
E
R
A
,
E . 0.
E. D. L I B E R A ,
and gilts steady to 9s higher; sowt
Prohrtle Judge. ', S A L E OR REN 1 HolMeln hul ls, servI'rribnto Judge ,
steady I ? 2(10 2 1(1 lb harrows and gilts
(Probat e Court Snail
I
(Probate Court Sea l)
icnahle age, loseph Kam rowsk i, Dndpe,
14 2*1 H S 0 . mixed 1 1 JOftJSO Ibs IJ./S
Slrrater
J,
Murphy,
,
Roger W. Poole
Wis.
14 Vn .'' I J-ifl 100 Ibs 1.1.00 14 00; I, 2 Attorney lor Petitioner
Attorneys tor Petitioner
I
P U R EBR r ri Di.rnr
hoar pigs, wo lg ht
and medium 160 190 Ihs l:| is U 00; \ 1
about 4«.0 Ihs ,. 1 crnsshre d hn'ar s, weight
270 400 Us suw s 12.0(1 12.I S; 5-3 4«1- ',S0
(l irst Puts . Tuesday, Nov , 19, 1963)
(first r> uh Tuesday, Nov. 19, 19M)
abou
t
15(1
Ihs
Tel , «.4?22.
Ids
II fit, 11 ?'i;
feeder
pigs
steady;
Slali' nf Minnesota ) ii .
Stnte nl Minnesota ' st
I PUREBRED
choice 120 16(1 Ibs 12 W-13,00
nunnir BOARS, big rugged
i in Prnhnlt ( ourl
County of Winona
) In Probata Court
Sheep S.S00 activ e , sla ughter Iambi County ol Wlnonn
kind , the ones tlmt s| rn the f a s t gninNo . I.S.rtl
No. 15,681
10 fi lgticr , ewe s steady; feeders stendy ;
Ino pigs Viirt-ln.ilcd lor Cholera and
In Ro Eslalt of
In Re Eslata of
Eiys lpulns , M W. Will s c.., SI. Charles ,
choic e and prime 90 110
Ib wooled
William A. Safranek, Decedent .
Joseph Riven, decedent.
Minn,
shiucihlei
lambs 19 00 20 0(1 good U S O
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Probata '
IV id, cnll
to good woo led slnudhlec Order lor Hearing on Petition for Probale
HOLSTEIN piiR- r r i R E n nm i.s up to
.of will , Limiting Time to File Claims
of Will , Limiting Time lo File Claims
ewes 1 0(1 I i f ,
rhoir e nnd fnncy 60 B0
14 months
Stephen Krnnobuvn. V
and tor Hearing Thereon
and for Hearing Thenon
Ihs wonleil lueiler lambs 16 SO-17 SO.
*
mile I f , nt A llm ,i, Allim.
f
iled
Blanrhii
V
having
Jose/ili Jerome Hivi'n
Snlriinuk (laving fllecf a
pi'llllon
pralialtr
of
the
*Vill
lor
a
petition
lor
Ihe
the
probale
ol
the
Will
ol
j PUREBRFD DUROC HOARS ancl gilts '.
(I ml Rib Tuosclny, Nnv. 13, 1941)
*
said (ti;ceilent ancl Inr Ihe appointment i
ot said decedent nnd lm Ills' appointment
Also, Lanclracr lin.irs nnri gilts Clifford
Slnli* o| M Intw.otn ) ss.
of (eielln Anna Rive/ s -is I ' x r c u l i l i , ol llMnrlie V. Safranek as exec utrix , I
Hofl , l anes boro. Minn (I'Hol Mnunrl l
( tiuiity nt Winona
I in Prnlinla Court
which Will Is on file In Itns fmul and which Will Is on (lie In Ihls Court and I
No , IS ,M :I
opt'll to Inspection;
open It) iiispecllon,
, HAMPSHIRE HOARS Purebred . Weight
200 300 Ibs ,
R.iymomf
Dom. IJtlra ,
In Ho Eatatt ol
IT is ORDERED, lhal rlie hearing")
11 IS OHDERkl) . Hull llio heannrj
Minn (lletlinny Ro.id)
Benedi ct Hanion, alio known at
lho rent be had on DOremtier 17 , 1961, a l l
theieol In- had nn Deiiin>liei I), I I M ,
Hen Hanion, Decedent.
nl M J d o ' t lnck A M ,, licloie Ihis ( ouil 10 JO o' clock A M , before this Court In
Anchor
Order for Hearing on Final Account
liu- probale courl room In tli e court |
in (he probate roui t rniitn in llin i n u i l
and Petition for Distribution .
hnnse in Wlnonn, Mlniii'sr.la, and lhat house In Winona , Minnesota, and thai i
HIP n-pr I'MMitflllvi- ol Ihe Ahove name<! oti|ecllons
lo the
allow iuitt
ot
said nhteclions to Ilie allowance nf said I
rsl.ili' iinving llli-il Ills llnnl «(<nunl mm Will, II any, Iw tiled lu'lui e said llnw
Will,
If any, ba f/lerj hcilorr j aid (Inn j
lii'lition lm
si'llli'mi'iil nnri nllnwmu e ol hearing, tlml the tune within which
nl hear ing; tlm l Ihe lime wllliln which i
IMmi-iif ,HM I foi ill'ti lliulion to (liu pt-r s.il'dtloi s ill snld i Wi I'llrlll l^n.iy die Ihelt
uiMlltors nt
said decedent
may
tile I
sons ihi'iiMinlo iMilllkd,
lliulr (Minis lie limited in i mir months
clninis In' llniilcd In hull rnonlhs hnm
Allllll.il Ifcillli ( inlrr
j
11
IS i l K O I ' R I - l ) , Ihfll III* lu-a rlnfl Ihe dale herrut , mid tlml ilie da iins MI fmm Ilie dnle liereol, ancl thai the
llirri'ot lm hnd nn Dmomhnr A. 1961, nl tiled lie henicl ou Mmtll », \1M. «( ilalm s so Med he lieaid on Mnn It '10, ! Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
196,1, al 10.00 o'clock A M , befora fh|, J
II n i l c n k A M., IIC IIN II tint (.our I Ir II 10 o'tluc k A M , , lyili ii *. this ( ourl
( ourl In Ihe probale rourt room In Ilia D E K A I Il ;o week old pullel- ,, fully vnr Ihs |iiohnli> iiuui loom In Hit (nur I in the probale r o u r t r oom in Ihp ( hurt
rin.sli-d
, Until < «niioll«l, raised on sl.it
lousi- In Wlnonn , Mlnne^nlA, nnd IIIA I liouso in Wlnonn, Minnesota , and thai couil house In Winona, Minnesota, and I
floors. Av^illahl* Y ,,„ r sioiiml
SPf 1 1 /
'inlli P linini ht ulvon 1)/ public JI II MI ol nnllrr liereol tin olvni h y puhlKnllmi lliflt notice lioreof !>e nlvim hy publh a- j
l
HICK
I I M C H f R V , Rollingstone .
Ihis outer
in HIP Winon a Onlly Ninv s. ol tlt la orrtei In the Wliionn l)nily News
lion ol Ihls order In Ihe Winona Dally |
Minn lei J,urJ
ind hy ninlled nolii c A t provided hy and by inailed runic p as pi ovided tiy News and by mailed notice ns pr ovided !
luw
law
br' law
Wanted—Livestoc k
Dntpcl Mnvcinh.u / , IMI
46
Dnli'd November 14, 196.1
Onlmi November Is , IMI
M A B O A Rf I Mi v'Rf . A O Y ,
6. 11 l . lf t E RA ,
E. 11 I UU U A ,
H W I S I O N SAl.i S BARN '
I' rohiilt Clork
Prolia le' Judge,
I'III IMIW .i iiil ur.
A IIM I iiniid nuriinn m, ir im,.| ( 0 r your
It' inhfl Tf, sr our t Seal;
(Piohalt Court Seal)
(1' ioliate rnnrt Sea l)
llvi-slo. k
11,1)1 v i rtltle ,„i |, ni„| „||
Inhn D AA( (.ill,
Sli c'alec fl, Murphy,
r.nidheig A lorgerson ,
week , hugs houiilit "very
day
Irucks
Mininty toi I'alitiontr.
Allorneyi for Palllioner ,
Allotnev t lor I' tllllonar.
• vnllnhle. Sale II H, I > , | ,, m . [ , | , j A6 > i

j

SANITARY

Loans — Insurance —
Real Estate
FRANK WEST AGENCY

SECRETA RY

Quick Money . . .

LOA" NSr;tocf

LIVESTOCK

Mastitis Syringe

TED MAIER DRUGS

STRICTLY BUSINESS

Business Places for Rant 92

LOOK-AT THESE
FARMS NOW !
FOR SPRING
POSSESSION!

We Can Help You
With Your Financing
Stiraeman-Selover Co.
t 200 acres with 150 acres
52'/3 E. 3rd
Tal. 606t or 234*
open , located southeast of
Farms for Rent
93 Lewiston. Farm is contour~
ed and has a pond. 2-story
371 ACRE FARM—1 !0 t-|liabiera7Fniod.
home with stoker and hot
arn house. Large modern barn with
50 stancJilons. Grade A salup.
Imair furnace. Other buildings
mediate possession. Cash or shares.
include barn 36x70, silo
MINN. LAND 8. AUCTION SERVICE
158 Walnut
Tel. 8-3710
14x30, machine ' shed , granary, hog house, corn crib,
Houses for Rent
95
-~
chicken
coop and milk
7~
W~
1818 - new 3 bedroom
SUR
house.
house, SI00 per month . Tel. 5%1.
PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATToNS^Si.
tall and olflce space. Available now.

W

OTIS 75—all modern 2-bedroom home, oil
heat. Available Dec. 15, Inquire¦ IKM
.
W . 5th.

Wanted to Rent

96

"
'
APT. WANTED—Young couple, ore chlld.
Write E-11 Daily News.

Houses for Sale
When you htvs t busirmi for tale call 3321 for a
result-getting Dally News Classified Ad.

Farm I trfplements

48 Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

tILO UNLOADERS, bunk feeders, barn
cleaners, parlors , bulk tanks, pipe line
milkers, alt other supplies for 1ho beef
man or d a i r y farmer. .
OAK RIDGE SALES & SERVICE
Minnelska . Tel . Altura 7841 .

FLOOR
PROBLEMS?

NOW ON
DISPLAY!

Free advice from our floor
experts . See our large "in
stock" selection of

The New Gehl
Mixer Mill

Armstrong 's Vinyl
Sheet Corlon.

With 13 major improvements as advertised on the
inside back cover of the
Successful Farming Magazine.
Free Headmaster Bicycle
with every Mixer Mill purchased before.„JDecember 1,
1963.
A„ Z .

Also all types of floor and
wall tile. Ceramic tile and
counter top covering. Gall
2871 for free estimates.

H. Choate & Co.
Good Things to Eat

i

65

POTATO special I Burbank RuTsets, Kennebac, Norland & Cherokee. $1.*>8 per ¦
100 & up. Winona Potato Mkt , 118 Mkt.
j

F. A. K RAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES"

Guns, Sporting Goods

66 I

Household Articles
67
~
~
TWO TWi'N S l Z E box sptinqZn'iiFtritt-.
GERT'S a gay girl—ready tor a whirl
«s and frames, $7S antique screen,
alter cleaning carpet s with Blue LusJR. Tel. 8-3409 .
tre. ' Rent electric shampooer, 11. H.
-"
~ ~
" ~
CONVE
YOR
l
«
ft.
by li Xn.
COAL
Choate & Co.
wide; 3 h.p., 3 phase electric motor ,
71
like new; 1955 Ford 5-door In A-l con- Radios, Television
dition. A . A. Burt, Pigeon Falls, Wis.
Wlnona 'a Finest Electric Repair
" BrlUanlCB, J< volume',
ENCYCLOPEDIA
for All AAaltea
376
deluxe binding, like new, 1100.
Authorized Dealer for
W . Belleview.
ADMIRAL - MUNTZ - ZENITH

Don Ehmann TV Service

WE HAVE a large assortment of- appliances. New and used al prices you
look
want to
pay. Come In and
around. FRANK L'LLA & SONS, 761
E. 8th.
. _
TO CLOSE Frank Donahue 's estate. Furniture, Including some older p ieces,
china and miscellaneous Items, will be
so ld from Nov. 28 to Dec . 1, 84B St. Charles Ave., Sf. Charles, Minn.
~
~
~
""
FRIGHTEN (lPX ywr borrie tor the HoTu
days. ELLIOTT'S SUPER SATIN LATEX. Colors of subtle beauty . . scrubbable . . brush, roller . . use over
wallpaper , plaster, p«|nt. Paint Depot

T80 W. Fifth

Tel . 4303

_

Winona

Refrigerators

72

Tel. 5532

Mh

J?3 E . 3rd St.
We Buy — We Sell
Furniture -- Antique 1; — Tool*
and other u sed Itemi
Tel , 11-3701

VC10 Canister
Vacuum Cleaner ..
Hamilton Beach
' . . . . ' ..
Mixette
Foster i a
Hand Mixer
West Bend in rup
S.S. Percolator .

STEREO

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC by a Motorola stereo
hl-fl . We have Ihe finest selec tion and
largest supply ol sel'% In thn Winona
area. Come In or call WINONA FIRE
& POWER CO., J4 E. Jnd. Tel . 50«5.
(Across from the new parking lot. )

""DA ILY"NEWS

MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
USUD LUMBER--lor isle . 7x10s, 2x6s,
?x8s, I x t s ; boards , all In long lengths.
958 W Second. Toi 3B26 .

¦•
*y irI-^i ¦;•,; '

i

tff Mobil hoot Fuel Oil i
Clc'ins its it hums. .
liona-rimi. Bri quets , Winter
^ and egg , PetrolKing lump
cii ni Briquets , Eastern Ky.
Pocahontas
lump,
c-Rh',
Ktiby-Olo Stoker , Zeigler
n nd Orient Stoker. Dry O-'ik
Rlock Wood .

W.

W. STAHR

Mark

Frank West Agency

Rambler

Three b«<lrooms. hull t-ln Move nnd
oven, large living room, bath nnd a
hall, Extremely large
lot.
Immediate porisesilnn.

Comfortable

81

RUBBER HAMMrR Mil I belt wanted, 1 In wide, 7S or IW (t long. Rob '
r r t llarterl , Mlnnusnta City. Minn . T e l
Rnllinistnric ?fl?ll
j
USFD M A N U R E C A R R I R R trark want- j
ed M»ir ton V Suiter , I ounlain City, j
Wis
j
WM. Mil LER SCRAP IRON & MF.TA I. j
strap !
Cl)
I 'l i y : Mfjlicsl pr lli' .'. lor
Iron, met/ ils , tildes, wool and raw tur
111 W 2nd
Tel . 1067*
Closed SalurrMya
~
W A N T E D SCRAP IRON fc METAt.. .
COW HIDES, WODI. 8. RAW FURS.
HIGHfc KT
PRICES
('AID
M IL. vsj IRON AND IM- 1 AL CO .
30/ W 2nd, arrois Spur Gat Stollon
For ynur Convenl'inre
We Are Now ADM" Open On Seta.
I
,

T WO -II OQI hom e In conveni ent wrst locntlon. 1 hret bedroomv rrirpotod living rtnei clln.no ^oom^. Lnrfl « *r.ret«nffd
porch , R«c«ntly p/ilnted In-iJrJo nnd
out.

Well Built

brick homi- nrnr .li ffi ' i son 5rhnnl.
One hedrnnni dnwii'ira ir' , , two un[iv( nt.j mom,
sl .iirs
Flrcplact '
In
HxCHllfnf Mornf i i' ^prtrr . r i'nr rd backy.uil

\ncome Possibilities

We have- lisli'd 2 and :< ,iparlinrnt
proportle-s , also well lornlnl build Ing
now containing wasli nrt!t|e on hi Iloor
and 2 apailmnnls nn icrond . lei ua
ahow Ilium lo you nt your convenItlnr u.
R E S I D E N C E P II O N FS :
r. .1 HarMf . . . ,W3
-Mary Lnuar . . . 4523
J«rry Horlhe
B 2377
9U(l
Phi' Ip A. fiaumann ,

Sam Weisman & Son l

East End Coal &
Fuel Oil Co.

«(1 W

INCON PORATFD
lui

Ktr

Tel.

601 Main il .

Room* for Housekaaping 87
MEN, with or
ROOMS
FOR
kitchen prlvlleuev Tel. <6'i9.

901 R (ttl ) St.
"Where i/nn t/ rt vuire herit

without

Apartments , Flats

64
i
|
i
'

Apa rfmonts , Furnishod

"H,iiiK" Jezowskl

WINONA
711
Tal, t i n ,

3

roam

"I pay rata*!!"
'IVi. (13HB or 7(lti3 or
Write l' .O. Box 'M

91

furnished
*•

I

apt.

I

'
¦*

820 acres with 115 acres tillable located near La Crescent. 2-story all modern
home, newly decorated , full
basement. Large barn and
Grade A milk-house. An
Ideal dairy farm .
Z- . ir
in '
ir - '
240 acres with ISO acres tillable located near Peterson.
2-story house, with full basement , barn 32x60 with
stanchions a n d drinking
cups , silo 14x30, milk house,
shop, corn crib , hen house,
hog house, granar^S-car
parage, gas pump, and 500
gallon tank .
'
ir
it
a
141 acres with 70 acres tillable located near Winona.
2 houses, both completely
modern. This place was
used for turkeys, beef and
sheep and is piped to all the
buildings. It also has an inbuilt sewage system set up
for a lagoon. This place has
tremendous possibilities and
is priced at less than half
its value.

ir

ir

40-ACRE FARM—3 miles Irom Wlnont,
electric lights, water. Fer salt reasonable. Tel. 8- 1865 or 10A3 E. Broadway.

~
foo^CRe FARMTnearHtoliland, Minn!
Priced at $110 per acre, Contact Lyle
Erlckson, Real Estate and Auction Co.,
Cresco, Iowa. Tel,- Klf-jrOO.

FARMS

161 ACRES with lie acres open, near Dakota. Good buildings with large barn,
alio, 3-car garage, targe modern home.
1M ACRES south of Utlca. Complete set
of buildings with good norm, tow down
payment.

ERWIN P. RICHTER
REALTY
Tel. 3281
Lewlaton, Minn.

Lots for Salo

-'

it -' '

ir

Located between Dover and
Chatfield on blacktop road .
80 acres with 53 acres tillable and the balance good
permanent pasture. All modern well kept home. Other
buildings , all in good condition include barn 32x48, hen
house, granary and machine
shed. Very r e a s o n a b l y
priced.
¦
ir ' ir ' ' ir
112 acres with 90 acres tillable, located north of ij ewiston. All modern 8-room
home. Other buildings include barn 52xT2 with milk
house attached , steel granary , corn crib , wood shed ,
machine shed, steel machine
shec]. This is an ideal dairy
farm.
ir : ir
ir
120 acres with 70 acres tillable located near Chatfield .
All modern home , in very
good condition. Other buildings include barn 30x45 with
stanchions , silo 12x25, hen
house , garage, milkhouse
and corn crib and hog house .
40 acres of woven wire
fenced. Well has jet pump
piped to main buildings.
ir
ir
ir ¦
S76 acres with 200 acres
tillable, located near Houston . 2-story house with 8
rooms and bath . Other buildings include barn 34x60 with
stanchions , drinking cups ,
jet pump, new barn cleaner
installed in 1962, machine
shed , chicken coop, hog
house and other small buildings.
ir
ir
TY
Located south of Winona ,
35(5 acres with 150 acres tillable , 60 acres permanent
pasture , balance good timber land. All modern 8-room
home , 3-car garage , barn
86x36 with 32 stanchions ,
room for 9 more. Other
buildings in good condition.
Bulk tank and hot water
heater to remain on farm.
it
ft
ir
40 acre farm located ln
beautiful Stockton valley.
Fresh spring water running
100 feet from barn Very
fine 2-story house, with l 1, -..
baths , garage , shed and
barn. Ideal for part time
farming and country living.
Excellent possi bilities for
housing development .
Located southeast of Lewiston , 80 acres , level land. 6roorn house , barn uoxfiO with
12 stanchions. Also has shed
|crib.
and granary and com
Ideal for part time farming
or additional land for land
owner wishing to expand.
Located northeast of Dover ,
227 acres with 155 acres
tillable. Has a pasture with
spring. Excellent farm for
either beef or dairy . Very
neat farmstead.
vY
v.*
AFTER HOURS CALL
Erwin Richter . . . T2JU
Kd Tews . . . 2922
Oscar StcuernaKcl . . . 4223

|

RICHTER^W
REALTY fBT
Phono 32B1

J^AIR

DKAL

Lewiston , Minn.

100

"
ON' GUIMOR-FAV E. nett South Ytker.
S3J00 takes this large lot. 50x310. Sea

W. STAHR

174 W. Mark

Tel. 6925

Wantod—Real EitaU

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRTCET
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

"HANK JEZEWSK!

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
Tel. 6388 and 7093
P.O. Box 34!

Boats, Motors, Etc.

106 1

CRESTLINER—1962, 14-ft. runabout, 40
h.p. Evinrude electric, new vinyl top. Tel: 32tl slier 5;30 p.m.
IF YOU CAN get more boat for less
money tell us, 'cause we ought to buy
one, too, WARRIO R, 3035 W. 6th .

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

~
USED BICYCLES— many goocTbikeT lo
Choose from.
KOLTER
BICYCLE
SHOP, 402 Mankato. Tel. S66$i
~
~~~
"
"
R A R E FIND "\~* ¦
Indian SOOCC. Top condition. See It at
ROBB BROS . MOTORCYCLE ' SHOP,
_ 576_ E:j4th.

Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108

~
OUR TRUCK BODIES end "7epalr work
are
rapidly gaining in . popularity
_ BERG'S, Tel. 4933.

~
109

Used Cars

PONT I AC—1 955 4-door sedsn'i I nqu'lri
Raymond
AAussell, Plainview, Minn.
Tel . 534-2H8. .
~
CHEVROLET—19607~stBtron wagon7^V-8,
PowerglWe, mileage 42,000. Perfect. 710 .
Main, Sun. afternoon; weekdaya alter
5 p.m.
FALCON—1961, station wagon , standaTd
. transmission, radio,, excellent condition.
Private party. Tel. 7032.

1957 DODGE

ii Or

60 acres with 40 acres open ,
located near St. Charles, 2story house with 7 rooms
and bath , barn 34x36, garage, hen house, brooder
house, well house, machine
shed and corn crib. Very
reasonably¦ priced.

PAYS CASH

HEATEP 3-ronma, kltUien and bath, M^y
bt tven at once, available anon. ¦' cl ,
400/ before t p.ni.

'

Tal, 2(49

If you nre .sHIIng your Imnio
and hnve trmilile finnnt?in|>,
(•(mtnut

90

PICKW ICK first door, 5 room apt,, with
hnt wo lur, nlactrlclly lui nlshed Imine.
dlale poisesilun. 140 month. Willinm
fimnnon.

nt lower cast. "

' •£ ' .

*eV

wmmm
175 Lalayttte
Tel. 5240 or 4400 mltcr hours.

79

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
tor icrap Inin, metals., rarjs, hlrlna,
raw lurs and wnnl 1

¦¦> ¦" •¦¦ < .:¦¦ '£,:¦:¦¦ .':¦:*:¦:¦- ¦•. ¦• ¦•.¦i/l .'.-i 'i l-'.. ^- .- -y.-- ,- ^

_ Tel. 69)5
"
'
ATTENTION VETERANS -- Only »lO ,90n .
Minnesota Clly. 3 bedroom?,, full basefurnace,
?-car
flnrage,
men!, new
100x200-11 . landscaped lot.
NO DOW N
PAYMENT.
3'4

77

Wanted to Buy

¦

Tel. 2349
120 Cenler St .

WEST MARK STREET
3-bedroom home,
oii heat, nice lot. double garage. S1600
tokei II, Fnr appointment call

75

MAYTAG AND F R I G I D A I R E - F a s t , si *port if i v ko . C nmplete stoi k^and pa rta.
H Choate *t Co . lei. ?fl)j_

Four sizes of Ameri ca 's
finest houso hold conl.
Large Lum|> , O X :,- E|*R,
3x2 Range , 1" Stoker.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

Stoves, Furnaces , Parts

I C •£.V1
|
. -*

' ~
GENE 'S AP>'- IANCE 4 TV SERVICE
I0H W . tlrnwlwny
Tel. 8-17fl7 ( K a r l ' s Rental Service)

Coa l

IPC CIAL SEALY HOI.I VWOnO hfrl nutturn
til-, template, Including
Sunly
t'irinu. ni.ttti CM, legs nnd ynur cliulrr
nl II (lllli'ttnil slym nl liirndlmniiK,
U9.9S . tH )«7YSKOVJ !lK I I'¦UNNIT UIH- ,
l-.tuy
' tT.' Mniiknlo.
J
0(>u«i «vfiiln05.
l»rnu.

$19.95

Washing, Ironing Mach.

FILL UP NOW !

No smoke -- No n.sli! .

$ 9.95

ndding machinal
nnd
TYPEWRITERS
for lain or renl. Rensoneble rotes ,
tree delivery. Seo Uf. tor ell your ot . ,
(lies or olflce
Ilea supplies, desks ,
chain. Lund Typewriter Co, Tel *5222. -

Prepare Now for Ol' Man
Winter Who Will Soon
Bc Mere

-ft Petroleu m Coke

$14.95

ONLY A T Wlnnns Ty pewriter Service do
you get n lull 1 year service guarun.
tee on new nnd used machine* . Buy
now-durlnfi our flip Portable Typewriter Trade-In Allowance Sale. W I N ONA T Y P E W R I T E R S E R V I C E , 161 6 ,
JrC,

63

~"
SL All WOOD
Dry slabs, t i n per load.
Green 'Jnhs, 116 per load.
Delivered In Winona.
BRUNKOW SAW MILL
Trempealeau, Wll.
Tel, S34-6316.

Commander

Handy Man ...

CAN CONVERT THIS TWO STORY
FRAME
INTO
LARGE
FAMILY
HOME OR DUPLEX. 56,500 your cost
now! Imorove as you find the lime.
AFTER HOURS CALL:
Lee & Bee Koll 458!
Lester O. Peterson 4244
N L (Wihl Helzer 8-2181
John Hendrlckson 7441
Lnura Fisk 2118

$34.95

Typewriters

SHOWCASE- 6' x l O" , helgnt 44" ; I drawer
ca rd ' f ile case. 1114 W . 6th.

i-t

Stone and Brick..,

ere the exterior of this substantial
rambler with expansive stone planter. Bath with tub and separate shower stall, recreation room, kitchen h«s
, . . landdishwasher ,
disposal
scaped yard wllh patio.

GAS OF? OIL hofliors, rnncies, Wator
heaters, complete In-itnllntlon?,. Service,
parti R A N G E Oil R U R N E R CO,, 907
E. Sth. Tel. 7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl,

62

Built- lns!

A magic word In making a kitchen
convenient and a |oy to work Ini
see
this three bedroom rambler
with bU'lt-ln range and oven, bath
and a hall . . . carpeted living room
on an over-tlzed lot .
Your view from this unusual contemporary three bedroom home Is
overlooking the Country Club . See 'the
big llving-dlnlng area with glass
wall, the kitchen with bullt-ins plus
sky light window screened porch
. . . and motor , court entrance.

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.
119 W. 3rd
Tel. 5002

61

Tel. 2349
120 Center St.

Golf Club . .

A gift for the
Home is a
Lift for the home!

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

Tel. 6925

-

!. I b E"
j|

Ed's Refrigeration & Supply j
Commercial and Domestic
3S5 E

Mark

n
VtR
lc£\ -0

Hdrdt 's Music Store

118 E. 3rd

W. STAHR

w.

IBOB

Needles and Service
All Makes of Record Players

Dominion Hairdryers
FIRESTONE

Coal , Wood , Other Fuel

NINTH E. ,1016-2-bedrctom homlT~Tai.
3079.
. /'
IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or tndt
be sure ro see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHAN GE, 552_ E. 3rd. __
"
D. J-FLOORTT-bedroom home. 30 ft ,
carpeted living room. 14 ft. carpeted
dining room, large kitchen with ample
cupboards. All new
carpeting
and
drapes. New gas furnace . 2 large bedrooms and den on 2nd floor. New outside paint , Best of condttlorv-^hroughout. Located west central, walkrgt,
distance, 1 block lo bus. Priced un-"
der $1.1,000 "for'"qu!ck sale. A S T S
AGENICY,. llilC,, - Reatt'dr's, 159 Walnut
St. Tel. 4242 or after hours: E. R .
Clay 8-2737, Bill Zlebell 4854, E. A.
Abts 3184.
~
CENTRAL LOCATION—w7~ Wabssh oT^
bedrooms upstairs. 31' living room, tireplace, dining room, study, new kitchen down. Carpeted throughout. 2,600 «q.
ft. living area. 2li baths. Garage .
Porches. Useful attic ond basement.
Shown by owner. Tel. 5711.
~
~
FOUNTATN ClfY— large lf¦ rooSTbuiw"
Ing on N. Shore Drive. Suitable for
apts., warehouse or store. For sale or
rent. Also large modern mobile home,
sacrifice for quick sale. C. SHANK ,
Homemaker 's Exchange, 552 E. 3rd.
E. GOOD WEST Broadway location' , £¦
room home, 3 bedrooms, large dining
room end living room . Front screened
porch, glassed-in back porch . New gas
furnace. House very neat and clean .
Call us on this.
ABTS AGENCY ,
INC, Realtors, 159 Walnut St.
Tel.
4242 or after hours: E. R Clay 82737, Blit Ziebell 4854, E. A. Abts 3184 .
"
*Y OWNER—1026 Gilmore Ave :7~wefl
kept 2-bedroom home on 92 x 160' lot .
Lots ot extras. Immediate possession .
Tel . 8-3**6 tor appointment.

374

74
Soi^PLOWS^Meyers and Allis Chal Specials af the Store
m«rs, straight or V-body. Will fit every WEST BEND 9-pc. stainless steel Cookm ay - front end manure loader . Will |
ware Set. All for only $18.68. BAArlalso fit Jeep or other J or 4 -wheel
BENEK'S, 9th and Mankato Ave .
_
drive trucks. F . A- Krause Implement
"
TOY CLOSE-6UT SALE i
Co. "Breezy Acres "
~
20% to 50% Savings
' 7~
APPUANC ES ORAP ERfES «nd assortShop and iave now at SHUMSKI'J
ed articles of household furniture InTeL _ 8-3369
58 West 3rd,
cluding luxury davenport, coffee tables
and bedroom .set. Tel. 8-2593 .
^
"
AN EXCmNG ADVENTURE for chlTdren of all ages. A visit to ROBB
BROS. TOYLAND, 576_ E. 4th.
~
Tel. 606O
J00 West 3rd
USED 11' CHEST FREE2ER
.,
Tel. «4J. _
B S, B ELECTRIC.

Business Equipment

-

NEAR
CATHEDRAL^
^bedroom
home. Very neat and clean. Full bath
on first floor . . Economical living.
ABTS AGENCY,
Priced
al $7,900
INC., R«altors, 159 Walnut St . Tel .
4242 or after hours: E. R. Clay 82737, BUI Ziebell 4S34, E. A, Abrj
3184,
'
GIL IMORE AVEN UE^Troom house. Ideal
for couple or small family. Large lot
50x380, garage and other building. S7000
¦
takes It.

-

Building Materials

99

~ ^
~
,
DrSTRIBT7fORlo7"Howetl & BIad( WrrJ.j
I
ow bows, . complete line of archery
tackle. GILCHRIST'S, 879 W.
Sth. Open
¦
: F.
week nlghta 'till 10. '
.

Closed Saturday afternoons
~
Article * for Sale
57

IJsed Cars

Farm*, Land for Sale
CENTRAL IOCAT10N-3 roomi, timwly
decorated (ind lumlihed. All utllltlei,
wsihlnrj facllltlai Included In reasonable
rent to employed adults. Available Dec.
15. Inquire 78 W. Milt after t p.m.
NEAR WSC—3 large rooms pTuT~
battT,
private entrance and porch. Heat and
hot water furnished. Available Immediately. Adults only. May be Men at 53
.
W. King.
.

4-door, V-fi motor,
, heater ,
V r a pd
o wieo
r steering
power brakes, tutone*- finish , ' white
sidewall tires. Local one owner car.
Now—

$695

VENABLES
75 W. 2nd

Tel . 8-2711

Open Mon., Fri. Evenings

109

CADILLAC—19SS, Coupe DeVllle, full rower, completely reconditioned throughout, including motor, brakes, transmission, new tires, seat covers. Immacu_Jate . Reasonable. Nystrom Motors.

CHEVR^ET—19S«7 v^«r»xe'«litnrcolrSr-

4-door, economical
6 cylinder motor,
automatic transmission, light blue
finish and all new
V w h i t e sidewall
tires. Driven only
21,484 miles and Specially
Priced at

$1795

VENABL ES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon., Fri . Evenings

telephone YuuF^WantTAds
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

Mrs. Anna Barry Residence
at

IV
Fri. Evening. Dec. 6
Vfikflt^CH R oiir^co.
7 P.M.

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

At Arcadia Implement Shop
Arcadi a, Wisconsin

Mobil* Homes, Trailers 111,

This 8 room well kept home
goes to the highest bidder
without reserve.. Home is
at 228 Owen St. near American Lutheran Church. Contact Red English, Broker,
for inspection of property.
Terms : 10% day of sale to
bind bargain — 40% on delivery of deed and abstract
-J- balance can remain. Special terms can be arranged
by contacting Red English.
See Friday night paper for
household items.

PRICES SLASHED on all uied mobile!
homes. Save tlOO'i now , , fted Top Mo:
bllt__Hom» _ Sales.
B RTN TWOOD—8 X 27'. Ideal for couplet
or sportsman. Must be moved . Best
oiler.
Contact Richard Bronk , Red
Top Trailer Court No. 35, attar j .

196 1 PONTIAC
Catalina
4-door, radio , heater,
Hydranriatic
tran s m i s s i o n ,
w h i t e sidewall
tires ', and solid
V Mayan G o l d finish . O n e owner,
extra clean throughout.

~~r "

Auction Sales

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and stafa licensed
and bonded, 757 Liberty St. (Corner
E . Sth. and Llberty)._Tel. 4960.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, after hours 7814
"
'
NOV. 29-Frl. 11 a.m. lVj miles NE •
of Altura,, Minn , on Hwy. 248. Mrs.
Sy lvester Meisch, owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn. Land 8. Auction
Serv., clerk.

$1895

VENABLES

Alvrrr'Kohner, Auctioneer
Ervin Erickson , Clerk

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. , Fri., Evenings
1 Located 5% miles Southeast of St. Charles, or 5 miles J
1 Southwest of Utica.
%

1962 FORD
Fairlane

I Satmirday^ Noveimber- 30 |

4-door sedan , 6-cylinder motor with automatic transmission, radio, heater, and
¦! white sidewall tires. White
body with beautiful red and
white interior. 19,000 miles
and it runs like a top.

$ 1695

WALZ

Buick-OIdsmobile-GMC
Open Friday Nites

1959 FORD

% ton Panel with rear and
side loading doors with automatic transmission.

1962 CHEVROLET
Bel Air

.

AUCTION

39 Years ln Winona
Lincoln—Mercury—Falcon
Comet—Fairlane
Open Mon . & Fri. Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

These 2 cirs are much above average
condition, with thousands of miles lelt
In each one of them. Priced for quick
salt.

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Monday - Friday Nltei

clerk.

DBC. J-Tuet., n t.m. 7 mllei S. of
Black River Falla, Wll. Ray Byrni.
owner- Kahfltr . «*, Sehroader, »uctlonttri i Northern inv, Co,, cltrk.

«^

Low Priced &
Reliable Transportation

NYSTROM' S

NOV. JO-S»'., l p.m. Fftbvre, Minn.
Scfiroedef
OrvW Kofilmtltr, owntn
Bros., tuetlonteri i Strand I, Rtnsltr

$795

CgE«Dg)
Our Prlcw

NOV. 30-Sat., X milt N. tri 1 mile B.
and 1 mile N. of Canton, Minn. V. L.
Johniofl, owner; irlckton s. Knutson.
auctioneer; Comm. Lotn aV Fin. Co.,
¦
clerk.

4-door, hardtop, V-8 engine,
automatic transmission, radio, heater , power steering,
and power br akes. Check
our ad for the price, compare it with other ads and
then come in and buy.

Falcon Wagon
11095
Chevrolet Wagon . $595
Rambler Wagon .. $495
Ford Wagon . . . . . . . $395
Rambler Wagon .. $293
Chevrolet Wagon .. $193

^.We Aavertlse

St. Charlei, Minn. Reuben J. Tlougan,
owner; Alvln Kohneo auctioneer; Thorp
tain Co,, clerk.

1957 PONTIAC

STATION
WAGON
SPECIALS
'60
'57
'57
'56
'57
'55

Auction Sales
NOV. J0-Set„ ii:jo B.m. svs mllei S.B.

109

tTHEVROLET—1953, BelAIr, powergllde, 4
new tires . 4015 15lh St.

tlon, straight stick with overdrive, 4
new Goodyear tires. Tal. 5455 before li
¦
2579 after J\

V-8 motor completely overhauled , automatic transmission, radio , with a 90 day
guarantee.

1958 Studebeker 4-door
$293
195o Rambler Ambassador
Wagon
. . . . . . . . . . . . . J19J

Used Cars

1962 CORVAIR

WINONA
AUTO SALES

3rd St. & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
Open Monday & Friday Nights

I
Starting at 11:30 A.M.
Lunch on grounds.
Zj
(22
COWS)
13
close
CATTLE
|30 HEAD HOLSTEIN
|
|
ff springers, due in Nov . and Dec ; 5 fresh within last 30 §>
one milking |
days ; 2 fresh 60 days ; one fresh 90 days;|
good and open; ' 6 yearling heifers; heifer calf , 5 months Z
old; heifer calf , 3 months old. This entire herd is calfhood %]
| All cows |
_ vaccinated with the exception of two cows.
"
|j out of art. breeding.
P
7 HOGS — 7 feeder pigs, avg. wt. 75 to 100 lbs. '¦ ¦. U
g
$
'_
7
FEED — 2500 bales mixed hay; 300 bales straw .
|
2 TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - 1952 Case Model §
_, SC tractor and cultivator ; 1944 John Deere model A II
" tractor with starter and lights ; John Deere tractor culti- |:
vator ; 12x38 tractor chains ; New Holland Model 66 baler |
|
with Wisconsin motor; John Deere Model 12A combine |
|
? with motor; John Deere Model L&M tractor spreader , 2 |
|
years old; Minneapolis Freeman H.D. manure loader; il
snow bucket ; David Bradley 3-14 inch plow
|on rubber; |
^„ John Deere 2-16 plow on steel; IHC 12-ft.
single disc; |
|
IHC 10-ft : fiel d cultivator on steel ; New idea trailer type 1]
mower; Kelly Ryan 36-ft. combination elevator with If
PTO; Minn. Moline 4-bar side delivery rake; 4-section %
steel drag; 2 rubber tired wagons; wagon box; hay rack ; i
i
Tiger 12-ft . hoe drill.
AUTOWOTIVE — 1949 Chevrolet one ton pickup with |
combination.box ; 1959 Chevrolet Biscayne 2-door , 6 cylin- m
<ier , with overdrive, 44,000 actual miles.
If
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — Sunset 210 gallon bulk tank, |
1 year old; 3 Surge seamless pails; Surge SP-11 pump; ;§
;
pipeline and stall cocks for 22 head; steel strainer ; double |

1960 FALCON
¦
door , economy
6 motor, automatic transmission ,
VI radio, heater , tutone finish w i t h
low mileage.

'
¦\vdsh tank : 12 drinking cups; 22 steel stanchions; 12 steel §
stall dividers.
.%

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - Quantity of home sawed
lumber; some woven wire ; 4 gas barrels ; quantity of
iron ; misc. tools; 2 boys' bicycles; 1 girl's bicycle,
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
REUBEN..I . TLOUGAN , OWNER
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
B. A. Smith k Sons, repr . Thorp Sales Company, Clerk
_

a

-

__

|r

< "

I
1
%
|
|
|[

>

- -

1

" ;

$1095

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd

Having been drafted , I will sell my personal property at
public auction at Freeburg, Minn., 9 miles east of Cale- ,
donia , Minn., or 6 miles west of Reno , Minn., on Trunk '*
Highway 249.

Tel. 8-2711

Open Mon., Fri. Evenings
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Saturday, November 30 .

Starting Ti me: 1:00 P.M.
Lunch by: Freeburg Booster Club
¦i
X
I
23 HEAD OF CATTLE — 2 Guernsey cows, fresh; 7
% Guernsey cows , milking , bred for spring freshening; 1
£ Guernsey cow , springing close; 2 Guernsey heiicrs ,
springing close ; 1 Guernsey heifer , 2 years old , due in
I Guernsey heife r , 1 year old , open: ' Black CrossLocated: 1 mile North and 1 mile East and 1 mile |spring;
f
bred
heifer
, 1 year old , open; 5 Guernsey hp ifer calves;
I North of Canton , Minnesota.
I 3 Guernsey bull calves; State Laboratory tested for InterState Shipment ,
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - 2 Surge seamless milker
|
| buckets ; 1^-inch pipeline with 8 stallcocks and bjg regnP I lator .
TIME: 1:00 P.M.
|
|
GRAIN AND FEED — 200 bushels oats ; 700 bales
1
CATTLE — 5 Holstein cows, due last Nov. with 2nd |mixed alfal fa hay, 2nd crop, square bales in barn ; 100 '_
I
,
I calf; 2 Holstein cows, fresh with 2nd calf; 8 Holstein p I bales straw.
TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - 2 J.D. Model A ';
1 heifers, firs t calf due first of Jan.
HORSES — 1 midget Shetland pony, 3 years old , very |
|
tractors ; 1 J.D . Model 15 t ractor with cultivator; 1 Oliver j
|
%
1 good with children.
fe M 2-bottom , 12-inch tractor plow ; 1 Oliver 2-boltom , 14-inch
|i tractor plow ; 1 J.D , tractor cultivator for Model A ; 1
I
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT - Farmall M trac- |
Itollamatic
live
§
good
tires
;
1
05.1
John
Deere
tractor
,
,
j| 15-ft, A.C. single tractor disc; David Bradley power
tor,
|j
mower , 2 years old; rotary hoe ; J.D. manure loader;
1 power , good condition; 1 Oliver 70 tractor on steel with i|
|
cultivator; 1951 W D Allis Chalmers tractor, good condl- §| |j New Idea tractor spreader; side dress attachment for
§ tion ; 1 McCormlck No . fi4 comhine , PTO , very clear; 1 ;| r J.D. cultivator ; tractor chains , llx3(i ; tractor chains ,
y Jix3fl.
|
| Docker self unloading box with reverse gear , brand new; |
MACHINERY & EQUEE 3 MENT - Portable aluminum
1 New Holland Mo. fifi baler with new hale thrower ; 1 %
$
'
0. new wagon; 1 !)-f|. grain disc grain drill ; 3-14 pull type § y grain elevator, ] fi-ft. ; 4-se(.-tion .steel drag; 2-srclion spring
$. plow ; Kelly Ryan PTO manure spreader; R-inch McHam- % U tooth; J .D. Model 12A combine , with motor and pick up ;
|
mer mill with belt; 14-inch steel stock tank with hog § i| att. and clover screen ; D. B. corn planter , with fcrl. all. ; o'
|
|waterer ; steel creep feeder; 2 round hog feeders ; several y:| J.D. Model 226 2-row mounted corn picker; 2 side delivery !\
rakes ; Mel). 45 hay baler ; bale liay rack ; rubher lired - !
I barrels; wheelbarrow ; fi00 gallon gas tank , compartments. %
i_ 1 wagon ; J.D. 14-inch roughage hammermill : tank type :J
HOGS — 10 open crossbred gilts .
I
CAR: 19511 Mercury Monterey hardtop , 2-door , new §«
I
weed sprayer; New Hollund 77 hav baler .
*
m tires , power steering nnd brakes , 1 owner, very good |
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - UMC I tnn truck com- f
|
j|
f5 ;i| pleto with stock rack; set harness housings i large i; steel
l| condition.
MILKING
EQUIPMENT
400
gn.
stainless
steel
hulk
f l wheel wagon with box; bob sled, almost mnv ; High Scotch y
|
|
I
§ tank , Dnri Kool , used one year; ;t Surge stainless steel _] \ _ .\ show collar; Scotch housing; some haniess: some horso i
iiii U blankets; some new halters , never used; some white show %
milker buckets .
|
| bridles; pressure grease gun; 2 saws.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS & MISCELLANEOUS EQUIP- |
!
I
MENT — Crosley Shelvador »1cu. ft. refrigerator; Admiral |;: | HOUSEHOLD GOODS - (I.E. 21-inch TV , almost new ; \\
|
|^ 10-inch TV , radio and phonograph; assortment of doors , U I 'WestinghouKe refrigerator (large); Zeigler oil burning |
I storm windows and window casings ; set of Youngstown |
|
|heater with fan; dining room tabic; kitclwn table : kitchen $
steel kitchen cabinets; Duo Therm oil burner , works very |
|
U chairs , five; Quickmcal wood and conl range; double iron ;:]
!i well. Other articles too numerous to mention.
jg
bed , complete ; antique double wooden bed , complete; ¦;{
|
TERMS: Under ten dollars , cash; over that amount , y lj dresser; chest of drawers (chiffonier ) ; record cabinet , ;]
l\ 'i'i down with haUince in monthly installments to suit your ^ !\ antique ; rocker ; overstuffed chair; large wicker chair; ;sj¦
ii\ |
|steel cabinet; vacuum cleaner; wash tub; wash ' boiler ; ,¦»
1 needs.
;i|
I
AUCTIONEERS: Lyle Erlckson , Cresco, Iowa , and
|kitchen utensils , pans , silverware and dishes; ironing ^
;?j
8
Howard Knutson , Canton , Minnesota
fi| j j hoard.
THORP
SALES
COMPANY'S
KASY
TERMS
H
R
CLERK: Luverne Johnson , Spring Grove , Minnesota ,
y %
ORVID KOHI J MEIER , OWNKH
p
%
«
representing Community Loan and Finance Co.,
y 'ri
Auctioneers : Schroeder Bros. Clerks: Strand & Rcnslo \\
La Crosse , Wisconsin
M
Thorp Sales Co., Clark , Rochmitur , Minn.
(j
|
|
¦
?, i. .,, ¦¦¦¦irva^winupj
L^i«ii«Mitta»rfmi^^^^<^^
i

I

I

(M&Mmt) =3 Sztati
V. L. JOHNSON AUCTION
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Saturday; NovemTber 30 1
|
i

By Rey Crane

BUZZ SAWYER
_DICK TRACY

By Chester Gould
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BEETLE BAILEY
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THE FLINTSTONES
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By Hanna-Barbera

BLONDIE

By Don Sherwood

By Chic Young
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STEVE CANYON
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By Al Capp

woll , things are certainly
a lot quieter arouad here
now than they were last

?A :A '

Only

^
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PsnJST
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EXCHANGE
TANKSERVICE
1
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*eek.

Sick Water?
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-ATTENTION

Can

CULLIGAN

Cure
Your Water 3 Ways!

#¦& AUTOMATIC .
M RENTAL
SERVICE
J^

*% LIFETIME
>C AUTOMATIC
^JSOFTENER

j UI 5bLl^l 0t.K5

the gang from kwno and a lot of
>-**.
my other friend e , like bob mcglll , 0
vi, _<__* y>, / ^ L n ^L really softened up old hardnose.
"1
/ JC O Of f *G (O C/?C?CVv
¦
in fact , now we call him old
. i
,

10Teable-

yourMaU f or- S
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dafne and i art very happy
and 1 want to thank everybody who pitched in and
helped UB out .
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mr. elmer rupp , of 2?8 lafay ette
s t r e e t, won the y ears free tv
signal service kwno gave away.
were all getting ready for
the Christma s seaso n whloh
l e a busy one for u«.

/ OU ( (

tv signal is the Ideal Christmas
g i f t because it keeps on giving

D € r ^CCH / if l Q
5

it nOd' k t after
/

lent now the tim e to give
your family the wonders of
our 11 channel tv signal
service - wed like to have
you with ui,
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nip-ht manager
"Winona tv signal co,
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and Prescribe the Proper Treatment for the Patient
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ONLY ONE OF THESE SYSTEMS IS RIGHT
FOR YOU -WHICH ONE?
Our Water Doctor Will Diagnose Your Case FREE
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By Milton Canniff
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DAN FLAGG
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By Morf Walker
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